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It doesn’t matter if your Amateur Radio
activities vary from part-time leisure to
full-blown competition, there is a SteppIR
antenna perfect for your needs. From
low-visibility verticals to multi-element
maximum performance yagis, we’ve got
you covered.

SteppIR’s CrankIR vertical is the ultimate in portability and performance for

those weekend (or longer) getaways. Its light weight and small size when

stowed make it easy to take along anywhere. Its multi-band high

performance has made it the antenna of choice for many very successful

DXPeditions….it’s that good!!

Our SmallIR and BigIR verticals provide excellent multi-band performance

with a very low footprint and blend into just about any background. Using

SteppIR’s patented remotely-tunable technology, they provide full band

coverage with extremely low SWR on every band they cover, Lossy antenna

tuners are NEVER needed with our antennas.

SteppIR’s lineup of yagis is truly remarkable. We have 2, 3, 4, and

5 element designs that set the standard of performance in the

Amateur industry. The 2 element design is perfect for limited space

applications yet still offers full band frequency coverage from 40

meters to 6 meters continuously. It’s no surprise that the recent

Navassa (K1N) DXpedition chose an array of 2 element

SteppIRs….small size, and incrediable multi-band performance

made them an easy choice. Their results were amazing.

Our larger yagis, including the Dream Beam series offer even more

performance for bigger installations, and are used by many of the

most serious DX’ers and Contesters in the world. When

performance is paramount, SteppIR antennas win hands down!

And all SteppIR’s utilize the same “frequency-agile” technology for

highest efficiency and unique modes not found in any other

antenna. Features like nearly-instant 180 degree pattern reversal,

and bi-directional radiation are available at the touch of a button.

So no matter what your level of Amateur Radio passion is….
there’s a SteppIR for every reason!
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LOCUST FORK, ALABAMA — The Blount County Amateur Radio Club will hold the
Bill Pond, AR4IW Memorial Freezefest 2015 Saturday, January 3 at Locust Fork High School.
Email: <info@w4blt.org>. Website: <http://freezefest.w4blt.org>. Talk-in 146.700- (PL 91.5).
VE exams.

GREENWOOD, SOUTH CAROLINA — The Greenwood Amateur Radio Society will hold
the Greenwood Hamfest Saturday, January 9 at Piedmont Technical College. Contact: Adam
Shirley, WJ4X, 219 Timms Road, Donalds, SC 29638. Phone (843) 361-5855. Email:
<wj4x@arrl.net> or <ai4wn@arrl.net>. Website: <http://www.w4gwd.org>. Talk-in 147.165+
(PL 1074.2) or 443.900+ (PL 107.2), VE exams.

LAWRENCVILLE,GEORGIA — The Gwinnett Amateur Radio Society will hold TechFest
Saturday, January 9 at the Gwinnett Medical Resource Center. Website: <http://www.tech-
fest.info>. VE exams.

PHOENIX, ARIZONA — The Thunderbird Amateur Radio Club will hold the Thunderbird
Hamfest 2015 Saturday, January 9 at Northwest Community Church. Email:
<hamfest@w7tbc.org>. Website: <http://www.w7tbc.org>. Talk-in 146.700- (PL 162.2) or
446.150- (PL 100). VE exams, DXCC card checking.

SCHERTZ, TEXAS — The San Antonio Radio Club will hold the 2016 San Antonio Radio
Club Fiesta Saturday, January 9 at the Schertz Civic Center. Contact: Rowena Archer,
KF5JCZ, (210) 415-6894. Website: <http://w5sc.org/W5SCFiesta.html>. Talk-in 146.940- (PL
179.9). VE exams, DXCC/WAS card checking.

TAMPA, FLORIDA — The Tampa Amateur Radio Club Inc. will hold TARCFest Hamfest
XXXIII.V Snowbird Edition Saturday, January 9 at the TARC clubhouse. Contact: Bill Bode,
N4WEB, (813) 382-9262. Email: <n4web@hamclub.org>. VE exams, card checking.

WAUKESHA, WISCONSIN — The West Allis Radio Amateur Club will hold its 44th

Annual Midwinter Ham Radio, Computer, and Electronics Swapfest Saturday, January 9
at the Waukesha County Expo Center Arena. Contact: Phil Gural, W9NAW, (414) 425-3649.
Website: <http://www.warac.org>. VE exams.

WINSTON-SALEM, NORTH CAROLINA — The Forsyth Amateur Radio Club will hold
the Winston-Salem FARC 2016 Winter First-Fest Saturday, January 9 at the Summit School.
Email: <hamfest@w4nc.com>. Website: <http://www.w4nc.com>. Talk-in 146.64 (PL 100) or
145.47 (PL 100). 

BETHPAGE, NEW YORK — Ham Radio University Amateur Radio Club will hold Ham
Radio University 2016 Sunday, January 10 at Briarcliffe College. Email: <info@hamra-
diouniversity.org>. Website: <http://hamradiouniversity.org>. Talk-in 146.85- (PL 136.5). VE
exams, special event station W2HRU. 

LAKE HAVISU CITY, ARIZONA — Lake Havasu City London Bridge Amateur Radio
Association will air special event station, K7B, daily from 0000 to 2359 UTC Thursday, January
14 through Tuesday, January 19. Frequencies include 28.450, 24.945, 18.145, and 7.185 on
SSB, CW, and RTTY. QSL to: K7B 1850 Rainbow Avenue South Lake Havasu City, AZ 86403.
Email: <k9wzb1@gmail.com>. Website: <www.qrz.com/db/k7b>.

FORREST HLL, TEXAS — The Cowtown Amateur Radio Club will hold the Cowtown
Hamfest and ARRL North Texas Section Convention Friday, January 15 and Saturday,
January 16 at the Forest Hill Civic & Convention Center. Contact: Keith Vickers <vickers-
dc@aol.com>. Website: <http://www.cowtownhamfest.com>. 

FORT MYERS, FLORIDA — The Fort Myers Amateur Radio Club will hold the Southwest
Florida Hamfest and ARRL Southern Florida Section Convention Friday, January 15 and
Saturday, January 16 at the Gulf Coast Church of Christ. Contact: FMARC, P.O. Box 061183,
Fort Myers, FL 33906-1183. Phone: (941) 380-2483. Email: <w4lwz@arrl.net>. Website:
<http://swflhamfest.info>. Talk-in 147.345 (PL 136.5). VE exams and card checking.

HAMMOND, LOUISIANA — The Southeast Louisiana Amateur Radio Club will hold the
35th Annual Hammond Hamfest Saturday, January 16 at the Magnuson Hotel & Conference
Center. Contact: Mike Ansalve, KF5JSO, <mikekf5jso@gmail.com>. Website: <http://www.
selarc.org>. Talk-in 147.000- (PL 107.2), 145.130- (PL 107.2), or 444.250+ (PL 107.2). 
VE exams.

MARATHON, NEW YORK — The Skyline Amateur Radio Club will hold the SARC
Winterfest Saturday, January 16 at the Lovell Field Convention Center. Email: <kc2bqz@
gmail.com>. Website: <http://www.skylineradioclub.org>. 

ST. CHARLES, ILLINOIS — The Wheaton Community Radio Amateurs will hold the
WRCA 49th Annual Mid-Winter Electronics Hobby Expo Sunday, January 17 at the Kane
County Fairgrounds Expo Center. Contact: WCRA, P.O. Box QSL, Wheaton, IL 60187-1055.
Phone: (630) 604-0157. Email: <info@w9ccu.org>. Website: <http://www.w9ccu.org>. Talk-
in 147.31- (107.2). VE exams.

COLLINSVILLE, ILLINOIS — The St. Louis and Suburban Radio Club will hold
Winterfest 2016 Saturday, January 23 at the Gateway Center. Contact: Rebecca Carroll,
KC9CIJ, (314) 717-1967. Email: <kc9cij@slsrc.org>. Website: <http://www.slsrc.org>. Talk-
in 146.970 (PL 141.3). VE exams.

HARRISBURG, PENNSYLVANIA — The Harrisburg Radio Amateurs’ Club will hold
Winterfest Saturday, January 23 at the Harrisburg Area Community College-Cooper Student
Union, South Hall. Contact: Tim Lehman (717) 982-8550. Email: <kb3oza@arrl.net>. Website:
<http://www.w3uu.org>. Talk-in 146.76 (PL 100). DXCC/WAS/VUCC card checking.

LOCKPORT, NEW YORK — The Lockport Amateur Radio Association will hold its 55th

Annual Winter Hamfest Saturday, January 23 at the Cambria Volunteer Fire Company.
Contact: Steve Ortner, KD2GBD, (216) 491-3158. Email: <kd2gbd@gmail.com>. Website:
<http://lockportara.us>. Talk-in 146.22+

LOVELAND, COLORADO — The Northern Colorado Amateur Radio Club will hold the
Winter 2016 Hamfest Saturday, January 23 at the Larimer County Fairgrounds-McKee 4H
Building. Email: <hamfestvendor@ncarc.net>. Website: <http://www.ncarc.net>. Talk-in
448.025- (PL 100). VE exams.

MADISON HEIGHTS, MICHIGAN — The Hazel Park Amateur Radio Club will hold its
50th Annual Swap & Shop Saturday, January 23 at the UFCW Local 876. Contact: Hugh
Boyle, (248) 755-6094. Email: <hazelparkswap@gmail.com>. Website: <http://www.hparc.
org>. Talk-in 146.640 (PL 100). 
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60 Meters Goes Worldwide
Worldwide DXing on 60 meters will become a possibili-
ty over the next several years, following approval by the
2015 World Radiocommunication Conference (WRC-
15) in November of a worldwide secondary amateur allo-
cation between 5351.5 kHz and 5366.5 kHz. Power will
generally be limited to 15 watts effective isotropic radi-
ated power (EIRP), according to the ARRL. This is the
first new worldwide amateur HF allocation since the 
30-, 17- and 12-meter bands were approved in 1979.

The 5-MHz band is currently available on a country-
by-country basis. In the U.S., amateurs currently have
access on a secondary basis to five discrete channels
between 5330 and 5405 kHz, and are permitted to oper-
ate SSB, CW, and PSK-31 with up to 100 watts EIRP.
It is not clear how the WRC action will affect the U.S.
amateur allocation, since it creates a smaller band with
lower power limits. There will be no change to the cur-
rent allocation, however, until the U.S. adopts the con-
ference’s final acts and the FCC goes through the rule-
making procedures to put any new rules in place.

Amateur Radio Parity Act Clears Senate
Committee
An ARRL-backed bill to give amateurs in homeowner-
association controlled areas the same rights as other
hams was approved by the Senate Commerce, Science,
and Transportation Committee in mid-November and
cleared for an eventual vote by the full Senate. The bill,
S-1685, also known as the Amateur Radio Parity Act,
would extend the FCC’s limited pre-emption of state and
municipal antenna ordinances to private land use restric-
tions as well. According to the ARRL, it would give ama-
teurs living in antenna-restricted communities “the
opportunity to negotiate with homeowners associations
to install an antenna that reasonably accommodates
amateur radio communication.” A companion bill in the
House of Representatives, HR 1301, is still in commit-
tee even though it has over 100 co-sponsors.

FCC Licensing Computer Problems Persist
A key element of the FCC’s Universal Licensing System
(ULS) computer continues to shut down periodically,
backing up the flow of license applications and grants.
According to the ARRL, the computer’s electronic batch
filing system, or EBF, is the source of the problem, which
has caused at least three shutdowns since the FCC’s
computer system was upgraded last September. The
League says the FCC staff has now identified the cause
of the problem and hopes to have a permanent fix in
place as soon as possible. Meanwhile, staffers are mon-
itoring the system and processing applications manual-
ly whenever the snafu pops back up.

ARES Uproar in Oregon
Oregon’s state Office of Emergency Management has
had a falling-out with the head of the state’s Amateur
Radio Emergency Service (ARES) organization. Ac-
cording to news reports, Section Emergency Co-
ordinator Vince Van Der Hyde, K7VV, told ARES mem-
bers not to participate in a state OEM drill because he
was not happy with the state’s equipment or its notice to
volunteers about the drill. The state said it would no
longer work with Van Der Hyde, but emphasized that it
was not cutting ties with ARES itself. 

ARRL Oregon Section Manager Everett Curry,
W6ABM, who oversees all aspects of the ARRL field
organization in the state, including ARES, assured the
state’s emergency coordinators that the organization
would continue to work with the state OEM. He was
scheduled to meet with OEM officials in late November.

Good News, Bad News, From Orbit
AMSAT-NA’s first cubesat — formerly known as Fox-1A
and now AMSAT-OSCAR 85 — has been formally com-
missioned and is now in regular amateur service. It
apparently suffers from a lack of sensitivity, according
to the AMSAT News Service, so AMSAT is recom-
mending a minimum uplink power level of 200 watts
EIRP (effective isotropic radiated power). Contacts have
been made using 5 watts and a gain antenna such as
an Arrow handheld Yagi.

Meanwhile, AMSAT-UK reports that efforts to deploy
the experimental de-orbiting sail on the University of
Surrey’s DeorbitSail satellite have proven unsuccessful,
so the control team is refocusing on making the best use
of what work aboard the satellite, which was
launched last July. One goal of the project was to demon-
strate the use of a deployable sail to quickly slow the
satellite’s orbit and speed up a planned re-entry into
Earth’s atmosphere.

Idiom Press Sold to Ham Supply
Amateur radio publisher and accessory manufacturer
Idiom Press has been purchased from the Locher fam-
ily by Ham Supply of Elizabeth, Colorado. According to
a news release, Ham Supply will honor existing war-
ranties for Idiom Press products as well as orders placed
but not yet fulfilled as of the time of the sale. Ham Supply
says it intends to continue producing Idiom’s product line
as well as introducing new products of interest to the
amateur community.

NJ Ham Murdered in Home Invasion
A Belleville, New Jersey ham who was a leader in local
radio clubs and the state Army MARS organization died
in late May as a result of injuries suffered in a home inva-
sion robbery about two weeks earlier. The 
newspaper reported that 85-year-old William Fitz-
simmons, N2LMU, was knocked unconscious in a home
invasion robbery on May 16th, and died of his injuries on
May 30. A 25-year-old man from neighboring Nutley was
indicted on seven counts, including felony murder, on
November 13. 

Hams Recognized for Outstanding
Contributions
Two organizations recently honored several hams for
their contributions to the hobby and to radio in general.
The Radio Club of America recognized Dr. Nathan
Cohen, W1YW, inventor of the fractal antenna, for his
work in engineering and manufacturing of radio equip-
ment; David Bart, KB9YPD, for helping preserve the his-
tory of radio and electronic communications; Tim Duffy,
K3LR, and Gerry Agliata, W2GLA, for their work with the
club, and contributor Carole Perry, WB2MGP, for
her contributions as a woman in wireless communica-
tions. Perry is also RCA’s Youth Activities Chair (see her
article in this issue of ).

Separately, reports that the YASME
Foundation granted its 2015 Excellence Award to the
development team responsible for the N1MM contest
logging program: Tom Wagner, N1MM; Rick Ellison,
N2AMG; Steve London, N2IC; and others. 

Well-Known Alaskan Contester SK
Richard Strand, KL7RA, became a Silent Key in late
November, after suffering a heart attack earlier in the
month. The Kenai, Alaska, resident was a very active
contester who enjoyed giving out Alaska and/or CQ Zone
1 in various on-air competitions. According to the ARRL,
Strand was also a contributor to the  .
He was 69.
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H
appy New Year! The start of a new year is always a
good time to go back to basics and to re-examine
not only what we do but why we do it. Amateur radio

in the United States is built around five basic themes, as
spelled out at the very beginning of Part 97 of the FCC s
rules:

§97.1 Basis and purpose.
         
       
     
        
       

     
 

      
        

      
        
      
       
      


      
   

We are all familiar (or we should be) with amateur radio s
value to the public in terms of emergency communications
(a). Last month in this space, we discussed the balancing of
the communications and technical phases of the radio art

(c). So this month, let s look at (b), (d) and (e), all of which
focus on some truly important roles that amateur radio oper-
ators can play in society.

Fighting Terror With DXing
Let s start with (e), the amateur s unique ability to enhance
international goodwill. I am writing this in the aftermath of
November s terrorist attacks in Paris and other places, as
far away from international goodwill as one can get. Yet, I
couldn t help but think that, in the long run, amateur radio
is part of the solution to the terrorist mindset.

One of the techniques that terrorists use is to demonize
and dehumanize those whom they perceive to be their ene-
mies. Amateur radio focuses on our shared humanity, giv-
ing us the opportunity to meet, learn about, and perhaps
become friends with people from many different countries
and many different ethnic and cultural groups. If someone
around us tries to demonize all of the members of a par-
ticular group or nationality, we can say, No. That s wrong.
I know people in that group and they re not all like that.

The more of us there are who can counter efforts at dehu-
manizing people from other countries and cultures, the less
influence the terrorists and people like them will have. Art,
music, and sports share these attributes, but you can t reap
the person-to-person benefits in these other areas without
someone leaving home and traveling a long distance. We
can work DX from our homes. Perhaps the next time you re
on the air, you can make an effort to have more than a 59,
73 sort of QSO with a DX station and really try to learn a
little bit about each other. It s part of amateur radio s
unique ability to enhance international goodwill.

Watching Science Happen 
Something else that ham radio lets us do from home that
many other activities can t is . Ham radio provides
us with regular reminders that science is not some abstract
thing that only happens in a laboratory. It happens all

around us every day and can be observed and studied from
the comfort of our homes, often with little or no specialized
equipment.

The other morning, I had the opportunity to observe space
science in action from my basement ham shack, as I
watched 15 meters wake up for the day. When I first tuned
the band, I could hear only one station. He was quite loud,
and quite alone in my receiver a station in Belgium with
a special prefix marking the anniversary of the end of World
War I. I worked him and continued to tune around. Slowly,
I began to hear other European stations coming up out of
the noise as the sun heated the upper layers of the atmos-
phere between us and got those electrons bouncing around
between atoms in the ionosphere. Watching science hap-
pen … in my basement.

Amateur radio encourages citizen science at a time
when scientific research often seems to be the sole
province of large corporations, major universities, and the
federal government. But we can say, No. We can do sci-
ence, too. And we don t need a multimillion dollar lab to
contribute to the advancement of the radio art. We ve got
our own laboratories in our homes, consisting of our radios,
our computers, and our antennas. Being citizen scientists
and experimenters helps us achieve (d) Expansion of the
existing reservoir within the amateur radio service of trained
operators, technicians, and electronics experts.

The bottom line is this: Amateur radio may be a hobby,
practiced by a very small slice of the world s population.
But our impact on the world is much greater than our num-
bers suggest, from providing emergency communications
when all else fails to conducting person-to-person diplo-

macy and citizen science. What we do , and it has
impact far beyond ourselves. We should never forget that.

Casting a Spell
One other unique aspect of amateur radio that isn t set out
in the FCC rules is: Whenever people ask me how
ham radio is different from the Internet, I reply immediate-
ly, Magic. There s no magic on the Internet. Radio is
magic.

Nearly everything on the Internet is connected by wires
(and those parts that aren t are connected by radio). It s
complex and it s fast, but there s no magic. Radio, on the
other hand, really shouldn t work! I stick up a wire in my
yard, press the switch on my microphone and somebody
hears me (I hope) in some other part of the world. And the
best part is that you never really know where that s going
to be.

Example: After suffering through really bad noise prob-
lems on the higher HF bands during the CQWW DX Contest
SSB weekend, I turned on the rig the following weekend to
see if things had improved or if I d need to play noise detec-
tive. Thankfully, the noise was gone. And just to make sure
everything was working OK on the transmit end, when I
heard a station on 10 meters working a bunch of people, I
gave him a call and he came right back. It turned out to be
Javier, CA7CAQ, on the island of Chiloe (IOTA SA-018)
about halfway down the coast of Chile.

Think about it. In what other activity can you fire up your
equipment to make sure everything is working OK and ran-
domly get confirmation that it is from half a world away?
I ve been doing this ham radio thing for 45 years now, and
contacts like that simply never get old. It s the magic that
makes ham radio absolutely unique.

For 2016, why not make a New Year resolution to your-
self to try something new and different (or more of what you
love) in ham radio to keep the magic happening? And more
importantly, cast a spell on someone else!
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 to Orlando!

If you’re actively teaching ham radio licensing 
classes, or think you want to become an 
instructor, you’ll want to make sure you’re at 
the Orlando HamCation on Friday, February 
12, 2016 from 9:00 am to 1:00 pm. That’s the 
date and time Gordon West, WB6NOA, will 
be presenting his Ham Instructor Academy. 
Gordo will share his secrets and demos on 
how to teach successful new ham and upgrade 
amateur radio courses.

“This class is free to all hams interested in teaching, 
helping, and Elmering a ham class,” Gordo explains. “Our 
Ham Instructor Academy classes are part of The W5YI 
Group’s HamInstructor.com program, which is designed 
to encourage improved ham radio licensing education 
efforts.”

“He showed us some fun, live demos that help students 
learn operating aspects of ham radio; picked up some 
excellent class publicity suggestions; and learned the 
best way to get our students studying the Gordo book 
before the first class session,” comments Joy Williams, 
K6JOY. “These tips, tricks, and ideas have led to improved 
graduation rates for our ham radio classes.” Joy is both a 
registered W5YI instructor and accredited W5YI VE.

Gordo’s Ham Instructor Academy is free! Attendees will 
need to bring their HamCation ticket to enter the Central 
Florida Fair Grounds to access the Social Hall where 
the Academy will be held. This ticket is good for the full 
HamCation weekend! $13 at www.hamcation.com in 
advance, or available at the gate for $15.

Visit www.haminstructor.com to learn more about the 
exciting class and the free W5YI ham instructor program.  
Questions about the instructor program or the free 
academy class?  Call Gordo at 714 549-5000!

Order today from W5YI: 800-669-9594 or on-line: www.w5yi.org
The W5YI Group  P.O. Box 200065  Arlington, TX  76006-0065           When ordering, mention this CQ ad for a free gift. CQ

Study with the best!   
         License Study Materials by

General Class book 
Upgrade to the HF bands 
with Gordo & W5YI! 
Gordo’s manual for 
2015-2019 reorganizes 
all the questions into 
logical topic groups 
for easier learning. His 
explanations include 
highlighted key words to 
help you remember the 
material for test success. 
Companion CD is full 
of great operating tips! 

 GWGM-15  $24.95

General Book & Software Package 
Study at your computer and take practice exams. 
Windows software includes explanations from 
Gordo’s book, scores your results and highlights 
areas that need further study. Includes free Part 97 
Rule Book. GUS-15 $34.95

General Audio Course on CD 
General Theory Course recorded by Gordo is full 
of the sounds that bring ham radio to life! He talks 
you through the Element 3 theory to help you 
understand the material and get you ready for your 
upcoming exam. On 4 audio CDs. GWGW-15 $29.95

Extra Class book  
Go to the top with 
Gordo! 2012-2016 book 
includes all Element 4 
Q&A reorganized into 
logical topic groups. 
Gordo’s fun, educational 
explanations with 
highlighted keywords, 
and great memory tricks 
for those tough theory 
questions! Wait ‘til you 
meet “Eli the Ice Man!” 
 GWEM-12 $24.95

Extra Book & Software Package 
Study at your computer and take practice exams 
as the W5YI Windows software scores your 
results and highlights areas that need further study. 
Includes explanations from Gordo’s book. Free 
Part 97 Rule Book. ECS-12 $39.95

Extra Audio Course on CD 
Extra Class Theory Course recorded by Gordo 

help you understand the material and get you ready 
for your upgrade to the top. On 6 audio CDs. 
 GWEW-12 $39.95

W5YI Software on Windows-compatible CD-ROM.

Technician Class book  
for the 2014-2018 entry 
level exam! Gordo 
reorganizes the Q&A 
into logical topic groups 
for easy learning! Key 
words are highlighted 
in his explanations to 
help you understand the 
material for test success. 
Web addresses for 
more than 125 helpful, 
educational sites.  
Includes On The Air CD  

                       demonstrating Tech privileges. 
 GWTM-14  $21.95

Tech Book & Software Package 
Gordo’s book with W5YI software for Windows 
allows you to study at your computer and take 
practice exams. Explanations from Gordo’s book 
are on the software to reinforce your learning. 
Includes free Part 97 Rule Book.  NCS-14  $29.95

Tech Audio Course on CD 
Welcome to Gordo’s classroom! Technician audio 
theory course recorded by Gordo talks you through 
the Element 2 question pool.  Follows the order of 
his book.  On 4 audio CDs. GWTW-14  $29.95

EXTRA CLASSTECHNICIAN CLASS GENERAL CLASS



O
ld timers may remember read-
ing an extraordinary World War
II story of hams’ friendship back

in the 1960s. It was the story of an
American GI (also a ham) on a South
Pacific island in 1942 or ’43 who spot-
ted a Japanese bamboo hut with a radio
and a lone operator inside. The GI
stealthily waited hours for an opportu-
nity to jump the Japanese soldier-oper-
ator. He finally got the right position and
timing and, with his jungle knife ready,
was about to kill the Japanese soldier.
Right then, he noticed the Japanese
soldier had a magazine in his hand and
it was a copy of . Instinctively, the
GI asked “What is your call?”

“Jay Two ...”  (Pre WWII Japan used
a single “J” prefix), the other soldier
replied. The GI and the Japanese sol-
dier realized that they had worked many
times on 20-meter CW before the war.
The two soldier hams parted company
without harming each other. In the
1960s they met again on 20-meter
SSB1.

The Tradition Continues
I have recently befriended a ham who,
along with his family, escaped the eth-
nic cleansing war atrocity of the Balkans
in the 1990s, much thanks to hams’
camaraderie. Here is his story.

Ned2, AC6YY, as his ham friends call
him, is Nenad Tufekcic, born in 1956 in
Sarajevo. At the time, Sarajevo was
part of Yugoslavia. Today it is the cap-
ital of Bosnia-Herzegovina. Ned’s fam-
ily has lived in the Balkan area for 8,000
years (he had his DNA tested by

23andme.com, so he is quite certain of
that fact). He attended school in
Sarajevo and became interested in
radio at a young age. He obtained his
first ham license at the age of 15 and
became a member of the club station
YU4EPO. There were virtually no pri-
vate ham stations in Yugoslavia at the
time. He attended the University of
Sarajevo, where he majored in eco-
nomics. After graduation, Ned worked

for the City of Sarajevo in the Civil
Defense section. He became a mem-
ber of the Civil Defense club station,
YU4ESG (  ). Life was good and
normal.

Disintegration, War, and
Worse
Following the demise of the Soviet
Union in 1990, Yugoslavia began to dis-

What the FCC calls "the radio amateur’s unique ability to enhance 
international goodwill" is part of our DNA and even extends into times
of war. AH6CY shares the little-known story of ham radio’s role, during
the Bosnian war in the 1990s, of keeping families in contact and 
helping to reunite and resettle one ham family in particular

AC6YY and the International Fraternity of Hams

BY HIROKI KATO,* AH6CY  
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integrate into several political entities,
mainly along ethnic and religious
groupings of the pre-Soviet era (

). Bosnia declared independence in
June 1991 after over 70% of the popu-
lation voted for it in a UN-sanctioned ref-
erendum. Slobodan Milosevic, the
strong man of Yugoslavia (now Serbia),
ordered an attack on Sarajevo in May

1992 to keep Bosnia under his control.
Ned was in his office attached to city

hall when the news of the attack arrived
and it was his job to activate the city’s
network of sirens to warn the citizens
of the emergency. Bosnia at this point
did not have an army of its own.
Milosevic deployed the Yugoslav
People’s Army (JNA) in Bosnia for his

cause, which initially was a territorial
war (  ), but soon turned to a war
of “ethnic cleansing.” 

Fearing civil disorder, Ned sent his
wife, Razija, and his two children, a boy
and a girl, to Teslic, a town in the north-
ern countryside where his in-laws lived.
Unfortunately, by the time the three of
them arrived there, Serbian forces had
already occupied the area. All commu-
nication ceased between Teslic and
Sarajevo. Ned had no idea about what
was happening to Razija and his chil-
dren for many weeks until he contact-
ed a Serbian ham who gave him infor-
mation regarding general conditions in
the Teslic area.

Ham Radio Networking
Soon, hams all over the Balkans were
getting actively involved in providing an
informal network of communication
between separated family members,
using phone patch operation when pos-
sible. In the meantime, the ethnic
cleansing campaign of Milosevic,
Bosnian Serb leader Radovan Karadzic
(known as Butcher of Bosnia), and
Serbian general Ratko Mladic started
and the situation was becoming more
and more dire. Ned was finally able to
talk directly with Razija via the phone
patch offered by one of the Bosnian
hams from Tesanj, where Ned’s wife
escaped from Serbian soldiers with her
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three-year-old son. At the same time,
Ned found out that his daughter was
separated from her mother and stayed
in Teslic with her aunt. Her aunt was
married to a Serbian man and Razija
thought it would be safer for her daugh-
ter to be with her aunt’s family, though
later it became clear that was not the
case under Milosevic’s racist policies.

Ham radio was the only means of
communication between Ned and his
wife during that time. Hams also tried to
help arrange the first civilian prisoner
exchange, which was to include Ned’s
daughter. But Ned didn’t find out if the
prisoner exchange was successful, as
communication abruptly became

impossible once again. Ned speculated
that Razija and the children escaped to
Croatia, but was not certain. 

Out of the blue, he received a phone
call from Razija, patched from Kastel
Gomilika, Croatia, via the club station
9A1CIG, then operated by Dusko Delin,
9A5AAN, who had located Ned’s wife
and children on Sholta Island, Croatia,
where they went in July 1992, along with
many other Bosnian refugees.

Ned held a daily sked with 9A1CIG to
pass humanitarian traffic. In addition to
Dusko in Croatia, Ned also had a daily
sked with Nebojsa Milivojevic, SM7LPJ,
a Bosnian Serb who had moved to
Sweden before the conflict began

(  ). Nebojsa also played an
important role in relaying thousands of
humanitarian messages from and to the
Balkans. 

Hams not only passed messages and
were instrumental in arranging hostage
exchanges as mentioned, they even
offered informal international “banking”
services. For instance, Ned would give
money to somebody in Sarajevo and
Nebojsa would arrange to have that
sum delivered to Ned’s wife in Sholta.

In 1992, after six months on Sholta
Island, Razija and her children were
able to leave for Germany, where
Razija’s sister had moved. Ned, whose
house had burned down in the conflict
(  ), had been sleeping in his city
office for two years and was trying to fig-
ure out a way to escape the city. He
finally got an opportunity during a short-
lived cease fire in November 1994 when
civilians were allowed to leave the city
through a so called “white corridor.”

Ned’s harrowing journey took him
through several Bosnian and Croatian
towns, such as Jablanica and Tomis-
lavgrad, all the while dodging authori-
ties by hitchhiking on a farmer’s truck,
taking local taxis, and walking; no buses
or trains were available. Hs finally suc-
ceeded in taking a ferry from Split,
Croatia, to Ancona, Italy, where his
other sister and her Italian husband
were waiting at the port (  ). An
Italian ham, a friend of Ned’s brother-
in-law, had informed Ned’s sister of his
arrival. Ned spent a few months in Milan
and Torino while waiting to get a visa to
Germany.

Reunited at Last
The Tefekcics were at last reunited in
Burgau, Germany, in early 1995, after
nearly four years of separation. Ned’s
children attended school there and the
German language is one of several lan-
guages they speak fluently as a result.
Shortly after their reunification in
Germany, Ned’s family was able to
obtain a refugee visa to come to the
United States (  ), after an initial
plan to move to Australia didn’t work out.
Once again, ham radio played a role in
the Tefekcic family’s choice to move to
Silicon Valley. As Ned explained it: 
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Today, Ned (  ) and his wife both work for Santa Clara
County. He works in the information technology department
while Razija works for the tax department. Ned is active on the
air and recently attended Pacificon 2015 (  ), where he
operated the W1AW/6 special event station. It’s a world away
from Sarajevo and the war that engulfed it 20 years ago, all
thanks to the worldwide fraternity of amateur radio.

Notes:
1. , Dec. 1967, p. 53
2. I wish to thank my friend Ned, AC6YY, for generously

giving me his time to make this article possible.
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S
tarting with the Boxboro ARRL
New England Convention in
August 2015, in Boxborough,

Massachusetts, I began a whirlwind of
travel to different ham radio conven-
tions and events across the country.
What fun!

One of the interesting hams I got to
meet was Bob Phinney, K5TEC, who
runs the Clay Center Amateur Radio
Club, which is in a facility on the cam-
pus of Dexter Southfield School in
Brookline, Massachusetts <www.cc-
arc.org>. The club sponsors a Youth Net
and UHF repeaters, which are moni-
tored for newly-licensed radio operators
to learn and practice radio etiquette
(446.325 and 449.125 MHz, - duplex, PL
146.2). It was great meeting with the
young students who were at Boxboro,
having a terrific time (  ), encour-
aging other young hams to join them on
the air. I also enjoyed meeting with

Join the Radio Club of America’s Youth Activities Chair as she racks up
those frequent flier miles working with, and highlighting the 
accomplishments of, young hams from sea to shining sea.

BY CAROLE PERRY,* WB2MGP
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Jeremy Breef-Pilz, KB1REQ, the ARRL Youth Coordinator for
eastern Massachusetts.

Going Bi-Coastal
The ARRL Southwest Division’s HamCon 2015 in Torrance,
California, was next on my itinerary. I moderated a youth
forum there (  ), and was the keynote speaker at the
luncheon. Carl Gardenias, WU6D, ARRL Orange Section
Manager, and Convention Chairperson Diana Feinberg,
AI6DF, extended additional hospitality and facilitated the
process for locating the talented young hams and their teach-
ers who participated in the youth forum. Bev Matheson,
WA6BK, led her 10- and 11-year-old hams from the Dorothy
Grant Elementary School in their wonderful presentation,
“Hamming It Up.” They spoke about how they got started,
what they do at meetings, and what activities they have par-
ticipated in via ham radio in their classroom.

Bob Sylvest, AB6SY, is the leader of a 4H chapter amateur
radio club. He suggested I invite 17-year-old Meghan Tahbaz,
KK6CYN, who is a senior in South High School. Meghan was
an incredible speaker whose topic was “Ham Radio and the
U.S.S. Pampanito.” She shared the students’ experience with
a contact they made with the submarine’s ham station, NJ6VT,
and Peter, KI6NYQ, who spoke with the kids. They followed
up with a field trip to the submarine, which is currently a memo-
rial and museum in San Francisco. What an amazing experi-
ence due to a ham radio contact.

Before leaving Los Angeles, I accepted an invitation from
ham friend John Amodeo, NN6JA, producer of the TV show
“Last Man Standing,” to visit the set. Star Tim Allen’s char-
acter, Mike Baxter, is a ham (as is Tim in real life); and it

was great fun to sit at the actual radio station at the studio
(  ).

Rocky Mountain High
One week later, I was in Denver, Colorado, speaking at a
meeting of Radio Club of America (RCA) members at the
Wings Over the Rockies Museum. An offer was made by my
Youth Activities committee to provide the after-school pro-
gram there with materials for a ham radio program. There is
already a ham station in place; and my committee has pro-
vided books and manuals.

Back to California
Pacificon was three weeks later, in San Ramon, California,
near San Francisco. Once again, I invited local young hams
to participate in the youth forum. Young Rohan Agrawal,
KJ6LXV, age 14, was one of my presenters (  ). He
previously captivated the audience at my Dayton youth forum
and at last year’s RCA Technical Symposium. Nora
Witkowski, K6NKW, spoke about all the friends she’s made
by being part of the Youth Net on the Bay Net repeater. Fourth
grader Sujay Ojha, KK6SET, spoke about his similar expe-
riences in addition to speaking about his radio experiences
in Nepal after the earthquakes.

Good friend David Witkowski, W6DTW, put me in touch
with Dwain Fairweather, KK6BSW, the teacher at the Valley
Christian Junior High School who got his students involved
in the school’s satellite tracking/ham radio program. Dwain
introduced Rahul Tewari, KK6GIH, the net control of their
youth net. This accomplished young man gave a wonderful
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presentation about the terrific opportunities for hands-on
technical experiences taking place at their school.

And (Almost) to Cuba
In October, my RCA Youth Activities committee became
interested in supporting a group of hams going on a Cuban
Expedition, “T42US.” We were especially interested in the
plans of Nancy Yoshida, K9DIG, who met with Cuban stu-
dents at the FRC (their ARRL) building during the exhibition
portion of their operation. Nancy got to meet with young stu-
dents and to conduct amateur radio demonstrations for them.
Their host and interpreter was Roberto, CM2KL. By all
accounts their trip, led by Jim Millner WB2REM, was a great
success and RCA was pleased to be a co-sponsor for them
(  ).

Packing Again…
As of this writing, I am preparing for my next event with young,
talented hams. The weekend of the RCA Awards Banquet
will also feature the club’s Technical Symposium. In keep-
ing with the tradition of our Youth Initiative to have an RCA

Young Achiever give a presentation there, we will be high-
lighting two talented young people. Rohan Agrawal,
KJ6LXV, and Galen Asphaug, KK6NNP, have been invited
to speak at this exciting event in Cupertino, California. You
will be hearing more about their presentations at the
Symposium in a future article.

Being on the road since August has been an exhilarating
and inspirational experience for me. Encouraging youngsters
to get involved with radio communications is how the future
of ham radio will be assured.
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W
hen the U. S. Islands Program <http://www.
usislands.org/> announced its first One-Day
Getaway on May 9 of last year, I was excited. I took

out my list of about 15 islands I had identified in Florida and
Georgia that I planned to activate over the next few years. I
knew I wanted to do something special for the One-Day
Getaway, and I focused my attention on Middle Island in the
middle of the Okefenokee National Wildlife Refuge in South
Georgia. The refuge is home to 10,000 to 20,000 alligators
as well as many endangered species of snakes and birds. 

Way Up Upon the Suwannee River …
Middle Island (  ) is located next to Stephen C. Foster
State Park at the head of the Suwannee River. It has always
been my policy to go and check out an island before the day
of operations to make sure I have access to it. On March 27,
I paid my first visit to Middle Island and signed in to the vis-
itor log at the entrance of the refuge. The drive was about 1-

1/2 miles down a one-lane paved road to a parking lot and
boat ramp. Access to the island was over a bridge that had
a locked gate to keep vehicles out.

As I walked across the bridge, I noticed alligators in the
water on both sides of the bridge. Once on the island, I locat-
ed a 50-foot clearing that would be great to put up my tri-
band beam on a 20-foot mast (  ). As I was looking
around for a good spot to set up my rig, I noticed a pickup
truck had stopped at the gate on the bridge and someone
was unlocking the gate. After the truck came across the
bridge, I noticed a wildlife refuge seal on the door so I flagged
down the driver. 

She introduced herself as Sara Aicher, a biologist for the
Okefenokee National Wildlife Refuge. At this point I told her
I was a ham radio operator and was planning to set up my
ham radio station on May 9, in the area where we were stand-
ing. I explained to her I had driven by to check out a good
location to set everything up. Ms. Aicher was very nice about
what I wanted to do, but informed me I would need to get a
special use permit for my operation. I explained to her I had
set up stations all over the south and this was the first time
I had needed to apply for a special use permit. Continuing to

  
 



If the ARRL’s National Parks on the Air Program for 2016 has caught your
fancy, be sure to plan ahead and contact the location from which you
plan to operate. W4YBV reports that some areas that count for the 
program may require special use permits, a process that may take 
several weeks to complete

BY TERRY JOYNER,* W4YBV
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be very helpful, Ms. Aicher asked me to email her with all the
information as to what I wanted to do and she would try to
help me out.

After retuming home, I sent Ms. Aicher an email request-
ing a special use permit for May 9, 2015. About a week later,
I received an email from her stating the management team
had discussed my request and decided to allow me to set up
on Middle Island and I would soon be hearing from Ms. Susan
Heisey, Supervisory Refuge Ranger for the Okefenokee
National Wildlife Refuge.

On April 9, I received an email from Susan telling me she
would be working with me on my special use permit. First,
she needed more information about my activity. Five items
were requested: Date of activity, type of activity, location of
activity, equipment being used, and the organization I would
be representing.

I quickly responded to her request with all of the infor-
mation, and sent a copy of the U.S. Island Program press
release and some photos of other islands on which I had
set up previously. On April 24, I received my Okefenokee
National Wildlife Refuge General Activities Special Use
Permit, containing six special conditions. They basically
said the permit did not allow me to interfere with other vis-

itors, that nothing could be left overnight, that the refuge
was not responsible for loss or damage to my equipment
and that the permit could be revoked if I didn t abide by its
terms. I readily agreed to all of those conditions and was
finally ready for the One-Day Getaway on Middle Island.
My island activity (  ) was very successful with over
80 QSOs in 33 states and seven countries.

Keep it Positive; Keep it Legal
If you are going to operate in a national wildlife refuge, you
need to work with the refuge staff and secure the necessary
permit. Furnish them with all the information they request and
most importantly, give them all the time they need to process
your permit. My experience working with the staff of the
wildlife refuge was educational and positive. They were very
understanding about what I wanted to accomplish with my
radio and wanted my outing to be a success.

Even though my experience was with the National Wildlife
Refuge System, you would be well advised to contact any
area from which you hope to operate well in advance to see
if a permit is necessary and if so, have time to get everything
processed before your visit.
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W
hen you don’t have six meters in a two-band VHF
contest, you probably are not having much fun. As
K9AKS mentions in his comments later, 6-meter

conditions in the U.S. were as poor as they have ever been
in the CQ WW VHF Contest. From my QTH in southwestern
EN80, we had a decent opening to a couple of areas in Texas
and Mexico for a couple of hours and that was it for Saturday.
It felt like the band might open but it never really happened.
Sunday’s six-meter propagation was even less exciting.
Entries were down from 2014 with 663 logs received, down
from 746 in 2013. DX stations accounted for 372 logs
received (almost the same as 2014) and 291 U.S. logs were
received (down from 371 in 2014). As dismal as conditions
were, according to our official record keeper, Curt Roseman,
K9AKS, there were “some” highlights that were achieved
despite the poor propagation.

The highlight of this year’s contest was the performance of
six meters in the western Mediterranean region. Moroccan
station CN8KD scored the highest totals ever from Africa on
6 meters, and IT9XTP and ISØBSR/P posted the highest
scores ever from Sicily and Sardinia, respectively. Large 6-
meter QSO totals also contributed to a record score from
Africa in the all-band category by EA8DBM in the Canary
Islands, and the highest score ever from the Balearic Islands
by EA6SA.

As usual, participation in the 2-meter-only category was
minimal in North America. In Europe, participation was rela-
tively high and some good performances resulted. OK1DOL
and HG3X posted the sixth and tenth highest 2-meter-only
scores ever in Europe. Some good scores in the QRP cate-
gory came out of Europe, too. Hungarian stations HA5KDQ
and HA1ZH posted the fourth and eighth highest all-time
European QRP scores. Interestingly, they accomplished
these scores in very different ways: ’KDQ had 193 QSOs on
6 meters and only 33 on 2 meters, whereas ’ZH had an oppo-
site profile: Only 44 QSOs on 6, but 93 on 2 meters. Another
notable QRP score was posted by JR1UJX, who broke the
all-time Japan record.

In North America overall, six-meter conditions were as poor
as they have been in the 16-year history of this version of the
CQ VHF contest. QSO totals were at an all-time low and no
stations in the 6-meter-only category broke into their call-
area lists of all-time high scores. In the all-band entry cate-
gory, only K2DRH in Illinois and W9RM in Colorado did so.
The best scores posted by multi-op stations in several areas
of North America depended on good QSO totals on 2 meters.
Perhaps the best indicator of the poor conditions in North
America were the collective scores posted by QRP stations.

For the first time in contest history, only one QRP score
exceeded 1,000 points … and it was a tough slog.

USA
Bob, K2DRH, and Jay, W9RM, again finished first and second
in the all-band category but with considerably lower scores than
in 2014. Bob’s 89,000 was only topped by the K5QE multi-op
score. John, W1XX, was third; John, W1AN, fourth; and Fred,
K3ZO, rounded out the top five. Chuck, W5PR, led a Texas

BY STEVE BOLIA,* N8BJQ
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sweep of the top five finishers on 6
meters. Gator, N5RZ, kept the pressure
on Chuck to finish second, followed by
WA2VYA, WD5K, and WG5H. Frank,
K2OS, and N2FKF topped the 2-meter
category. Ted, K5TED, and Etienne,
K7ATN, led the Hilltoppers and Curt,
K9AKS (the only QRP station above
1,000 points), is the QRP winner.

The crew at K5QE again sits on top of
the leaderboard. Marshall and crew
(K5MQ, N5YA, KE5VKZ, AE5VB,
VE3WY, N1XS, NR5M, KU5B, and
W5LD) worked a lot of 6-meter meteor
scatter as well as 103 grids on 2 meters.
Second place goes to W4MW (ops:
W3OA, W4WNT, AA4SC, N4UFP,
WW4CP, N4LED, KI4TZ, W4GRW,
AA4ZZ, K8YC, and W4MW) with K8GP
with ops K1RA and W8ZN in third.

In the rover category, WW7D did a
great job considering the difficult con-
ditions. Despite the poor propagation,
Darryl worked 170 Q’s and 54 grids on
6 meters and 110 QSOs and 44 grids
on 2 meters while operating from nine
grids. You can read about Darryl’s 
rove at <http://tinyurl.com/CQWWVHF

15WW7D>. Pete, K9PW, operated
from six grids and worked 47 grids on
6 and 43 on 2 meters. K9JK dodged
storms on Saturday to finish third with
31 grids worked on 6 and 28 on 2
meters. Thanks to all of the rovers who
do a great job every year.

DX
Aleksandr, EA8DBM, turned in a record
score on his way to the world top all-
band score. His 183 grid total on 6
meters helped him to overcome the 90
QSO advantage of CR5A. Third place
goes to EA6SA with the highest score
from EA6. OK1DC was fourth and
UY1HY finishes fifth. IT9XPT and
CN8KD battled for the 6-meter title with
Salvatore winning the grid battle, 148 to
137. Marco, ISØBSR/P, wasn’t far
behind in third, followed by EA3AKY
and EA6XQ. Libor, OK1DOL, is the 2-
meter winner with an impressive score
of 27,000. Norbert, HG3X, was not far
behind with his 20,000-point effort.
Guyla, HA2VR/P, is the Hilltopper
leader with IZ2JNN/3 and HA1WD/P in
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the next two spots. HA5KDQ operated
by HA5IW repeats as the QRP winner
with an excellent score of 26,000.
HA1ZH and EA1SI rounded out the top
three in the QRP category.

The crew at HA6W (ops: HAØMK,
HAØLC, HAØLZ, HA6ZFA, HA6WX,
HA5OKU, and HAØLO) battled HG1W
(ops: HA1YA and HA1WA) for the Multi-
Op title with HA6W repeating as
champs. Bill, VE3CRU, turned in the top
rover score outside of the U.S.

Other Stuff
There was some confusion about con-

test rules after the changes that the
ARRL made to its VHF and above rules
for contesting. As of this time, the CQ
VHF rules remain the same as they
have been. You can use clusters or the
Reverse Beacon Network to view spots
but self-spotting is not allowed. Chat

rooms are allowed for stations attempt-
ing digital meteor scatter or EME QSOs.
Only the call, frequency, and sequence
can be spotted. Also, the use of non-
amateur means (telephones or cell
phones) to solicit or complete a QSO is
not permitted. Rules for the 2016 con-
test will be published in in the May
issue and will be on the website at that
time. If you have suggestions for rule
changes that will improve the contest,
please send them to me and they will
be considered.

We still have a large number of sta-
tions who appear in lots of logs but don’t
submit a log for one reason or another.
This year there were 2016 stations that
appear three or more times in the logs
and did not submit a log. Over 400 of
these stations made between 10 and
170 Qs.  Log submission is easy. All
contest loggers that support VHF con-
tests should be able to generate a
Cabrillo file that can be emailed to the
robot <cqvhf@cqww-vhf.com>. If you
are using a DX logging program, it will
probably generate an ADIF file as an
output. While the robot will not accept
that, there are programs that will con-
vert it to a Cabrillo file. If you log on

TOP SCORES
WORLD

USA

All Band
EA8DBM .........97,308
CR5A ..............77,872
EA6SA ............60,816
OK1DC............14,136
UY1HY ..............7,320

6 Meters
IT9XTP............49,580
CN8KD............42,470
ISØBSR/P........39,664
EA3AKY ..........32,805
EA6XQ ............32,125

2 Meters
OK1DOL .........27,084
HG3X ..............20,592
9A4VM ..............7,192
UT5DV ..............5,658
UR4EWZ...........4,838

Hilltopper
HA2VR/P...........7,592
IZ2JNN/IN3 .......1,760
HA1WD/P..........1,210

HA6VV/P..............980
HS8JNF/P ............276

QRP
HA5KDQ .........26,397
HA1ZH ............13,575
EA1SI................3,108
JR1UJX.............2,888
UT8AL...............2,001

Rover
VE3CRU/R........8,160
US3ITU/M .........1,870
HS3NBR/R...........187
4S7JL/R ...............120

Multi-Op
HA6W..............68,250
HG1W .............53,046
YU7W..............18,966
9AØV ...............18,424
HG6Z ..............16,640

All Band
K2DRH...........89,142
W9RM............40,005
W1XX.............15,736
W1AN.............11,165
K3ZO..............10,868

6 Meters
W5PR.............41,280
N5RZ..............34,668
WA2VYA........14,399
WD5K.............14,175
WG5H ............12,825

2 Meters
K2OS ...............4,420
N2FKF..............2,832
WA1KRG ............754
KI6JJW................144

Hilltopper
K5TED .............2,990
K7ATN .............1,960
WB8BZK .............800

W9SZ..................688
K1ZK...................225

QRP
K9AKS .............3,492
K2GMY ...............910
W1QK .................672
W3DQT...............512
W2JEK................451

Rover
WW7D/R........41,748
K9PW/R .........26,550
K9JK/R...........10,679
AE5P/R ............8,154
KØBAK/R..........5,800

Multi-Op
K5QE ...........125,528
W4MW ...........78,600
K8GP .............61,992
K2LIM.............58,497
W3SO ............39,386

GRID LEADERS BY BAND

WORLD

USA

Single Op
50 MHz

EA8DBM ..............183
EA6SA .................159
CR5A ...................154
ISØBSR/P ............148
IT9XTP.................148

144 MHz
OK1DOL ................61
HG3X .....................52
UR4EWZ................42
HA5KDQ ................42
UT5DV ...................41

Multi Op
50 MHz

E7TT ......................91
YU7W ....................68
HG1W ....................68
HA6W ....................68
VE3SMA ................30

144 MHz
HA6W ....................62
HG1W ....................58
HG6Z .....................52
9AØV......................49
RN3F .....................41

Single Op
50 MHz

W5PR...................129
K2DRH .................116
N5RZ....................108
W9RM ....................96
WD5K.....................81

144 MHz
K2DRH ...................50
K2OS......................34
W9RM ....................31
K3ZO......................26
N2FKF....................24

Multi Op
50 MHz

K5QE....................118
K9RU......................90
W4MW ...................80
N8ZM .....................62
K2LIM.....................62

144 MHz
K5QE....................103
W4MW ...................70
K8GP......................52
K2LIM.....................49
W3SO.....................44

Rover
50 MHz

WW7D/R ................54
K9PW/R .................47
KI5YG/R .................34
KK6MC/R ...............33
K9JK/R ...................31

144 MHz
WW7D/R ................44
K9PW/R .................43
KØBAK/R................29
K9JK/R ...................28
AE5P/R ..................27

QSO LEADERS BY BAND

WORLD

USA

Single Op
50 MHz

CR5A...................490
EA8DBM..............401
EA6SA.................336
IT9XTP ................335
CN8KD ................310

144 MHz
OK1DOL..............222
HG3X...................198
HA5KDQ..............193
9A4VM.................116
OK1DC ..................92

Multi Op
50 MHz

E7TT....................138
YU7W ..................120
HA6W ..................111
HG1W..................101
VE3SMA................37

144 MHz
E27AC .................275
HS3XCQ..............255
HS5AR ................216
HA6W ..................207
E22KKO ..............189

Single Op
50 MHz

N5RZ...................321
W5PR..................320
K2DRH ................281
W9RM .................203
W3EP ..................192

144 MHz
K2DRH ................128
W1XX ....................67
K2OS.....................65
K1DQV ..................63
N2FKF...................59
K1TR .....................59
K3ZO.....................59

MULTI OP
50 MHz

K5QE...................236
K9RU...................215
K8GP...................206
W4MW ................200

K2LIM..................173

144 MHz
K8GP...................184
K2LIM..................177
K5QE...................166
W4MW ................162
W3SO..................137

Rover
50 MHz

WW7D/R .............170
K9PW/R ..............103
KI5YG/R ................66
K9JK/R ..................63
KK6MC/R ..............58

144 MHz
WW7D/R .............128
K9PW/R ................96
K9JK/R ..................59
AE5P/R .................50
KØBAK/R...............41

QSO & GRID LEADERS

6-Meter QSOs
CR5A...................490
EA8DBM..............401
EA6SA.................336
IT9XTP ................335
N5RZ ...................321
W5PR ..................320
CN8KD ................310
K2DRH ................281
ISØBSR/P ............268
EA6XQ ................257
CT1BOL ..............252
EA3AKY ..............243
K5QE...................236
EA1ASC ..............215
K9RU...................215

6-Meter Grids
EA8DBM..............183
EA6SA.................159
CR5A...................154
IT9XTP ................148
IS0BSR/P ............148
CN8KD ................137
EA3AKY ..............135
W5PR ..................129
EA6XQ ................125
K5QE...................118
K2DRH ................116
EA6VQ ................113
N5RZ ...................108
E7ØT....................107
EA4DE.................105

2-Meter QSOs
E27AC .................275
HS3XCQ..............255
OK1DOL..............222
HS5AR ................216
HA6W ..................207
HG3X...................198
HA5KDQ..............193
E22KKO ..............189
9AØV ...................188
K8GP...................184
K2LIM ..................177
K5QE...................166
HS8ERT ..............164
W4MW.................162
HG1W..................160
HG6Z...................160

2-Meter Grids
K5QE...................103
W4MW...................70
HA6W ....................62
OK1DOL................61
HG1W....................58
HG6Z.....................52
HG3X.....................52
K8GP.....................52
K2DRH ..................50
9AØV .....................49
K2LIM ....................49
W3SO....................44
HA5KDQ................42
UR4EW .................42
UT5DV...................41
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paper, those logs are still gladly accept-
ed. If you have access to the web,
you can go to <http://www.b4h.net/
cabforms/cqwwvhf_cab.php> and use
the form that Bruce, WA7BNM, has pro-
vided to type in your log. If you don’t have
access to the Internet, I gladly accept
paper logs and as long as I can read your
writing, I will convert your paper log. If
you don’t want to enter officially, we wel-
come check logs as well. They are not
scored but are used in the cross-check-
ing process to increase the accuracy of
the log checking.

Please note that as of this contest, all
contest certificates will be made

available only as PDF files that the
entrant may download and print.

Thanks to K9JK and K9AKS for their
valuable assistance and wisdom. Also
thanks to Yuri, UT1IC, for getting all of
the logs from the Ukraine submitted (69
logs) and to Champ, E21EIC, for doing
the same for Thailand. The 2016 con-
test will be held on July 16th and 17th.
We are due for a good one!

UNITED STATES
Club Name # Entries Score
POTOMAC VALLEY RADIO CLUB ....................................(18) ............139,247
SOCIETY OF MIDWEST CONTESTERS.......................... (15) ..............97,052
CAROLINA DX ASSOCIATION ........................................... (3) ..............78,672
PACIFIC NORTHWEST VHF SOCIETY............................ (13) ..............63,010
TEXAS DX SOCIETY ...........................................................(3) ..............57,877
GRAND MESA CONTESTERS OF COLORADO ................(6) ..............54,670
FRANKFORD RADIO CLUB................................................ (5) ..............30,552
YANKEE CLIPPER CONTEST CLUB ............................... (13) ..............29,299
CTRI CONTEST GROUP .....................................................(5) ..............27,807
BADGER CONTESTERS .....................................................(3) ..............20,625
NORTH EAST WEAK SIGNAL GROUP...............................(5) ..............18,537
MT AIRY VHF RADIO CLUB ................................................(4) ..............13,851
ARIZONA OUTLAWS CONTEST CLUB ............................(10) ................7,434
PORTAGE COUNTY AMATEUR RADIO SERVICE.............(3) ................6,318
ROCHESTER VHF GROUP .................................................(3) ................5,421
MY AIRY VHF RADIO CLUB.....................................................................5,143

FLORIDA CONTEST GROUP ..............................................(5) ................4,256
NORTHERN LIGHTS RADIO SOCIETY ..............................(5) ................2,494
DFW CONTEST GROUP .....................................................(3) ................2,342
NORTHERN CALIFORNIA CONTEST CLUB ......................(3) ................1,512

DX
EA CONTEST CLUB ............................................................(3) ..............45,417
CONTEST CLUB ONTARIO.................................................(7) ..............18,900
HA-DX-CLUB ........................................................................(3) ..............18,830
RADIO CLUB KVARNER RIJEKA ........................................(5) ..............15,845
CDR GROUP ......................................................................(17) ............... 5,902
UKRAINIAN CONTEST CLUB..............................................(8) ................4,340
BLACK SEA CONTEST CLUB .............................................(3) ................3,813
UKRAINIAN VHF INTERNATIONAL CONTEST CLUB......(13) ................3,536
CABREÚVA DX GROUP ......................................................(3) ...................929
BAVARIAN CONTEST CLUB ...............................................(3) ...................804

CLUB COMPETITION
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Number/letter groups after call letters denote the follow-
ing:  Class (A = all band, 6 = 6 meters, 2 = 2 meters, Q =
QRP, Q* = QRP portable hilltopper, R = rover. M = multi-
operator), Final Score, Number of QSOs, Number of grid
locators, State/Province (USA/Canada only), Grid Locator
or Number of grids activated (rover only). Rover scores for
USA are listed separately. Scores in bold indicate certifi-
cate winners. Score in italic are disqualified.  

2015 VHF RESULTS
NORTH AMERICA

UNITED STATES
W1XX A 15,736 214 56 RI FN41
W1AN A 11,165 164 55 CT FN41
K1TR A 9,180 145 45 NH FN42
K1GX A 4,995 96 37 CT FN31
AF1T A 2,668 80 23 NH FN43
WA1Z A 1,386 66 18 NH FN42
N1JD A 1,264 60 16 ME FN44
N1ZN A 704 35 16 CT FN31
W1DYJ A 684 42 12 MA FN42
K3IU A 624 51 12 RI FN41
NN1N A 377 21 13 CT FN31
N1AAX A 220 16 11 MA FN32
AA1O A 186 28 6 MA FN42
K1MOT A 162 16 9 MA FN51

Op: NE1B
NZ1I A 162 14 9 CT FN41
K1LMY A 128 10 8 MA FN32
K1DM A 72 11 6 CT FN31
W1JN A 55 9 5 CT FN31
WA1KRG 2 754 29 13 CT FN31

Op: W1QK
W3EP 6 9,024 192 47 CT FN31
K1IED 6 6,012 167 36 CT FN31
K1LZ 6 1,919 101 19 MA FN42
W1QI 6 1,312 82 16 CT FN31

Op: NG1R
KA1R 6 700 50 14 MA FN42
K1GQ 6 297 27 11 NH FN43
K1EEE 6 248 31 8 NH FN42
AB1UF 6 228 38 6 MA FN42
W1WBB 6 210 21 10 RI FN41
K1ZZ 6 171 19 9 CT FN31
W1FJ 6 138 23 6 MA FN42
N2GZ 6 60 12 5 CT FN31
K1PU 6 30 10 3 CT FN31
AA9DY 6 5 5 1 MA FN42
K1ZK H 225 14 9 VT FN34
W1QK Q 672 48 14 CT FN31
NG1R Q 192 12 8 CT FN31
N1PRW Q 2 1 1 MA FN42
N1WK M 14,045 214 53 CT FN41
W1V M 5,940 167 20 ME FN44
N1JEZ M 5,187 98 39 VT FN44

WA2VNV A 3,480 80 30 NY FN30
N2SLO A 3,075 80 25 NY FN30
N1IBM A 2,028 55 26 NJ FM29
W2CCC A 1,392 42 24 NY FN23

Op: K2CS
K2QO A 1,210 39 22 NY FN03
W2REA A 945 28 21 NY FN02
N2BEG A 561 25 17 NY FN12
K2CYE A 300 17 12 NY FN21
WB2WPM A 210 14 10 NY FN02
WA3AFS A 65 7 5 NY FN32
KV2X/M A 12 4 2 NY FN13
K2OS 2 4,420 65 34 NY FN12
N2FKF 2 2,832 59 24 NY FN30
K2ZD 6 8,480 160 53 NY FN21
N2SLN 6 858 39 22 NY FN22
K2UNK 6 765 51 15 NJ FN20
WB2LEB 6 539 49 11 NJ FN20
K2MK 6 455 35 13 NJ FM29
W2HUV 6 425 25 17 NY FN22
K2TV 6 189 21 9 NY FN30
WJ3P 6 180 20 9 NJ FN20
W2CVW 6 120 15 8 NJ FN20
KA2F 6 40 10 4 NJ FN20
W2JEK Q 451 41 11 NJ FN20
K2LIM M 58,497 350 111 NY FN12
N2NT M 26,532 271 67 NJ FN20

K3ZO A 10,868 150 52 MD FM18
K1DQV A 7,839 138 39 MD FM19
K3MD A 5,143 101 37 PA FN10
K1RZ A 4,840 89 40 MD FM19
W3LL A 2,726 73 29 MD FM19
K3TUF A 2,668 55 29 PA FN10
N3MWQ A 2,511 60 27 DE FM29
KA3HED A 2,050 57 25 DE FM29
K3ISH A 1,269 35 27 PA FN21
N3DUE A 1,258 46 17 MD FM19
K3YDX A 840 40 15 MD FM19
AA3S A 765 38 15 MD FM19
N3XF A 630 25 21 PA FN00
KC3ACQ A 286 21 11 PA FN20
WV3P A 270 25 10 PA FN20
K1DS A 240 15 10 PA FN20
N3YUG A 231 17 11 MD FM18
N3VOP A 174 19 6 MD FM19
N3EMF A 70 7 7 PA FN01
K2PLF 6 3,690 123 30 MD FM19
K3WW 6 1,320 66 20 PA FN20
W3DF 6 1,026 54 19 MD FM19
NS3L 6 372 31 12 PA FN20
K3UA 6 117 13 9 PA EN90
KC3ASH 6 1 1 1 MD FM18
KA3KSP/M Q 18 3 3 PA EN90
W3SO M 39,386 282 94 PA FN00

K1HTV A 9,177 127 57 VA FM18
N3MK A 7,584 126 48 VA FM27
NG4C A 1,380 38 23 NC FM16
K4FJW A 902 33 22 VA EM86
K5VIP A 576 21 18 VA FM16
KD2JA A 408 23 17 FL EL98
AA5AZ A 180 12 10 NC FM05
W4FRA A 140 10 10 NC FM15

W4TUN A 96 10 8 SC EM84
KU4V A 24 5 4 NC FM05
N4OX 6 2,170 62 35 FL EM60
N4BP 6 2,145 65 33 FL EL96
W4AS 6 1,584 48 33 FL EL95
WB4WXE 6 1,456 52 28 AL EM74
W4HLR 6 980 35 28 TN EM56
K4BAI 6 672 32 21 GA EM72
K4ZW 6 666 37 18 VA FM18
N4MM 6 420 30 14 VA FM09
K4ORD 6 117 13 9 VA FM07
N3JT 6 112 14 8 VA FM18
KN4Y 6 110 11 10 FL EM70
KS4X 6 64 8 8 TN EM75
N3TG 6 60 10 6 VA FM18
N2WN 6 49 7 7 TN EM86
KM4ID 6 49 7 7 SC EM92
K5EK 6 48 8 6 NC FM03
K4QE 6 25 5 5 NC FM05
K3MAF 6 12 4 3 VA FM18
N3GD 6 9 3 3 FL EL98
K4YYL 6 9 3 3 SC EM84
W3DQT Q 512 24 16 VA FM08
W4MW M 78,600 362 150 NC EM96
K8GP M 61,992 390 108 VA FM19
N4SVC M 820 29 20 FL EM80

WB2FKO A 7,656 96 66 NM DM65
AJ4F A 3,772 78 46 TX EL29
AI5I A 3,060 65 45 NM DM65
K5ND A 2,090 51 38 TX EM12
K5WBM A 800 21 20 MS EM50
AI5AA A 143 12 11 LA EM40
W5RZ A 120 11 10 AR EM35
W5PR 6 41,280 320 129 TX EL29
N5RZ 6 34,668 321 108 TX DM91
WA2VYA 6 14,399 187 77 TX EM10
WD5K 6 14,175 175 81 TX EM12
WG5H 6 12,825 171 75 TX EL07
AF5CC 6 1,632 48 34 OK EM04
AC5O 6 1,148 41 28 LA EL49
KB5UBT 6 1,036 37 28 TX EM12
NM5Z 6 972 36 27 MS EM41
NM5WB 6 621 27 23 NM DM64
WM5DX 6 558 31 18 MS EM50
W5GAI 6 132 12 11 NM DM62
NW5Q 6 132 12 11 TX EM13
K5YM 6 49 7 7 OK EM13
KD5J 6 16 4 4 AR EM45
K5TED H 2,990 62 46 TX EL09
WA5BUC Q 216 18 12 TX EL29
KIØG Q 4 4 1 TX DM69
K5QE M 125,528 402 221 TX EM31
K9RU M 23,618 228 98 NM DM75
KC5MVZ M 2,100 54 35 TX DM93
W5ROK M 1,300 41 26 TX EM12

KC6ZWT A 975 47 15 CA CM98
K6ATZ A 444 26 12 CA CM87
N4DLA A 168 15 8 CA CM87
WB6BET A 161 15 7 CA CM98
N6ENO A 55 8 5 CA CM88
N6ZE A 30 8 3 CA DM04
AG6AY A 10 3 2 CA DM04
KI6JJW 2 144 18 4 CA CM87
K6CSL 6 40 8 5 CA CM97
NF1R H 24 8 3 CA CM87
K2GMY Q 910 48 13 CA CM88

KD7UO A 3,379 82 31 WA CN97
K7ND A 3,360 74 32 WA CN87
N7EPD A 3,275 93 25 WA CN87
KE7SW A 2,898 89 23 WA CN87
KD7TS A 1,890 56 21 WA CN87
N7IR A 1,127 47 23 AZ DM43
NØKVN A 840 37 15 UT DN40
WA7JTM A 817 35 19 AZ DM33
KG7P A 714 33 14 WA CN87
W7MEM A 476 20 17 ID DN17
K5TRI A 378 24 9 WA CN87
NQ7R A 377 25 13 AZ DM42
N7RK A 330 22 11 AZ DM33
KX7L A 280 26 10 WA CN87
WC7Q A 261 28 9 WA CN87
W7ON A 180 17 9 AZ DM43
W8BFX A 168 18 8 WA CN88
W6US A 32 5 4 NV DN10
KF7WRS A 16 5 2 OR CN85
N7NEV A 15 4 3 AZ DM43
KB7QPS 2 8 4 1 WA CN87
K7CW 6 3,016 104 29 WA CN87
N7CW 6 432 24 18 AZ DM34
K7ULS 6 234 18 13 UT DN41
KS7S 6 180 15 12 AZ DM41
K7JQ 6 102 17 6 AZ DM43
K7HP 6 98 14 7 AZ DM33
AH6FC/W7 6 75 15 5 OR CN85
WØPAN 6 72 12 6 AZ DM43
K3WYC 6 36 6 6 AZ DM33
K7JNA 6 8 4 2 WA CN87
W7TX 6 4 2 2 ID DN32
K7WLF 6 4 2 2 AZ DM22
K7ATN H 1,960 67 20 OR CN85
AF7GL Q 280 18 10 WA CN96
KE7UQL Q 35 5 5 NV DM19
K7IP M 209 13 11 WA CN88

N8BI A 5,796 101 42 OH EN91
N8BJQ A 3,915 74 45 OH EN80
N8WNA A 1,300 34 26 MI EN82
N8XA A 1,150 36 25 OH EM89
KC8QDQ A 882 28 21 OH EM89
WA8RJF A 798 30 21 OH EN91
WB8WUA A 240 15 10 OH EN91
W8KNO A 147 14 7 OH EN91
W7JW 6 3,870 86 45 MI EN82
AE8M 6 1,560 52 30 OH EM79
KB8UUZ 6 375 25 15 OH EN91
N8OL 6 340 20 17 MI EN62
N8OC 6 210 15 14 MI EN83
N8UR 6 156 13 12 MI EN75

WO3X 6 45 9 5 OH EN91
W8TOM 6 30 6 5 MI EN74
N8PPF 6 9 3 3 OH EN80
K9NW 6 8 4 2 OH EM79
AB8FJ Q 12 4 3 OH EM79
N8ZM M 22,098 197 87 OH EN80

K2DRH A 89,142 409 166 IL EN41
N9DG A 9,010 128 53 WI EN53
N9XKH A 3,135 65 33 IL EN52
KOØZ A 1,512 48 28 IL EM59
N9LB A 936 35 18 WI EN52
K9ZF A 672 23 21 IN EM78
W9VA A 234 15 13 IL EN62
W9ZB A 208 15 13 IN EM69
N2BJ A 128 11 8 IL EN61
KO9A 6 2,772 77 36 IL EN52
K9ZO 6 759 33 23 IL EN50
WS9V 6 405 27 15 IL EM59
WB9HFK 6 340 20 17 IL EN50
K9ZM 6 187 17 11 IL EN50
KØJSP 6 24 6 4 WI EN52
W9SE 6 12 4 3 IL EN50
WB8BZK H 800 35 16 IL EN62
W9SZ H 688 30 16 IL EN50
K9AKS Q 3,492 70 36 IL EN41
KG9N Q 12 3 3 IL EN50
N9NBC Q 4 2 2 WI EN55
KD9BVD M 9 3 3 IN EM69

W9RM A 40,005 259 127 CO DM58
KØTPP A 9,563 115 73 MO EM48
NØKE A 6,955 88 65 CO DM69
KØNR A 5,520 94 48 CO DM78
WDØBGZ A 1,802 46 34 NE EN00
KØGU A 1,767 51 31 CO DN70
WØETT A 756 32 21 CO DM79
NYØA A 693 26 21 MN EN24
NTØV A 680 20 20 ND EN08
KV1E A 638 28 22 IA EN41
NIØG 6 2,747 67 41 MO EM48
KØSIX 6 1,404 54 26 MN EN35
KØBJ 6 864 36 24 KS DM99
K2DSW 6 836 38 22 IA EN31
WAØIYY 6 325 25 13 MO EM48
WØJW 6 280 20 14 IA EN31
WØHBH 6 176 16 11 MO EM48
WB9KPT 6 42 7 6 CO DM79
KØCS 6 42 7 6 CO DM79
WØEB 6 16 4 4 KS EM17
WØGN 6 1 1 1 IA EN42
KØVG 6 1 1 1 MN EN35
NØJK H 16 4 4 KS EM28
KBØHNN Q 192 12 12 MN EN25
WØYJT Q 143 13 11 KS EM29

Rover
WW7D/R 41,748 298 98 9
K9PW/R 26,550 199 90 6
K9JK/R 10,679 122 59 4
AE5P/R 8,154 101 54 10
KØBAK/R 5,800 75 50 7
KK6MC/R 4,680 81 45 8
WK5F/R 4,524 77 39 10
AB8M/R 3,680 54 46 7
KI5YG/R 2,244 66 34 3
ABØYM/R 1,430 33 22 7
N6ORB/R 1,407 56 21 2
N2DCH/R 1,050 28 25 4
W3DHJ/R 1,000 31 25 3
AB2YI/R 989 29 23 3
N6GP/R 756 27 21 4
N6KL/R 315 17 15 2
AEØEE/R 204 13 12 4

CANADA
VE3DS A 4,200 68 40 FN03 ON
VE5UF A 1,144 27 26 DO61 SK
VE2DSB A 665 20 19 FN35 QC
VA7FC A 510 26 17 CN79 BC
VE3IQZ A 385 18 11 FN04 ON
VE2ZT A 252 14 12 FN35 QC
VE3GTC A 250 15 10 FN25 ON
VE9AA A 150 12 10 FN66 MAR
VE2HAY A 119 9 7 FN26 QC
VE3RX A 54 6 6 EN96 ON
VA3PC A 6 2 2 FN06 ON
VA3TIC 2 108 9 6 FN14 ON
VE2GT 2 8 2 2 FN36 QC
VE7XF 6 736 46 16 CN89 BC
VE3XB 6 135 15 9 FN03 ON
VE7DAY 6 1 1 1 CO70 BC
VA3NW H 234 13 9 FN04 ON
VA7MM Q 20 4 4 CN89 BC
VE3SMA M 6,095 76 53 FN05 ON
VA2LGQ M 561 22 17 FN15 QC
VE3CRU/R R 8,160 81 60 6

MEXICO
XE2X A 4,312 87 49 EL06 DX
XE2JS 6 3,283 67 49 DL68 DX
XE2O 6 1,200 40 30 DL95 DX
XE2CQ 6 840 42 20 DM12 DX
XE3N Q 1 1 1 EL60 DX
XE2OK M 858 33 26 DL95 DX

AFRICA
CANARY IS.

EA8DBM A 97,308 430 212 IL18
EA8AQV 6 11,125 125 89 IL28
EA8ACW 6 10,218 131 78 IL28
EA8CTK 6 1,720 43 40 IL18

MADIERA ISLANDS
CT3KN/P 6 7,383 107 69 IM12

MOROCCO
CN8KD 6 42,470 310 137 IM63
CN8YZ 6 3,243 69 47 IM63

ASIA
ASIATIC TURKEY

TA9J A 560 25 20 KN91

CHINA
BG6CJR 6 171 19 9 OM90
BG3ATI 6 168 14 12 OM89
BA2BI 6 144 18 8 PN44
BH3PTL 6 63 9 7 OM99
BA4SI 6 16 4 4 PM01
BH3COZ Q 1 1 1 OM89

JAPAN
JQ1NGT A 2,574 99 18 PM95
JP1LRT 6 2,900 116 25 PM95
JA6WFM 6 170 17 10 PM52
JI3BFC 6 36 6 6 PM74
JH2KKW 6 25 5 5 PM94
JF7VVL 6 16 4 4 QM08
JH4UTP/4 6 4 2 2 PM64
JN1BBO 6 2 2 1 PM95
JA6JKE 6 1 1 1 PM52
JS1UEH/1 H 2 2 1 PM96
JM8GJB H 1 1 1 QN02
JR1UJX Q 2,888 109 19 PM95
JR1NKN Q 3 3 1 PM95
JO1LDY/1 Q 2 1 1 PM95

MALAYSIA
9M2/JE1SCJ 6 345 23 15 OJ05
9M2/JG3TTO 6 135 15 9 OJ11
9M2CLN 6 84 12 7 OJ05

SRI LANKA
4S5SPF/P H 32 8 2 NJ06
4S7JL/R R 120 15 4 2

THAILAND
HS8GLR A 1,148 53 14 OJ07
HS3LSE A 720 44 9 OK14
HS3ANP A 610 35 10 OK14
E2ØMIO A 280 19 10 OK03
HS4UEL A 200 15 10 OK17
HS4DDQ A 112 17 4 OK03
HS1JZT A 96 9 6 OK04
E21EIC 6 273 21 13 OK03
E29BUQ 6 180 18 10 OK03
HS8FLU 6 66 11 6 NJ98
E2ØQVD 6 56 8 7 NK99
HS6OKJ 6 48 8 6 OK25
HS5IGY 6 42 7 6 NK98
E2ØYLM 6 20 5 4 OK16
E2ØPFE Q6 84 12 7 OK03
HS8JNF/P H 276 46 3 NJ98
E23IBS/P H 56 14 2 NK93
HS4LKW/P H 52 26 1 OK16
HS8JWH Q2 680 85 4 NJ98
E29UGB Q2 198 33 3 NJ99
HS8JKY Q2 8 2 2 NJ98
E23ZHL Q2 36 18 1 OK14
HS8KVH Q2 2 1 1 NK98
E27AC M 9,900 275 18 OK03
HSØAC M 7,656 173 24 OK04
HS5AR M 7,548 228 17 NK99
E2X M 6,368 112 32 OK06
HS8ERT M 5,248 164 16 OK04
E22KKO M 4,914 189 13 OK04
HS3XCQ M 4,080 255 8 OK03
HS3LJQ M 2,352 98 12 OK14
HS9JGQ M 1,920 120 8 OK04
HS8LDA M 1,890 135 7 OK03
E23KDH M 1,242 69 9 OK16
E22QMF M 824 103 4 OK03
E27AN M 816 51 8 OK04
HS8IXO M 376 47 4 NK90
HS4ROI M 310 19 10 OK17
E24MNB M 276 46 3 OK03
HS3LUY M 264 23 6 NK98
E24ITG M 96 16 3 OK03
E29AHU M 48 8 3 NK93
HS3NBR/R R 187 17 11 2

EUROPE
AUSTRIA

OE1CWA/P H 154 11 7 JN88

BALEARIC ISLANDS
EA6XQ 6 32,125 257 125 JM19
EA6VQ 6 20,001 177 113 JM19
EA6SA A 60,816 349 168 JM19

BELARUS
EU1AI 2 72 6 6 KO33
EU4AG 2 40 5 4 KO13
EU4AX 2 8 2 2 KO13

BOSNIA AND HERZEGOVINA
E7ØT 6 21,507 201 107 JN84
E7TT M 12,558 138 91 JN92

BULGARIA
LZ1IQ A 234 18 13 KN12
LZ2JOW 2 50 5 5 KN34
LZ1ND 6 1,944 54 36 KN22
LZ9V 6 1,908 53 36 KN32
LZ6K 6 899 31 29 KN23

Op: LZ2PL
LZ2PT 6 324 18 18 KN34
LZ1GE 6 169 13 13 KN22
LZ3SD 6 49 7 7 KN22
LZ2CH Q 25 5 5 KN34

CROATIA
9A4VM 2 7,192 116 31 JN85
9A/S59A 6 12,672 144 88 JN82
9A9J 6 1,764 49 36 JN85
9A3LN 6 651 31 21 JN95
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9A2EU 6 342 19 18 JN75
9A3JE 6 99 11 9 JN75
9A4AA 6 1 1 1 JN75
9A2KO Q 336 21 8 JN75
9A5IP Q 256 16 8 JN74
9A3BSE Q 160 20 4 JN75
9AØV M 18,424 188 49 JN95
9A5G M 14,994 154 51 JN75

CZECH REPUBLIC
OK1DC A 14,136 136 62 JN69
OK1KZ A 972 47 12 JO70
OK1DOL 2 27,084 222 61 JN69
OK1ATP 6 30 6 5 JN79
OK7N Q 660 30 22 JN69

ENGLAND
GØLGS A 1,200 38 30 IO81
MØMCV 6 418 22 19 JO01
G3RLE 6 320 20 16 IO83
G3YRZ 6 196 14 14 JO01
M5Z 6 36 6 6 IO91

Op: JK3GAD

EUROPEAN RUSSIA
R6CS 2 2,772 42 33 KN95
RW7A 2 1,056 24 22 KN95
UA6AX 2 720 24 15 KN84
R5DC 2 450 25 9 KO95

Op: RL3F
RA6C 2 384 16 12 KN94
UA4FKD 2 342 19 9 LO13
UA4CC 2 242 11 11 LO31
UA6AH 2 208 13 8 KN94
RA4A 2 144 9 8 LO20
RN3DKQ 2 32 4 4 KO85
RN6BP 2 24 4 3 KN94
UA6BI Q 8 2 2 KN85
RK6D Q 8 2 2 KN84
RN3F M 4,592 56 41 KO86
R6DZ M 1,044 29 18 KN96

FINLAND
OH4UV 6 6 3 2 KP32
OH1MN A 28 9 2 KP10

FRANCE
F4BKV 6 4,312 77 56 IN95
F6HRP 6 2,352 56 42 IN88
F6BQG/P 6 195 15 13 IN98
F5SGI/P 6 64 8 8 JN09
F5MYK/P H 16 4 4 JN24
F4GFT Q 64 8 8 JN18

GERMANY
DL1DBR 2 240 15 8 JO41
DK2OY 6 768 32 24 JO44
DH5MM Q 1 1 1 JO52

HUNGARY
HG3X 2 20,592 198 52 JN96
HG5BVK/P 2 4,582 79 29 JN97
HA3DX 6 6,254 106 59 JN96
HA7PL 6 368 23 16 JN97
HA7RF 6 154 14 11 JN97
HA2VR/P H 7,592 99 52 JN87
HA1WD/P H 1,210 35 22 JN87
HA6VV/P H 980 35 14 JN97
HA5KDQ Q 26,397 226 63 JN97
HA1ZH Q 13,575 137 75 JN86
HA6W M 68,250 318 130 KN08
HG1W M 53,046 261 126 JN87
HG6Z M 16,640 160 52 JN97

ITALY
IZ2OOS A 1,440 41 24 JN45
IZ5HQB A 874 30 23 JN53
I4JEE 6 986 34 29 JN54
IZ5ILK 6 210 15 14 JN63
I1BEP 6 182 14 13 JN34
IZ1WTO 6 81 9 9 JN34
IZØKBA 6 35 7 5 JN61
IZ2CSX 6 25 5 5 JN45
IK2SYK 6 9 3 3 JN45
IZ2JNN/IN3 H 1,760 55 16 JN55

KALININGRAD
UA2FL Q 8 2 2 KO04

LITHUANIA
LY2BBF 2 8 2 2 KO24
LY1R 6 9 3 3 KO14

LUXEMBOURG
LX1NO 6 60 10 6 JN39

MALTA
9H1XT 6 49 7 7 JM75

MOLDOVA
ER2AW 2 2 1 1 KN46
ER2RM A 135 10 9 KN46

POLAND
SP9CQ A 858 26 22 KN09
SQ9DDA 2 176 11 8 KO00
SP9KAO 2 128 8 8 KO00
SQ9UM 6 704 32 22 JO90
SP7AWG 6 408 24 17 JO91
SQ9IAU 6 117 13 9 KN09
SP5XOV 6 1 1 1 KO02
SP9GKJ Q 1,150 28 25 KN09
SP9VOU Q 700 23 20 KN09
SP9GLJ Q 308 14 11 KO00

PORTUGAL
CT1BOL 6 25,956 252 103 IN51
CS7AHQ 6 638 29 22 IM58
CT1FJW 6 418 22 19 IM58

CR5A A 77,872 493 157 IM59
CT7ABP A 1,050 40 25 IM58

ROMANIA
YO7BPC/P 2 1,520 40 19 KN24
YO2BCT 6 3,650 73 50 KN05
YO5DAS 6 513 27 19 KN17
YO2LEL 6 494 26 19 KN05
YO4MM 6 120 12 10 KN45
YO7CKQ 6 48 8 6 KN15
YO4FZX 6 42 7 6 KN45
YO9KPJ M 2,592 54 24 KN24
YO6KNY M 4 2 2 KN36

SARDINIA
ISØBSR/P 6 39,664 268 148 JN40

SERBIA
YT7WE 2 3,500 70 25 KN05
YT5W 6 4,505 85 53 KN04
YT5M 6 3,478 74 47 JN94
YU7W M 18,966 169 87 JN95

SICILY
IT9XTP 6 49,580 335 148 JM68
IT9CHU 6 8,190 105 78 JM76
IT9BCC 6 6,958 98 71 JM67
IT9DSZ 6 6,392 94 68 JM68
IT9JOF 6 6,272 98 64 JM68

SLOVENIA
S54X 6 1,073 37 29 JN76

SPAIN
EA3AKY 6 32,805 243 135 JN11
EA1ASC 6 22,145 215 103 IN70
EA4DE 6 21,840 208 105 IN80
ED3Y 6 6,032 104 58 JN11

Op: EA3EGB
EA1HRR 6 3,724 76 49 IN83
EA5BB 6 2,475 55 45 IM98
EB5CS/P 6 2,394 57 42 IN90
EA3TJ H 49 7 7 JN01
EA1SI Q 3,108 74 42 IN73
EC4AA Q 306 18 17 IN80
EA1BYA Q 168 14 12 IN70
EA1AER Q 4 2 2 IN72

SWEDEN
SM7I 2 8 2 2 JO65

THE NETHERLANDS
PA5WT 6 2,132 52 41 JO22
PAØO 6 2,052 45 38 JO33
PA5KT 6 210 15 14 JO11

UKRAINE
UY1HY A 7,320 96 60 KO60
US7VF A 5,457 78 51 KN58
UW8SM A 2,278 43 34 KN28
UY5QO A 2,208 43 32 KN77
UT2QQ A 1,943 41 29 KN77
UXØFF A 850 26 25 KN45
UX1VT A 630 24 21 KN68
UT3IA A 369 23 9 KN87
UT5DV 2 5,658 69 41 KN18
UR4EWZ 2 4,838 59 41 KN87

Op: UR3EE
US4IEK 2 2,784 58 24 KN87
UXØQQ 2 1,428 34 21 KN87
UT2EM 2 1,302 31 21 KN67
USØGB 2 952 28 17 KN67
US5IUF 2 832 32 13 KN88
UR8QAF/A 2 552 23 12 KN77
UW2Q 2 456 19 12 KN77
UT5EL/A 2 420 15 14 KO31
UT3LL 2 374 17 11 KO80
US5EY 2 252 14 9 KN67
UR3CMA 2 242 11 11 KN59
UR4LIN 2 60 6 5 KO80
US5WE 6 8,362 113 74 KN18
UT7QF 6 3,290 70 47 KN77
UW1HM 6 2,562 61 42 KN69
UV7E 6 1,023 33 31 KN77
UX1UA 6 851 37 23 KO50
UY5YA 6 704 32 22 KN87
UY9VY 6 667 29 23 KN68
UT4XU 6 621 27 23 KO40
UY5QZ 6 300 20 15 KN77
UT1UL 6 286 22 13 KO50
UR8IF 6 110 11 10 KN88
UY2UQ 6 105 15 7 KO50
UT5CB 6 60 10 6 KN59
UR5LAK 6 49 7 7 KN89
UR3MP 6 20 5 4 KN98
UR5IUV H 104 13 4 KN98
US2IFR H 104 13 4 KN88
US5ID/P H 84 14 3 KN98
UT5UUV/P H 72 12 6 KO50
UX3IB H 72 12 3 KN88
UT1IC H 64 32 1 KN87
US5IPH H 42 7 3 KN88
UR5ITU H 30 5 3 KN88
UT4UEI/P H 28 6 4 KO50
UT4IF/P H 16 4 2 KN97
UT4UGP/P H 10 4 2 KO50
UT4UUL/P H 8 4 2 KO50
UT8AL Q 2,001 47 23 KO61
UY7LO Q 1,344 32 21 KO80
UR8GZ Q 616 25 14 KN66
UR8QV Q 525 22 15 KN77
US9IDD Q 518 37 7 KN98
UT2IY Q 360 20 9 KN98
UR7QDO Q 304 19 8 KN77
UT2IL Q 224 28 4 KN88
UT5UN Q 112 16 7 KO50
UY2UR Q 88 11 8 KO50
UR3QTN Q 80 8 5 KN77
UX2QL Q 65 7 5 KN87
UT5ECZ Q 64 8 8 KN68

UT4IF/M Q 48 8 3 KN98
UT4UFZ Q 36 12 3 KO50
UX7UW Q 6 6 1 KO50
UT1ZZ Q 4 2 1 KN56
UT7E M 3,952 64 38 KN78
UW9I M 882 27 18 KN86
US3ITU/M R 1,870 55 17 4

OCEANIA
PHILIPPINES

DU1XX 2 18 9 1 PK04
DU1EV 6 16 4 4 PK04

INDONESIA
YB1TJ 6 2 2 1 OI33
YBØNDT 6 1 1 1 OI33

SOUTH AMERICA
BRAZIL

PU2XIZ A 1,512 60 14 GG66
PY2EDY A 312 28 6 GG66
PY2SPW A 168 14 7 GG59
PY2MC A 68 10 4 GG67
PU2UAF 2 752 47 8 GG66
PU2TRO 2 420 42 5 GG66
PY2LCD 2 330 33 5 GG66
PY2KS 2 304 38 4 GG66
PY2KG 2 186 31 3 GG66
PY2TTE 2 152 19 4 GG76
ZV2K 2 138 23 3 GG66

Op: PY2SHF

PU2LJH 2 132 22 3 GG66
PY2DV 2 72 9 4 GG57
PY2ITM 2 72 12 3 GG66
PU2TYA 2 64 16 2 GG66
PY2RFU 2 56 14 2 GG67
PU2KOB 2 36 9 2 GG56
PU2TNA 2 30 5 3 GG68
PU2KNM 2 20 5 2 GG55
PP5EK 2 2 1 1 GG53
PT9IR 2 2 1 1 GG29
PY2VTC H 80 10 4 GG68
PU2KKE H 32 8 2 GG66
PU2VJI Q 450 45 5 GG66
PY2BI Q 344 24 8 GG67
PY2BN Q 132 22 3 GG67
PU2OAG Q 36 9 2 GG66
PY2UV M 1,261 54 13 GG66
PY2AE M 1,261 53 13 GG66
PY2LEU M 1,080 50 12 GG67
PR2SJC M 546 44 7 GG76

URUGUAY
CX2SC 2 722 19 19 GF25

VENEZUELA
YY6DFF 6 1 1 1 FK70

CHECK LOGS
These logs were used for cross-checking.  Checklogs are
always appreciated.  BA4MY, CT1EXR/P, EA2XR, EA3WD,
EA7HLB, F8LPN/P, F9DK, IK3XTY, KG7DMI, N4BFR, PY2DS,
R3KBF, URØIQ, YO2IS, Z31WW. 
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Microcontroller Projects Today!

Includes Single Chip Compiler 
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SKU # S-191  Book & Board Bundle Only $84.95

Embedded C Programming Book

To view more detailed information visit: 
www.westmountainradio.com/CQPIC
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Super PWRgate 
PG40S
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Accessories

Powower
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PIC
® MCU is a registered trademark of Microchip Technology Inc.

sales@westmountainradio.com
(262) 522-6503 x 35

Keep your Power Flowing
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T
he CQ World-Wide WPX Contest is the world’s largest
everyone-works-everyone radio contest. The contest
offers a realistic opportunity to work enough unique pre-

fixes to qualify for Magazine’s prestigious WPX award in
addition earning a contest certificate.

Contest Basics
Each contest mode is a separate event running from 0000
UTC Saturday until 2359 UTC Sunday. SSB is the last full
weekend of March and CW is the last full weekend of May.

Amateurs worldwide try to contact as many amateurs and
prefixes as possible during the period of operation. Single
Operator stations may operate 36 of the 48 hours — off times
must be a minimum of 60 minutes during which no QSO
is logged. Multi-operator stations may operate the full 48
hours.

Contacts are only valid on the 1.8-, 3.5-, 7-, 14-, 21-, and
28-MHz bands (no WARC bands). Exchange an RS(T) report
plus a progressive contact serial number starting with 001
for the first contact. Note: Multi-Two and Multi-Unlimited
entrants use separate serial number sequences on each
band.

Scoring
The final score is the result of the total QSO points multiplied
by the number of different prefixes worked. A station may be
worked once on each band for QSO point credit.

Contacts with your own country are worth one point on each
band. Contacts between stations on different continents are
worth three points on 28, 21, and 14 MHz and six points on
7, 3.5, and 1.8 MHz.

Contacts between stations on the same continent, but dif-
ferent countries, are worth one point on 28, 21, and 14 MHz
and two points on 7, 3.5, and 1.8 MHz. Exception: For North
American stations only — contacts between stations within
the North American boundaries (both stations must be locat-
ed in North America) are worth two points on 28, 21, and 14
MHz and four points on 7, 3.5, and 1.8 MHz.

The prefix multiplier is the number of valid prefixes worked.
Each prefix is counted only once regardless of the band or
number of times the same prefix is worked. Special event,
commemorative, and other unique prefix stations are encour-
aged to participate. Prefixes must be assigned by the licens-
ing authority of the country of operation. See the full rules for
a description of what constitutes a prefix.

Entry Categories
The competition is divided into Single Operator and Multi-
Operator categories. Single Operators may also enter an
Overlay category.

Single Operator (all bands or any single band): only the
one operator finds, makes, and logs all contacts. If you want

to use a DX spotting network or CW decoder, enter the Single
Operator Assisted category, below.

High power: Up to 1,500 watts
Low power: 100 watts or less
QRP: 5 watts or less

Single Operator Assisted (all bands or any single
band): the one operator may use the DX Cluster or other
tools to help find contacts. The one operator must make and
log all contacts.

High power: Up to 1,500 watts
Low power: 100 watts or less
QRP: 5 watts or less

Single Operator Overlay Categories: Entrants in Single
Operator categories may also submit their log for one of the
overlay categories shown below. No distinction is made
between assisted and unassisted in the overlay categories.
All overlay entries are grouped into high power and low power
in the results.

Tribander/Single Element Overlay: During the contest an
entrant shall use only one tribander (any type, with a single
feed line from the transmitter to the antenna) for 10, 15, and
20 meters and single-element antennas on 40, 80, and 160
meters. 

Rookie Overlay: To enter this category the operator must
have been licensed as a radio amateur three years or less
on the date of the contest. 

Multi-Operator Categories (All Band only): More than
one person can contribute to the final score during the offi-
cial contest period.

Single-Transmitter: Only one transmitted signal is per-
mitted at any time. The station may change bands up to 10
times per hour. This category has specific restrictions on
band changes so please read the full rules carefully.

High power: Up to 1,500 watts
Low power: 100 watts or less

Two-Transmitter: Two bands may be transmitted on
simultaneously. Each station may change bands up to 8 times
an hour.

Multi-Transmitter (Unlimited): One transmitted signal is
allowed on each of the six contest bands.

Checklog: Entry submitted to assist with the log checking.
The entry will not have a score in the results and the log will
not be made public.

Awards
First-place certificates will be awarded in each category for
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every participating country and in each call area of the United
States, Canada, Russia, and Japan.  

Plaques are awarded to recognize top performance in a
number of categories. The current list of plaques and spon-
sors is at <www.cqwpx.com/plaques.htm>. 

Club Competition
Many clubs around the world compete vigorously for the
plaque awarded to the club making the highest total com-
bined score in the SSB and CW weekends.

Submitting Your Log
Electronic logs should be in the Cabrillo format. Upload your
log on the Web at <http://www.cqwpx.com/logcheck/>. The
website also includes a utility to convert your ADIF format log
file if needed. See full rules for instructions regarding paper
logs.

All entries must be emailed or postmarked WITHIN FIVE
(5) DAYS after the end of the contest: SSB logs no later than
2359 UTC 1 April 2016, CW logs no later than 2359 UTC 3
June 2016. Any log submission will replace any previous
submissions. Resubmitting an entry after the deadline will
result in it being considered as a late log.

Full Rules Online
The complete rules of the CQ WW WPX Contest are avail-
able in several different languages on the Web at
<http://www.cqwpx.com/rules.htm> and in English only on
the magazine website. Please review the rules and
frequently asked questions before the contest. Questions
pertaining to the CQ WPX Contest may be emailed to
<director@cqwpx.com>.
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he Elecrat K-Line
Now Featuring the New K3S Transceiver

K3S 
Superhet/SDR Architecture 

Ultra Low-Noise RX/TX

The Elecraft K3 set the standard for compact, 
high-performance transceivers, proving to be ideal for 
DXpeditions, multi-transmitter contesting, Field Day, 
and home stations alike. With the 2nd-generation K3S, 

we’ve raised the bar once again, upgrading nearly 
every subsystem. Improvements include:

• Ultra low-noise synthesizer

• USB port with integrated control and audio

• Second preamp for 12-6 m weak-signal work

• 5/10/15 dB attenuator settings

• ATU option with true bypass relay

• Accurate, high-speed CW even in SPLIT mode

• 100-500 kHz coverage

• Enhanced look and feel; soft-touch VFO knob 

P3 Panadapter 
Now with TX Signal Monitoring 

Out-Performs Built-In Band Scopes

The P3 panadapter’s real-time spectral and waterfall 
displays add a visual dimension to DXing, revealing 
weak signals you might otherwise miss. The P3 is fully 
integrated with the transceiver, allowing instant QSY 
to any signal. Optional TX metering adds power/SWR 
graphs and signal envelope monitoring. 

KPA500 
Works with Any Transceiver 

Silent, Ultra-Fast T/R Switching

The KPA500 amp features instant RF-based band 
switching, plus remote band selection that tracks 
the band of the K3S or K3. It has bright alphanumeric 
status display and LED bar graphs, and a rugged, 
internal linear supply. The compact KAT500 ATU (not 
shown) uses a fast, accurate tuning algorithm. Saved 
matching network settings can be recalled 
automatically as you tune the transceiver’s VFO, 
so you’ll be ready wherever DX appears.

NEW! SP3 Matching Speaker

(sold separately)
PO Box 69, Aptos, CA  95001 | 831.763.4211 | info@elecraft.com | www.elecraft.com



I
t was quite a contrast to September’s massive — and very
expensive — World Maker Faire on which we reported last
month in both an article and our editorial. On the first week-

end in November, Barnes & Noble bookstores nationwide
each hosted Mini Maker Faires, free to the public and amaz-
ingly, less commercial than the “big show” despite being
inside a store that was trying to sell related products.

I visited two B&N stores near me and saw two very differ-
ent approaches to the activity, although it might only have
been a function of what was going on when I showed up,

since events varied on an hourly basis throughout the three-
day event.

According to a company news release, each store set up
three distinct Maker Faire areas, with activities rotating
between them, a “Make Workspace,” a “Make & Collaborate”
area, and a “Meet the Makers” area. Generally speaking,
there was only one activity going on at a time. Of course,
there were also products for sale, from magazine pub-
lications to a 3-D printer for the amazingly low price of $350. 

The Laid-Back Approach
My first visit was to the Barnes & Noble in Woodland Park,
New Jersey, where I met Greg Walker and some of his
teenage volunteers from the “Science Pathways” program at

Following up on last month’s report on the World Maker Faire in 
New York City, W2VU visits two Mini Maker Faires at Barnes & Noble.

BY RICH MOSESON,* W2VU 
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a local Boys and Girls Club. The program is run jointly by the
county 4H Club and Rutgers University. They had a pretty
simple setup — just a table with a couple of balloons — at
which they invited kids to try out their “Makey-Makey” activ-
ity in which they connected clip leads between an Arduino
board and lumps of conductive clay (    ). By clip-
ping the ground lead to yourself, you could then play a dif-
ferent musical note by touching different pieces of “wired”
clay. The staff was very pleasant and helpful in directing me
to where Greg and company were set up, but the overall feel
was pretty laid back. : The two little kids who were
there when I arrived had plenty of opportunity for hands-on
learning.

The Glitzy Approach
From Woodland Park, I drove to the Barnes & Noble in Clifton,
New Jersey, which is a much more high-profile store with
much more traffic than the first one. Here, half of the store’s
“Nook” nook was set up for displays and demos, which were
done by staff members. (The hands-on area was in a sepa-
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what’s new

W1SFR’s Portable Key Now in Production

W1SFR, a builder of handmade Morse keys, has begun
production of the Torsion Bar Portable Key, designed to be
an inexpensive key that can be brought to the field or is
equally at home on your shack s desk.

The base is milled out of a solid block of aluminum and
the control lever “carrier” is made of brass and the finger
pieces are made of rare woods with his signature mother-
of-pearl dot on each side. The base and lever carrier are
glass bead blasted and lacquered. The lever and posts
have a brushed/polished finish and the adjustment screws
are 10-32 fine thread stainless steel. The contact strip is
also stainless steel and provides a quieting mechanism that
makes the key virtually silent while in use.

The dimensions are 3.5-inches long by 1.5-inches wide
with a height of 1.75 inches. The portable key weighs in at
9 ounces so it should not be too much a burden to carry.
The key is supplied with a 3.5-millimeter cable and two non-
slip pads.

W1SFR said that 10 keys will make up the first produc-
tion run and will have a retail price of $175 plus $12 for pri-
ority mail shipping. For more information, contact: Steve
Roberts, W1SFR, 2094 Route 37 E., Sudbury, VT 05733.
Phone: (802) 779-7489 (between 7 a.m. and 7 p.m.). Email:
<w1sfr.qrp@gmail.com>. Website: <http://w1sfr.com>.

          
    CQ    
       





rate part of the store, on the second floor.) This display fea-
tured a 3-D printer (  ), which was a big draw, along
with robotic toys that follow a path drawn with a marker (

) and a build-it-yourself robot kit that’s controlled by a free
app (  ). The well-promoted demos drew good-sized
crowds (  ). The store’s assistant manager told me they
had between one dozen and two dozen people at each of the
nine events scattered across the weekend. More
people getting introduced to maker technology.

How Can This Benefit Hams?
I was not aware of any direct ham radio involvement in the
stores in my area, or for that matter, a broad selection of local
maker groups. From my observations, it looked like this first
effort was successful, and there is at least a 50-50 chance it
will be repeated in 2016. Now is the time to introduce your-
self and your group to your local store manager and start
working on a ham radio focused demo that will highlight our
status as the original “makers” — building and experiment-
ing with technology for more than a century. Take a look at
KH6WZ’s “Ham Notebook” column in this issue for some very
specific suggestions on setting up and putting on a ham radio
display at a Maker Faire or similar event. The two biggies:
Something to touch (hands-on activities) and something to
take home (handouts or some little circuit). Then let us know
what you did and how it went.
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C
ircuit designers rely on bit-by-bit
serial communications between
microcontrollers (MCUs) and

external devices because they require
fewer I/O (input/output) pins than paral-
lel data transfers. A 12-bit analog-to-dig-
ital converter would need 12 data lines
and several control signals. The same
converter with a serial interface might
need two or three signals. Of course ser-
ial transfers take longer, but engineers
often want more available I/O pins rather
than faster communication rates.

Many MCUs include 
 (UART)

hardware “blocks” that handle all con-
trol operations for bi-directional 8-bit
serial communications. The word 

refers to the lack of a clock
signal between a transmitter and a
receiver. MCUs also may furnish hard-
ware blocks for other types of serial
communications that require a sepa-
rate clock signal.

The Propeller MCU provides no hard-
ware dedicated to serial communica-
tions. Instead, it relies on software to
gather information, properly format it,
and transmit it or receive it according a
given protocol. Because all 32 Propeller
I/O pins operate the same way, you can
assign serial I/O operations to any pins
you want. You can’t find that flexibility
in many other MCUs.

A Parallax QuickStart board dedi-
cates pins P31 and P30 to serial com-
munications with a PC or other device
via a USB connection. An onboard IC
converts 8-bit, UART-type communica-
tions into USB signals that other
devices — PCs, for example — can
“understand.” This IC also receives
information from external devices via a

USB signal and presents it to the MCU.
Various programs can capture this
information as one or more 8-bit “pack-
ets.”  shows the serial format
for such an 8-bit “packet.” With appro-
priate hardware you could use Ethernet
or another bus in place of USB. Serial
data goes in and serial data comes out;
that’s what we care about1.

The Propeller Tool software includes
a terminal you can use to communicate
with a QuickStart board. To begin, you
must know the COM port your PC has
assigned to the connected QuickStart
board. Start the Propeller Tool and con-
nect the board to your PC. Under the
Run menu, click on Identify Hardware ...
The PC display should indicate, “Pro-

peller chip version 1 on COM17.” Your
COM number will differ from mine. Save
the COM port number for your setup.

Next, go back to the Run menu, and
select “Parallax Serial Terminal.” A win-
dow opens and shows a white strip
along the top for outgoing data and a
large blue area for results from a
QuickStart board. Now a Spin program
may communicate with the terminal.
Again, we rely on free Propeller objects
to do most of the work for us.

Objects Simplify
Communications
To set up 2-way communications you
need programs 

KZ1G continues his tutorial on how to program and use microcontrollers
for various projects around the ham shack.

Serial Comms for Data and Devices 

BY JONATHAN TITUS,* KZ1G
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and in your Propeller Workspace folder. Objects in these
programs handle the details for serial communication. (I’ll drop the from now
on. Unless noted otherwise, assume all program names have a extension.)

Remember to declare use of an object this way:

 

The program includes the object that initializes a soft-
ware-UART function and assigns a receiver and a transmitter pin:

   

The value configures options we don’t need, so we set its value to
0. (Refer to the listing for more information.) I chose to
name objects in the program, but you may choose another
name if you wish. This program includes another object, , that will send a string
of characters to the Propeller Tool terminal:

  

Now you can write a short program to test communications with your PC. Key
in the program below, or find all programs for this article at the website
<http://cq-amateur-radio.com/files/lm74_spin_progs.zip>



   
 

        
        
        
    

    
     

 
 

   
 

    
 

Save this program in your Propeller Workspace folder as . Start
the program (Run� Compile Current�Load RAM) and switch to the terminal.
Then go to the small Com Port window at the bottom-left corner of the terminal
window and select the port assigned to your QuickStart board (  ). Next,
select 9600 in the Baud Rate window.

In the blue terminal window you should see the text, “This is a Test.” displayed
again and again without the quote. You probably want a new line for each sen-
tence. The program includes a way to send a “carriage-return”
command (ASCII 1310) to the terminal. You won’t see “13” in the text window,
though. The terminal interprets the value as a command in the following use of
the Tx object.
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Other values print alphanumeric characters or symbols. The American Standard
Code for Information Interchange (ASCII) also includes 32 other control codes2.
You transmit a decimal value for the terminal to display this way:

In this case, the MCU sends the ASCII data for a numeral 1 followed by the
ASCII data for numeral 2, and so on. Save the program in your
Propeller Workspace. Then add the lines shown in bold in the listing that
follows for the program.     . Save this pro-
gram in your workspace folder with the name . Now run it to con-
firm the changes work. Each “This is a test.” should appear on a new line with an
increasing count.

    


 

     
  

 
  

   
  
   

 

Earlier I noted you need the program in your Propeller
Workspace, but it doesn’t appear in the OBJ section of either program. Our code
does not directly use any objects in the program, but the

program does. If you fail to include a needed program in the
Propeller Workspace folder, the Propeller Tool will notify you. 

You also can use objects in to receive information from the
PC keyboard via the terminal software. The statement:



 

accepts a decimal value from the terminal keyboard and assigns it to variable
. You also can key in values and strings of characters. To see how
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Anderson Power Products
Introduces the SBS Mini, DC
Power Connector

Anderson Power Products has intro-
duced the SBS Mini, the company s
smallest DC power connector in its SB
product group. Since 1953, the SB line
has used the flat wiping contact tech-
nology, which was carried over to the
popular Powerpole connector with
single position stackable housings.
SBS Mini simplifies the assembly
process by offering a one-piece hous-
ing that holds two Powerpole 15/45
contacts.

Sacrificial contact tips designed into
all SB and Powerpole connectors en-
able hot swap capabilities on DC cir-
cuits. The low resistance Powerpole
contacts accept 20 to 10 AWG (0.75-
to 4-mm) wires allowing up to 52 amps
of UL rated performance per position.

SBS Mini adds additional insulation
to the mating interface to protect
against accidental exposure to live cir-
cuits. Easy-to-grip housings inherit
color-coded mechanical keys from the
SB connector. Each key is assigned
a unique color for quick circuit identi-
fication. This is of particular impor-
tance when distinguishing series from
parallel connections, or circuits oper-
ating at incompatible voltages.

The SBS Mini has a suggested retail
price of $0.98 and is available right now.
For more information regarding SBS
Mini, contact: Anderson Power Pro-
ducts 13 Pratts Junction Road, Sterling,
MA 01564-2305. Phone: (978) 422-
3600. Fax: (978) 422-3700. Website:
<www.andersonpower.com>.

      
     
 CQ    
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a keyboard input works, run program , pro-
vided in the downloaded file.

Talk with a Sensor
Bit-by-bit transfers let MCUs communicate with components
that use an Inter-Integrated-Circuit (I2C) bus, a Serial
Peripheral Interface (SPI) bus, a 1-Wire bus, and others. The
LM74 temperature sensor, for example, uses a 2-wire SPI
interface but it needs an additional wire for a chip-select sig-
nal, as seen in  3. Of course, the sensor also needs
power and ground connections.

The LM74 comes in two versions: The LM74CIM-3 that
operates with a 3- to 3.6-volt supply, and the LM74CIM-5 that
requires from 4.5 to 5.5 volts. I use the 3-volt version because
the Propeller MCU uses the same voltage4. Unfortunately for
experimenters, the LM74 IC comes in a small-outline IC
(SOIC) package that doesn’t plug into a solderless bread-
board. I use Schmartboard SOIC-to-DIP adapters (part no.
204-0004-01) that simplify soldering and come with pins that
plug into breadboards5.  shows an LM74 IC con-
nected to a Propeller MCU.

The program that follows displays 
, or base-16, temperatures in the terminal window so you

can test the sensor circuit. Before you test the program,
ensure you have the following programs in your workspace
folder. You may have other programs in the folder, too:

• LM74_Demo
LM74_Objects
shiftio
timing
FullDuplexSerial

Run the program on your QuickStart board and switch to the
terminal window. Click on the Enable control (lower-right cor-
ner) and you should see 4-digit hex values appear one after
another at 3-second intervals. Heat the sensor slightly with a
finger or a hot-air hair dryer (low setting). Cool the sensor with
a double-bagged ice cube.  lists Celsius temperatures
and the sensor’s raw binary and hexadecimal values.

The final version of a Spin program often has a hierarchy
with several “levels” of objects, as shown in  for the
next program, . The diagram illustrates the
beauty of Spin-language objects; they’re easy to use and
many portions of a program can reuse them regardless of
use elsewhere in a program.

The program uses two objects, and
in the program. The object ini-

tializes the LM74, puts it in a continuous-measurement mode,
and sets the variable to True. True is a predefined
constant, as is False. The object uses a 
object to get 16 bits of sensor information. The 
object also tests the flag to ensure software initialized
the sensor. Programmers use flags to indicate a True or False
condition to other parts of a program.

If you try to use the object with the flag
set in the False state, this object will not get data from the
sensor. Instead, it returns a “temperature” of hex FF81, or -
127°C. The sensor should not experience this temperature
because it has a lower operating limit of -55°C. The FF81 (-
127°C) simply serves as another type of flag that indicates
the object tried to access the sensor but the sen-
sor was never initialized.

Within the program, the code compares the
reported temperature, , with FF81. If equal, the
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MCU displays “LM74 Not Enabled.” Then the code keeps the
MCU in an endless loop until you turn it off or repro-
gram it. This type of error test can prevent errors under unex-
pected conditions, although a real-world program would not
keep an MCU in an endless do-nothing loop!

Format Temperature Data
Instead of hexadecimal values, we want Celsius tempera-
tures, so we must understand how to interpret “raw” LM74
sensor data.  shows the arrangement of bits received
from an LM74. The most-significant bit (MSB) at D15 repre-
sents the sign of the temperature. A logic-0 indicates a pos-
itive temperature and logic-1 indicates a negative tempera-
ture. Bits D14 through D3 give us a 12-bit temperature value.
Bits D2 through D0 have no meaning, so we ignore them.

To create a negative binary value you cannot simply set
bit D15 to a 1. The sensor data arrives in 2’s-complement
format. To simplify a discussion of 2’s-complement data, I’ll
use 8-bit values. The MSB (D7) will represent the sign, and
bits D6-D0 represent a value. Eight-bit, 2’s-complement val-
ues range from -128 to +127, or 100000002 to 011111112.

Say we have the binary value 1210, (00001100) and we
need a -1210 for a calculation.  shows the four steps
to yield a 2’s-complement -12 in binary format.

The first step starts with 1210 as a binary number:
000011002. In Step 2, we complement the value bit by bit.
An original 1 becomes a 0, and a 0 becomes a 1. Step 3 has

Temperature Digital Output
(°C) Binary Hex
+150 0100 1011 0000 0111 4B07
+125 0011 1110 1000 0111 3E87
+25 0000 1100 1000 0111 0C87
+0.0625 0000 0000 0000 1111 000F
0 0000 0000 0000 0111 0007
-0.0625 1111 1111 1111 1111 FFFF
-25 1111 0011 1000 0111 F387
-55 1110 0100 1000 0111 E487
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us add a 1 to the complement value to yield 111101002. The sum represents -12
in Step 4. In the Spin language, the exclamation-point operator “!” performs a bit-
wise complement of a value.

To prove 111101002 equals -1210, add the original +12 value (000011002) to
the 2’s complement value:

00001100  =  +12
 +11110100  =  -12
100000000  =    0

We discard the leading 1 in the answer, an overflow from the addition, because
we can’t save a 9-bit value in an 8-bit byte. The result equals 0. For a binary-addi-
tion tutorial, visit: <http://academic.evergreen.edu/projects/biophysics/tech-
notes/misc/bin_math.htm>.

Suppose we have a value such as 110010102 from a sensor that produces 2’s-
complement data. How do we convert it to a useful value we understand? First, the
MSB indicates a negative value, so write down a minus sign. Second, use the steps
in  to get the 2’s complement of the entire value, including the sign bit:

  

Remember to include the minus sign, so you have -54 as the final answer. Try
the 2’s-complement conversion for the -25°C binary value from an LM74, but with-
out bits D2-D0, which aren’t part of the 12-bit temperature value. From  , -
25°C equals (spaces added for clarity):

        

Take the complement of the original value — again, including the sign bit — to
get: 0 0001 1000 11112 and then add 1.The result comes to: 0 0001 1001 00002.
In decimal, that equals 410! What happened? Remember, the LM74 reports tem-
peratures in units of   , not in whole degrees (see  ). So
divide 410 by 16 and you get the integer value 25. Remember the minus sign for
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a final -25°C temperature. Now let’s see
how the Propeller MCU handles these
operations in software. The flow chart
in  shows the operations, as
explained below:

1. The D2-D0 bits in the LM74 infor-
mation have no use, so the program
uses a bitwise-AND operation to force
all three bits to logic-0. Always good to
put unused bits in known state.

2. Check for a negative temperature.
The  for bit D15 is 215, or

32768. Thus if D15 = 1, the binary value
for the entire 16-bit word equal or
exceed 32768. An if statement with a
comparison test handles this task. For
now, look at the temperature data as a
16-bit value and don’t think of bits hav-
ing temperature the “weights.”

a. If we detect a negative temperature
value, display a minus sign and get the
2’s complement of the value.

b. If we don’t detect a negative value,
display a plus sign. We do not need
the 2’s complement of a positive
temperature.

3. A bitwise shift-right operation re-
moves the D2-D0 bits (three shifts right)
and the additional four shifts right per-
form a binary divide-by-16 operation. A
bitwise shift operation does not save
any “shifted-out” bits. They no longer
exist.

4. Display the temperature value and
move the terminal cursor to a new line.

Program provides
code that performs these steps. Even if
you won’t use it, I encourage you to look
at it so you see the statements that cor-
respond to the steps above.

Food for Thought
The LM74 temperature data has a max-
imum accuracy of about ±1°C between
-10°C and +65°C. Could you devise a
way to use the bit that represents 1/2°C
(D6 in the received 16-bit data) to round
the temperature to the nearest degree?
How would you do it?

Notes:
1. You will see UART serial-communica-

tion specifications noted as “8-N-1” or “8-
E-2,” for example. The first group indicates
eight data bits, no parity, one stop bit. The
second group indicates eight data bits,
even parity, and two stop bits. Most equip-
ment uses an 8-N-1 setup. Data rates
range from 110 bits/second (bits/sec, or
bps) to 115,200 bits/sec, although some
devices offer higher rates. For more 
details, visit: <https://learn.sparkfun.com/
tutorials/serial-communication>.

2. <https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/ASCII>
3. For information about the SPI bus,

visit: <https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Serial_
Peripheral_Interface_Bus>

4. Download an LM74 data sheet at:
<http://www.ti.com/lit/ds/symlink/lm74.
pdf>

5. For Schmartboard information, visit:
<http://schmartboard.com/>

            
  

Bit Position D15 D14 D13 D12 D11 D10 D9 D8 D7 D6 D5 D4 D3 D2 D1 D0
Bit Weight (°C) Sign 128 64 32 16 8 4 2 1 1/2 1/4 1/8 1/16 X X X
Binary Value 32768 16384 8128 4096 2048 1025 512 256 128 64 32 16 8 4 2 1

                    
              

MSB LSB
Step 
Number D7 D6 D5 D4 D3 D2 D1 D0 Data Actions
1 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 0 Binary value for decimal 12.
2 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 Invert each bit to create a 1’s complement binary value. 
3 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 Add 1 to one’s complement value of 12 in the row above.
4 1 1 1 1 0 1 0 0 Sum of 1 plus 1’s complement of binary 12, which 

equals -12.
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T
he old “green lady” Heathkit SB-200 HF linear amplifi-
er (  ) is still around after 50-plus years, and it
still does a very good job of putting out 500 watts of RF

onto the ham radio bands. A look in places like eBay will
show you that many are available in the $400 range. Many
of these amplifiers are from the estates of folks who owned
them and became silent keys, leaving their family members
with a shack full of gear they don’t know what to do with. Most
of them nowadays find their way to websites like eBay for
sale for whatever the family can get for them. These ampli-
fiers are usually in excellent condition but just very old, and
they don’t tend to draw a lot of interest.

The main reason for the lack of interest is that the amplifi-
er is no longer compatible with today’s solid-state trans-
ceivers. Because of this, most younger hams just pass it by.
Perhaps, with this article, we can change that.

A Small Investment of Time and Money 
I have owned my SB-200 since 1970 when I used it with the
Heathkit SB-401 and SB-301 tube type transceivers. I sold
off those radios but kept the SB-200 on my closet shelf for
many years after that. I thought about modifications for a
while, and then decided it might be a good thing to try to
update and upgrade it to be compatible with today’s solid-
state transceivers. I looked at the schematic in the Heathkit
manual to see what the possibilities might be. It then looked
like to me that the necessary changes could be done with
very little money (especially compared with the cost of a new
amplifier) and a little bit of work.

Four Major Objectives
My first objective was to make sure that the cost of upgrad-
ing the amplifier would be as low as possible. The second
objective, as noted above, was to make sure that it would be
compatible with today’s solid-state transceivers. The third
objective was to select a more efficient tube then the pair of

572-Bs that came with the amplifier. Those tubes are very
inefficient and require RF drive power above the typical 100
watts input provided by most modern transmitters; and on
some bands, such as 10 meters, the 572s were only able to
produce 400 watts RF output. The fourth objective was to
keep changes to a minimum.

For those who are young in ham radio, the old FCC legal
limit was 1,000 watts AC power input or 1,200 watts PEP
input. This early FCC power limit would give us a maximum
of about 500 watts RF CW key down output. Current FCC
rules allow us up to 2,000 watts AC input power, which results
in a limit of 1,000 watts RF output on CW or 1,500 watts PEP
on SSB. With all of that behind us, I started looking for applic-
able tubes that could replace the old glass bottle tubes. But
when I looked at the prices of new ceramic tubes, it knocked
my socks off!

As the new owners of Heathkit bring the brand back slowly, K8IGQ
reminds us what the originals were like and how to update one of them
– the SB-200 amplifier – to work with modern solid-state transceivers

Modernizing This Classic Amplifier to Work with 
Solid-State Transceivers

BY CARL MARKLE,* K8IHQ 
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So, after some more research and hacking at the Heathkit
SB-200 schematic drawing, I came up with a plan.
Remember, one of my objectives was to “minimize” the num-
ber of changes on which I was going to spend time and
money. The first thing I noticed was that the old glass bottle
type tubes provided about 50% efficiency in a grounded grid
configuration amplifier. The newer ceramic tubes come up
to about 62% to 65% efficiency, with only about 25% of the
required drive to get full RF output. It sure looked like a good
thing to me!

Then I moved on to the problem of how to use forced air
for cooling the tube. Again, the old glass bottle tubes some-
times required air blowers to get enough cool air on them
and I sure did not want to deal with any large noisy blowers

and other associated problems. The new ceramic tubes
require only about 15 cfm of air for cooling with a chimney.
I then checked out how a quiet computer whisper fan would
do on cooling with a chimney. I found out that those used
whisper fans are very quiet and usually cost under $10 each.

So, with that problem now resolved, I moved on to other
improvements that would upgrade the amplifier.

First, I found a compromise on the cost factor for a new
ceramic tube. I did not elect to go for an expensive triode in
my design. Rather, I am using a tetrode in a grounded grid
configuration to function as a triode. I have done this in the
past and gotten excellent results. So, I decided to use circa
1990s-era new Soviet military GU-74-B ceramic tube (avail-
able online) which is said to be close to the American made
4CX800A7. I did find that the physical dimensions of the GU-
74-B tube were much different and it also turned out that the
specifications were very conservative. The price difference
for one of theses new tubes amounted to about 20% of the
cost of a new 4CX800A7. The only thing that is a little bit dif-
ficult to acquire is the SK1 tube socket required by the GU-
74-B. These sockets are available online from QRO-
TUBES.COM in Ukraine (along with the tubes), and possibly
from other online sources. Shop around.

Remember that we are attaching both grids to chassis
ground, putting the tube into a grounded grid triode configu-
ration. We will be feeding the tube’s cathode directly with RF
drive with a drive limiting bias circuit that will get us very near
class AB2 performance. This gives us better audio quality
and linearity over the old class B design. I learned some of
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this information when exchanging emails with the Heathkit
engineer who designed the SB-230 amplifier.

Digging In…
Now that we know some history of the Heathkit SB-200 and
other design improvements over the years, we can dig in and
start working on the project. We will take it one step one at
a time, making sure we have not made any wiring mistakes
as we move along (  ). The changes are done with
point-to-point wiring techniques. The new cathode bias cir-
cuit board (       ) is assembled on
perforated board that you can get from RadioShack (if there’s
still one open near you) and other places1. I also included a
list of sources, part numbers, and approximate prices of the
new components needed to do this upgrade (  ).

Step-by-Step Modifications
We can start with the high-voltage PC board as follows: 

       
 

1. High Voltage Supply Changes
          

          

(1) Replace the 120-μf filter capacitors with new technol-
ogy 220-μf 450vdc ones (  ). Mount these capaci-

tors onto the PC board using 100% silicon clear caulk and
let it set overnight to harden. The terminals will fit into the
old capacitors’ soldering holes. Solder 24 hours after moot-
ing up.

(2) Remove the rectifier diodes and replace with new
1N4007 (1KV-1A) diodes. Note: 16 old diodes can now be
replaced with 8 new diodes because of the higher peak
inverse voltage rating. (See new diodes to right of filter capac-
itors in  .)

(3) Remove the old 30-K bleeder resistors. Install the new
100-K/2-watt resistors across each of the new filter capaci-
tor terminals. Removing these large old bleeder resistors
makes room in the corner of the PC board to install an 8-pin
octal tube socket. Wire up the terminals of the socket as the
schematic shows (  ). Install the 12.3-volt, 3-amp
filament transformer, then move on to removing the string of
high voltage carbon composition phenolic resistors and
replacing them with new metal oxide film 1.0-megohm/2-watt
resistors (  ). You will find that the very old carbon
composition resistors will have changed their values con-
siderably due to old age. The string of new 1.0-megohm MOF
resistors will handle the 2-kv voltage very well since they are
2-watt units. Double-check the wiring. THIS IS HIGH VOLT-
AGE, so there is no room for any mistakes. The 6NO60
Amprite time delay tube can be put in place when the com-
plete modification is done. All wires will be dressed along
with the already existing ones leaving the high-voltage area.
This completes the high-voltage part of the modification.

     
# Part# (Source) Description Approx cost
1 293-2.2K-RC (Mouser) 2,200-ohm/0.5w-5% resistor $0.15 
1 GU-74-B (eBay) tetrode vacuum tube (NEW) $155.00 
1 SK1 (eBay) GU-74-B tube socket $45.00 
1 273-1511-B (RadioShack) 12.3vct 3A power transformer $20.00 
1 6NO60T (eBay) Amprite 60-Sec delay tube (60 to 90 OK) $10.00 
1 Octal (eBay) 8-pin octal tube socket $1.00 
1 769-DS1E-MDC12 (Mouser) DIP-14 SPDT mini-relay $5.64 
1 667-ERZ-V10D180 (Mouser) 14vdc/18vac MOV $0.55 
1 “Note” (Mouser) 18-μH common mode RF choke $3.00
1 38308 (Jameco) 2N3055 TO3 NPN transistor $1.20 
1 512-1N4736A (Mouser) 6.8V-1W-Zener diode $0.23 
1 150464 (Jameco) 5x20mm fuse socket $1.00 
1 2129836 (Jameco) 750-ma slow-blow 5x20mm fuse $0.40 
1 434MESC-101M-01 (Mouser) 100-μH (20%) RF choke $0.92 
11 621-1N4007 (Mouser) 1,000V-1A rect. diode $1.43 
6 286-620-RC (Mouser) 620 Ohm-5W-5% MOF resistor $3.30 
6 667-EET-UQ2W221KA (Mouser) 220-μF-450vdc electrolytic capacitor $17.10 
3 282-1.0M-RC (Mouser) 1.0 Meg-2w-5% MOF resistor $0.60 
6 282-100K-RC (Mouser) 100K-2W-5% MOF resistor $1.20 
1 293-15K (Mouser) 15K-0.5w-5% resistor $0.10 
6 81-DEBF33A103ZA2B (Mouser) 0.01μf- 1,000V ceramic capacitor $1.08
1 (EBay) 3.5 x 3.5-inch Whisper Fan (4-x 4-inch OK) 15cfm $6.00
1 (Home Depot) 3- x 4-inch PVC drain SDR pipe fitting $3.00
7 Ft. (Jameco) RG-174/u mini-coax $2.00 
1 (Optional) (Jameco) DIN-8 plug (Interconnect Kenwood) $1.00 
2 (Optional) (Jameco) RCA phono plugs (interconnect) $2.00 
2 69462 (Jameco) 10A (3AG) fuse cartridge $0.70 
1 2136243 (Jameco) Dual (3AG) fuse holder $1.09 

(Home Depot) Adhesive 100% Silicon clear caulk $3.00

NOTE:
18uH Common Mode RF Choke (came from old SB-230) Possible replacement from Mouser 580-52XXXC series $3.30

(higher value is OK)
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Now we can move on to other parts of
this conversion and upgrade process.
Next we want to do the hook up of the
tube filament power supply. First we
remove the old cooling fan assembly.
Then we cut the square hole where the
fan was. It has chassis perforations for
tue cooling the old glass 572-B triode
tubes. The new ceramic tube requires
more airflow, so we need to take a hack-
saw or other tool and cut the square hole

out so the 4- x 4-inch square computer
whisper fan can be mounted over it
(  ). I used a 3.6- x 3.6- x 1-inch
fan that I had on hand. The 115-vac fan
requires a hookup to the main AC power
so when the circuit breaker switch is
turned on, it will energize the fan motor.
Get a very quiet one if you can, and
make sure you get at least 15-cuf air-
flow from it. We no longer need the large
and noisy old blower fans. The com-

puter industry has provided some very
inexpensive whisper fans for us to cool
tubes with nowadays. 

The Russian GU-74-B (  ) does
not take much airflow to keep happy.
The tubes can be purchased online or
through places like eBay NOS (new old
stock) and come in a factory sealed
plastic bag with specifications and tube
numbers on a small paper insert with a
manufacturer date code of the 1980s.
These tubes are capable of 1,000-watts
RF output but we will be running this one
at about 700 watts because the Heathkit
power transformer is not capable of
more power. It can do 1-kw AC input
power, which, when using a pair of 572-
B glass triode tubes, results in to about
50% efficiency. So, you would be lucky
with anything over 500 watts of RF out-
put CW key down, especially on the 10-
meter band. The ceramic GU-74-B will
provide more power output because it
has 62% efficiency and is capable of
considerably more power than the old
specification on it. Some folks might say
that a pair of them will get you the FCC
legal limit specification in a home-
brewed HF linear amplifier. Next we
move on to running the tube filament
power supply.

2. Filament Power Supply
(A) Find a place on the bottom of the

chassis in the open where you can
install a dual-cartridge fuse holder (see

 ). The 12.6-vac/3A filament
transformer wires coming from the wire
bundle to the underside of the chassis
can now be hooked up to one side of

             
  

         
        
       
          

  

     
       
     

See Figure 1
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the dual-fuse holder. From the other side of that fuse holder
you can run new wires to where the GU-74-B tube will be
installed. First, you will have to install the 18-μH common mode
RF choke near the tube (see note at end of parts list) and run
these filament wires to it, making sure you twist the pair of
wires to the choke. Also you will need a solder lug near the
choke to provide a place for the two 0.02-μf capacitors to be
installed. We want to keep the RF off of the AC power to the
filament as much as is possible. Make sure you have enough
wire to get to the tube installation. You can now install a pair
of 8 or 10 A cartridge fuses (3AG) in the fuse holder. Now that
you have the hole in the chassis where the old fan was, you
can get on with the SK1 socket installation for the GU-74-B
tube. You will need a few metal stand-offs, screws, nuts, and
washers to get that done. The socket must be mounted up off
of the chassis. It is a good idea to install the socket pin wires
before the socket gets installed and make sure they are long
enough to get to where they are supposed to go. 

(B) Now you can take the 4- x 3-inch PVC SDR plumbing
adapter/reducer (  ) and put some silicon caulk along
the lip of the 4-inch side. Install the GU-74-B tube into the
socket and then mount up the PVC reducer so that the hole
is centered over the tube with clearance all around the tube
plate cooling fins. Ensure there is no contact between the
tube plate fins and the PVC fitting because air must pass
between them. Let the air tower PVC fitting sit overnight so
it will lock down in place securely. The PVC fitting must have

a filed-out space where the socket wires can come out from
underneath it.

(C) The next step is to do a little wiring. Make sure you have
the two grid wires positioned so you can attach them to a
ground lug on the chassis. The grid wires must be as short
as possible to keep things stable. Remember that this is a
tetrode tube that you are putting in to a grounded grid class
AB2 configuration. Some of the experts tell us that you can-
not do that with a tetrode, but they are wrong when you are
using a very rugged Soviet-era Russian tetrode. I have test-
ed this amplifier on the air and received nothing but excel-
lent reports. Make sure you have the whisper fan connected
to 115 vac before you power up the amplifier. You must have
airflow before the tube gets enabled after the 60-second time
delay turns on the transmit-receive relay. The tube filament
must get the plate warmed up before RF is applied to the
cathode. 

(D) Next, we have to make sure that you have the trans-
ceiver-to-linear amplifier cables in place. If you do not have
any cables, you can cut two pieces of RG-174 mini-coax and
install an RCA phono plug on each of them. Make the coax
braid the chassis ground, and the center wire the transceiv-
er relay transmit function. I own a Kenwood brand transceiver,
so it needed a DIN-8 plug to accommodate the interconnect
to the linear amplifier system. The two RG-174 coax pieces
with the two RCA phono plugs will now be attached to the
DIN-8 plug. You can check with your transceiver’s manual to
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see what wires to put on which pins.
One goes to the T/R and the other to
the ALC. It is possible to get these inter-
face cables on eBay already made up
if you want to go around all of this. Make
sure you tag which phono plug goes to
which amplifier input. A little paper tag
to identify which is which works very well
for that job. Be sure not to mix them up! 

3. Making New and Old Compatible
Now we have to address connecting

the solid-state transceiver with its 12-
vdc power supply to this SB-200, which
has a negative 110 vdc in its T/R key-
ing circuit. There is a huge incompati-
bility that exists between the two units.
The new interface between the two
items is as follows:

(A) Refer to  showing where
the miniature relay and other compo-
nents are mounted. First, we put a little
bit of silicon caulk on the top of the little
DIP-14 relay (center of photo, to left of
danger sticker). Attach the relay to the
bottom of the chassis near the AC
power input. Remember that the relay

has a polarity requirement, so solder
and run to the right places. If you
reverse those wires the relay will not
actuate properly. Refer to the schemat-
ic and be careful. The positive terminal
will have the small 14 vdc going to the
T/R phono plug socket and to the MOV
to ground. The MOV is a varistor that is
being used to clamp down the rectified
negative DC voltage coming from the
110-vdc relay line. You put a 15k resis-
tor to that line which will supply the 14
vdc across the MOV, which clamps the
voltage across the relay and transceiv-
er T/R line to actuate the DIP-14 relay.
Refer to the schematic to see how it
works. When the negative terminal of
the relay is actuated by your solid-state
12 vdc transceiver relay providing the
T/R function chassis ground, the relay
will turn on and provide the linear ampli-
fier the RF T/R relay function. Usually a
big “thunk” will be heard. The Amprite
time delay tube will not allow the relay
to operate until the 60 seconds of tube
filament heat up and transfer has taken
place. The delay relay is a normally-

open contact until the 60-second time
delay is done at which time it closes and
allows the T/R function to take place.

(B) Next we have to install a high cur-
rent protection MOV to the AC power
input circuit. The 230 to 275 MOV can
be installed under the screws on the ter-
minal strip (on the right of  ; it
looks like a blue disc capacitor). This
protects the power transformer from
power line surges should that happen.
When you turn on the amplifier and it
just happens to be when the line volt-
age is peaking out at 120 vac at that
time, there is a large inrush of current
hitting your power transformer. This is
not good for either the transformer or
the unheated GU-74-B tube. The cost
is very small and it does its job.

4. RF Cathode Bias Circuit
The next step is to make an interface

board for the transceiver RF coming into
the amplifier, as discussed earlier and
seen in  ,  ,   .
This design is not mine. It belongs to the
long-gone Heathkit people. We’ll need a
perforated piece of board which you can
get from a RadioShack in your area (if
you still have one), or online from Mouser
Electronics, but you have to purchase
much more board than you will really
need for this project. Now, let’s do a step-
by-step construction of this RF cathode
bias circuit board as follows:

(A) Cut with scissors or tin snips a
piece of perforated board about 2 x 4
inches. Drill holes on all four corners so
you can install standoff hardware, or
screws and nuts will do the job. You will
be attaching this board to the rear of the
chassis inside. Again, take a look at the
pictures. The board holds an RF choke,
TO3 2N3055 power transistor, and four
ceramic capacitors along with six 620-
ohm/5-watt MOF resistors wired in par-
allel to make a 100-ohm/30-watt non-
inductive load resistor. The 2,200-ohm
/0.5-watt resistor and 1-watt/6.8-v
Zener diode make up the new home-
brew high power 8.2-vdc Zener diode
assembly which is then wired to the
5x20mm fuse holder and SB fuse. This
is a 750ma slow blow that protects the
bias Zener diode. If you ever overdrive
the amplifier, the fuse will blow. This is
a fail-safe way to protect the tube for
those who overdrive their amplifiers to
cause 40 kHz of splatter up and down
the band. You will not be able to that
with this design. It fails safe!

(B) Next, look at your schematic and
see how the RF is coming through a
bank of tuned bandpass circuits. In the
old days of vacuum tubes, you needed
a bandpass filter input system to allow
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Note: Parasitic suppressor from
original 572-B tube. 47 2-watt
carbon composition resistor
with 3 turrns of wire around it.
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only the band you are on to pass to the
amplifier with out passing any harmon-
ic RF to it. It was an FCC requirement
in those days. We now have solid-state
transceivers that have the “bandpass”
filters built into them. The bandpass
input circuits are no longer required for
amplifiers. So you can disconnect the
bandpass input circuits from the ampli-
fier and run a short piece of RG-174
mini-coax from the RF input through the

tube socket hole and on to the new bias
board you just built. Read the schemat-
ic to see how it all goes together. You
still drive the amplifier RF with the trans-
ceiver on to the big 0.02-μf/1.2-kv
ceramic capacitor to the new tube cath-
ode. The new Zener diode circuit will
maintain cathode bias at about 8.2 vdc
with RF on it. That will usually move the
old “Green Lady” up from class B to
class AB2 area. All that it means is that
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CQ WW DX RTTY Contest Log
1.0 is Now Available

N3FJP has just completed a separate
program to support the annual CQ WW
DX RTTY Contest. N3FJP has support-
ed the CW and SSB versions of the con-
test for a long time, but a separate pro-
gram is required for RTTY because of
the significant rule differences for the
RTTY version of the contest. CQ WW
DX RTTY Contest Log 1.0 includes all
the features that come standard in
N3FJP Software including dupe check-
ing, scoring, DX spotting, rig interface,
super check partial, band map, etc. 

Ed, W4ELP, has already checked the
new program and verified that it proper-
ly interfaces with DM 780 via his bridge.

As always, additional programs that are
added to the N3FJP Software Package
are free to N3FJP Software Package
users. You can use the same password
for CQ WW DX RTTY Contest Log that
was sent for the CW/SSB version of the
software.

For more information, contact: G. Scott
Davis, 118 Glenwood Road, Bel Air, MD
21014-5533. Website: <http://www.n3fjp.
com/cqww.html>.

Vibroplex Acquires Inrad

Vibroplex LLC has acquired Inter-
national Radio Corporation of Aptos,
California. International Radio, com-
monly referred to as “Inrad,” is a manu-
facturer of aftermarket and OEM crystal
filters for amateur radio transceivers and
receivers with some 250 different mod-
els currently available for modern equip-
ment and obsolete gear dating as far
back as the 1950s.

Inrad is presently the original equip-
ment manufacturer (OEM) roofing filter
supplier for the popular Elecraft K3/K3S
series of HF transceivers. Inrad has
closed its facility in California and is now
operating from the Vibroplex offices in
Tennessee.

The former and new owners say thank
you to the amateur radio community for
more than 40 years of Inrad business.
Inquiries about Inrad can be directed to
the main Vibroplex email address at
<vibroplex@vibroplex.com> or <sales
@inrad.net>.
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your audio and linearity will be a little bit
better.

(C) Now you can remove one of the
plate cap parasitic suppressors. One of
them will do and the expandable clip will
fit the new tube plate cap (  ). ALL
of the other old Heathkit components in

the amplifier can stay where they are …
they are not used! The RF output on 10
meters will be much better since you are
moving from 50% efficiency up to 62%.
This means the amount of RF drive from
the transceiver will be cut by 50% or
more to get full RF output from the
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amplifier. No more hard 100 watts of
drive will be used.

(D) Old circuits and functions like the
meter pilot light will remain normal.
Remember you are working with 2,000
vdc, which is lethal. I always make sure
the AC power cord is unplugged and a
jumper wire is attached between the
chassis and the plate of the tube. The
amplifier has a pair of interlock switch-
es on the AC line for a good reason.

I recommend that the first time you
turn the linear amplifier on, you allow it
to run for about an hour or so. That gives
the new tube time to “burn in” and lets
the high-voltage components adjust.
The ALC no longer works in the SB-200
because there is no grid current since
the grids are tied directly to chassis
ground. 

DO NOT overdrive the amplifier, use
only the RF you need to get full output
from it. Splatter is something no one
wants to deal with.

The SB-200 can be had on eBay for
about $400 these days, and with anoth-
er $200 or so in new parts, you can have
a real performer (    ). It is
still an excellent HF amplifier but you
have to upgrade and add some circuit
changes to catch up with the years gone
by. It still handles solid-state trans-
ceivers if you upgrade and put the new
circuits to work. I invested about $200
in new parts and a tube. The tube is
about $150.00 new nowadays with a
SK1 socket IF you do some shopping
on eBay (Note: I did some checking
around just before this article was pub-
lished and prices seem to have gone up
a bit, but it’s still a bargain.). Always
make sure you are purchasing a NEW
GU-74-B tube. NOS (new old stock)
with dates of 1970 thru 1990 during the
U.S.S.R. Cold War era works just fine.
The tube is much like the American-
made 4CX800A7 but much more
rugged since it was designed and man-
ufactured for the old Soviet military. In
this amplifier, it will be idling along with
next to no pushing and should last near-
ly forever. They built them tough.

This upgrade proves that a tetrode
can perform as well as a triode in a
grounded grid amplifier circuit regard-
less of what others may say. Look at the
price difference between 3X and 4X
tubes some time. Good luck on your
adventure with getting your hands in to
the real ham radio. 

NOTES:
1. See October 2015 “Kit-Building”

column, “Parts is Parts … or, Life After
RadioShack,” p. 75, for a directory of
online parts sources.
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DX Engineering Now Offers Larsen Antennas
DX Engineering has begun offering the full line of Larsen 

Antennas for portable/mobile amateur radio systems. 
The KG2-70CXPL is a 2-meter/70-centimeter mobile antenna 

that doesn’t require a complicated or invasive installation. 
The KG2-70CXPL mounts directly to a vehicle’s rear window, 
simplifying installation and allowing the antenna to be removed 
easily without leaving a trace. Despite its short 32.75-inch height, 
the antenna delivers full quarter-wave performance on 2 meters 
and a 2-dBi gain on 70 cm. The KG2-70CXPL handles 100 watts 
and comes with a 14-foot RG-58A/U cable terminating in a PL-259 
connector.

Boasting a rugged magnet-mount base, Larsen’s LSN-MM2-70PL 
antenna can be installed quickly to get on the air fast. Its rapid 
deployment capability makes this versatile 2-m/70-cm antenna 
an option for EmComm use as well as vacationers who want to 
operate mobile from a rental car or build a temporary station in a 
hotel room. The LSN-MM2-70PL packs full quarter-wave 
performance on 2 meters and 4-dBi gain on 70 cm. It stands 
a mere 21 inches high and handles 50 watts. The antenna includes 
a 12-foot RG-58A/U coaxial cable with a PL-259 connector.

The full line of Larsen Antennas are available now with pricing 
varying on model. For more information contact DX Engineering 
at (800) 777-0703 or visit <http://www.dxengineering.com>.
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Our October survey asked about your
involvement in emergency communica-
tions-related groups and the relationship
between amateur radio and emergency
management officials where you live.

To start, more than seven in 10 re-
spondents to the survey (71%) belong to
at least one organization involved with
amateur radio emergency communica-
tions. Among those, the ARRL s Amateur
Radio Emergency Service (ARES) is the
most popular (58%), followed by the
National Weather Service s SKYWARN
network (42%), clubs that include 
EmComm in their activities (36%),
EmComm-focused clubs (21%), church-
based disaster relief organizations (12%),
RACES, healthcare-related organiza-
tions, and other (including MARS, 9%
each). Curiously, none of our respon-
dents is involved with the American Red
Cross, even though it has a formal rela-
tionship with the ARRL.

We next asked readers views on the
quality of relationships between amateur
radio and emergency management offi-
cials on their state, county, and local lev-
els. Overall, the relationships appear to
be excellent. On the state level, 63% of
respondents who expressed an opinion
said the relationship was good (44%) or
excellent (19%), followed by 19% each
rating it fair or poor, and no one said they
don t know ham radio exists.

Relationships with county emergency
management officials are even better,
with 72% rating them good (41%) or
excellent (31%), followed by 13% fair,
16% poor and once again, zero don t
know ham radio exists. On the local
level, 65% called the relationship good
(34%) or excellent (31%), followed by
20% poor, 9% fair and 6% don t know
ham radio exists.

Finally, we asked how you felt the over-
all relationship between ham radio and
served agencies in your area has
changed in the past 10 years. More than
half of you (54%) said it has improved,
21% said it has gotten worse, 18% said
about the same, and 6% said it varies,
depending on the agency.

This month s winner of a free sub-
scription to is William McNew,
N9RIV, of Danville, Illinois.

We’d like to know more about you … and especially what’s important to you in ham radio
and how we at can help serve you better.  There are two ways to respond to this survey:

* Respond online at <www.surveymonkey.com/r/CQJan16> [From the digital edition, just
click on the link].

- OR -
* Cut out or photocopy this page
* Circle the numbers that correspond to your answers
* Mail your completed survey to: January 2016 Reader Survey, CQ magazine, 17 West

John St., Hicksville, NY 11801.
We will continue to select one respondent to each survey to receive a free one-year sub-

scription (or extension) to CQ. This month, we’d like to hear about some of your ham radio
plans and goals for the new year.

1. What are your plans/goals relating to your ham radio for 2016? 
(Choose all that apply) 

Upgrade license class ....................................................................................................1
Learn Morse code...........................................................................................................2
Improve Morse code skills ..............................................................................................3
Improve emergency communication skills......................................................................4
Improve building skills ....................................................................................................5
Improve (radio-related) computer skills ..........................................................................6
Improve skills related to a particular activity (e.g., contesting, DXing) ...........................7
Learn about a new aspect of amateur radio ...................................................................8
Other (what?)..................................................................................................................9
None.............................................................................................................................10

2. What are your plans/goals relating to your ham radio for 2016? 
(Choose all that apply)

Spend more time on the air ..........................................................................................11
Devote more time to a current ham radio activity .........................................................12
What? _______________________________________________________________
Try a new ham radio activity.........................................................................................13
What? _______________________________________________________________
Try a new band or mode...............................................................................................14
Earn a new operating award or endorsement ..............................................................15
Help another ham learn about a new activity ...............................................................16
Teach or help teach a ham radio course ......................................................................17
Help recruit young people to amateur radio .................................................................18
Make a club presentation or write an article about your favorite activity ......................19
Other (what)?................................................................................................................20
None.............................................................................................................................21

3. What are your plans/goals relating to your ham radio for 2016? 
(Choose all that apply)

Upgrade home station equipment ................................................................................22
Upgrade mobile equipment ..........................................................................................23
Upgrade portable equipment ........................................................................................24
Upgrade antennas &/or support structures...................................................................25
Add or upgrade station accessories .............................................................................26
Other (what?)................................................................................................................27
No plans for station changes........................................................................................28

4. Do your plans/goals for 2016 include operating digital voice (DV)?
Yes, already active on DV ............................................................................................29
Yes, plan to purchase DV-capable radio ......................................................................30
Not at this time..............................................................................................................31

            

Name _____________________________________Call Sign ___________________________

Address ______________________________________________________________________

City _______________________________St/Prov ___________Zip/PC___________________

Country ______________________________________________________________________

E-mail

Survey Response for Issue: January 2016
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What You’ve Told Us…



L
ast month, we told you about bargain test
equipment that you could buy from various
sources such as (but obviously not limited to)

eBay, Craigslist, amateur radio “for-sale” ads, sur-
plus houses, and even garage sales. This month,
we would like to continue this topic by showing you
what you could for even less money.

Everyone who experiments uses transistors and
diodes, and there is occasionally a need to test
these. Nowadays, you could buy a transistor tester
for probably $50 to $100. You could even buy some
of the various imported DVMs that have transistor
and diode testers built in, but then you might real-
ly not know exactly what you have. If you “roll your
own,” however, you have a good chance of having
a better idea of where you are and what the mea-
surements really mean.

 is a very, very, simple diode tester that
can be used to characterize the forward voltage
drop of rectifier diodes, which is handy if you are
trying to match them. As you can see, it consists
of a power supply, a DC voltmeter and a load resis-
tor. Construction is very simple. A 9- to 12-volt, 1-
amp “wall wart” powers a common 7800 series 5-
volt three-terminal regulator and the diode to be
tested is connected from the regulated 5 volts to a
load resistor, which is chosen from either the
diode’s data sheet or the load to which the diode
will be connected.

A DC voltmeter is connected across the diode
under test and reads the forward voltage drop of
the diode. In this case a 0- to 10-volt common
electromechanical panel meter was chosen (since
that is what we had on hand), as the current it will
draw is very small compared to the current that will
pass through the diode, and the voltage range of
the meter is within the typical voltage drop range
of common diodes.

If the error caused by this meter is objectionable,
you can always use a digital voltmeter (with a 10-
megohm impedance) and the measurement error
will then really be negligible.  One caution, how-
ever: If you build this, make sure that the load resis-
tor can dissipate the power running through it. For
example, if you were to test a 1N4002 1-amp diode
(at 1 amp), the power dissipated by the load resis-
tor would be equal 5 watts — the expected diode
drop  (4.4v) multiplied by the current that will pass
through the diode to the load resistor or 4.4 x 1 or
4.4 watts. This means that you would need at least
a 5-watt resistor. For higher current diodes, the
voltage source and resistor ratings would obviously
have to be greater.

 is a simple variation of the above that
will allow you to easily check LEDs similarly. In this
case an adjustable 5-volt source is connected in
series with a 1,000-ohm potentiometer, a 100-ohm
current limiting resistor (limiting the maximum cur-
rent to 50 mA), a 0- to 50-mA milliammeter, and a
0- to 10-volt voltmeter. Since most common LEDs
are specified by their manufacturers for use at 20
milliamperes, you would set the output to 20 mA
with the potentiometer and then read the voltage
drop across the LED. Other current levels for var-
ious LEDs can also be measured with this scheme.

As a further benefit, the LED will light and you
can then observe the amount of light being given
off and select the desired current level for your
application. Often, a current level as low as 5 mil-
liamperes is more than enough for many applica-
tions, particularly where battery operation is
employed. Note that the 1,000-ohm potentiometer
should be a decent quality unit that is able to han-
dle the LED current to be measured.

 is a simple transistor tester. It consists
of a power supply, a three-terminal regulator, a DC
milliammeter, a couple of capacitors and switches,
four resistors and a transistor socket. The unit can
be built in a plastic “project box” or in an aluminum 
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mini-box and is not critical at all as to wiring or layout. In oper-
ation, the polarity switch is first set to the type of transistor
you are measuring (PNP or NPN). Next, the range switch is
set to the “Leakage” position and the transistor is plugged in.
If the meter reads anything more than a tiny fraction of a mil-
liampere, the transistor is either damaged or excessively
leaking and should not be used.

When the switch is then turned to the X100 position, approx-
imately 10 microamperes of current is applied to the base.
The meter now measures collector current, which is equal to
the base current times the gain of the transistor. For a tran-
sistor with a gain of 100, the meter will read 10 mA. If the
gain is 50, the meter will read 5 mA and so on. The meter
reading is therefore a direct representation of the current gain
of the transistor and you do not even have to fabricate a scale.
In the X1000 position, the base current is dropped to 1
microampere and a transistor with a gain of 1,000 is needed
for a full-scale reading.  

For the purists in our midst, the base current is calculat-
ed by 5 volts minus the typical base to emitter voltage

(roughly 0.6 volts) leaving 4.4 volts. Then the remaining 4.4
volts are divided by either 44 K or 440K, thereby determin-
ing the base current of the switch position selected. Since
the base-to-emitter drop of a transistor is not always exact-
ly 0.6 volts, and the output of the regulator is not always
exactly 5 volts, the readings obtained by this tester will rarely
be the exact current gain of the transistor being tested but
will be close enough for most non-research purposes and
will certainly let you know whether the device is good.
Values within + 10% are not unreasonable. The base-to-
emitter capacitor has been added, by the way, to prevent
any potential oscillation.

As always at this time, I want to wish a very happy and
healthy New Year to all readers of this column and especially
to those who have been able to bear with me for the past 40+
years. I sincerely thank you for your continued support and
comments, and hope to share the many exciting new devel-
opments (as well as my thoughts) that will most certainly
occur as time marches on.
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W
ell, there is a bit of good news this time (for
a change!). Radio Nacional, at Bata in
Equatorial Guinea, has resumed opera-

tions on 5005 (however irregularly). The station s
50-kilowatt transmitter had been silent for quite
some time. The 5005 frequency is still listed as
active from 0500 to 0000 UTC. Its sister station s,
Radio Nacional Malabo, 20-kilowatt operation on
6250 still retains its dormant status and is showing
no sign of waking up from its long slumber.

Of course there always seems to be bad news to
balance things out. The Danish Shortwave Club
International says that it will dissolve, effective at
the end of 2016, just after it celebrates 60 years of
service. I was a member of DSWCI for many years
and can well attest to the quality of its product. I will
be very sad to see its demise. Drip… Drip… Drip…

Radio Algerienne can visualize the eventual end
of its French relays from the Issoudun site. It has
agreed with a Swiss-based company to install new
high-power shortwave transmitters at Bechar and
Ouargla. Both sites will include two 300-kilowatt
units and both are expected to be operation by the
end of 2016 — or so they say. These things always
seem to drag on and on (and on).

Let s Check Some Shortwave-lets: 
~ Radio Brazil, Campanis, with 5 kilowatts on

4785 has resumed operation.

~ Radio Difusora Macapa (4915), also from Brazil,
has recovered from its stolen/damaged antenna
system and is back on the air.

~ And, Brazil again, Radio Novo Tempo (4895)
is active again from Campo Grande.

~ Liberia s ELWA is back using its 6050 fre-
quency, running to just past 0000 UTC and then
signing on again just after 0530 UTC.

~ The Madagascar World Voice, still under con-
struction, plans to begin operation in the spring.
Initial frequency usage is expected to include:

7400, 7405, 9445, 9475, 9515, 9570, 11720,
15450, and 17550.

~ There are still no signals from Radio Djibouti on
4780. It used to be active on a 24-hour basis and
was regularly heard around 0300/0400 UTC.

~ Also silent is Radio Uganda on 4976, which
used to be heard in English from about 0300 UTC,
although not with much strength.

~ Bill Mathews in Ohio reports that the Voice of
Mongolia has moved its English service to SE Asia
on 12085 from 1215 to 0900-0930 UTC and to
Europe from 1530-1600 UTC on 12015. Podcasts
are available at <http://em.vom.mn>.

~ The North American Shortwave Association
has updated is website, so you can now download
the NASWA Country List and Station Counting
rules and keep them handy with your reference
notes. Check out <www.naswa.net>.
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~ Let me note and mark 2015 as the 100th anniversary of
the Japan Radio Company! JRC specialized in marine com-
munications and built all those great shortwave receivers;
especially the 500 series: the NRD-505, 515, 525, 535, and
545. Well done! And we miss those radios!

Remember, your shortwave broadcast station logs are
always welcome. But be sure to double or triple space
between the items, list each logging according to the station s

country and include your last name and state abbrevi-
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ation after each. Also needed are spare QSLs or good copies
you don t need returned, station schedules, brochures, pen-
nants, station photos, and anything else you think would be of
interest. You amateur radio operators who are also SWLs are
also most welcome! Join KB2DMD and let s hear from you!

Leading Logs
Here are this month s leading logs. All times are in UTC.
Double capital letters are language abbreviations (SS =
Spanish, RR = Russian, AA = Arabic, etc.). If no language is
mentioned English (EE) is assumed.

BOLIVIA Radio Pio Doce, Siglo Veinte, 5952.4 at 0001-
0032 with M in SS, group singing, jingle ID, then another M
talk. (D Angelo, PA)

Red Patria Nueva (t) La Paz, 6025 at 2337-2359 with M
and SS talk and apparent news items. Splatter from Radio
Marti began at 2358. (D Angelo, PA)

CANADA CFVP, Calgary, 6030 with a comedian identi-
fied as Billy Gardell. (Sellers, BC)

GUYANA Voice of Guyana, Georgetown, at 0506 carrying
BBC Newsday, parallel with the BBC on 5875. (Sellers, BC) 

MALAYSIA Sarawak FM, 9835 with Qur an recitations at
1158. (Brossell, WI)

SOLOMON ISLNDS SIBC, 5020 at 1127 with island
music, BBC news at 1130. (Brossell, WI)

ZANZIBAR Zanzibar Broadcasting Corp., 11753 with
news in EE by W, IDs at 1803 and 1807, then M in Swahili.
(Deilbert, MA) 1850 with excellent signals, true armchair
level. (Perry, IL)

Who Goes There
6955 Unid pirate at 0019-0026 with a strange story and a
weird music background. SSTV/FAX at 0024. (Hassig, IL)

QSL Quests
Radio Romania International is celebrating the 30th year of its
Slovak Radio Building by illuminating its upside-down pyra-
midal structure with dazzling color and uses that image on a
QSL card. RRI now requires that reception reports include pro-
gramming comments, in addition to the usual date, time, fre-
quency, and content details. RRI s new schedule for ECNA is
2130-2200 UTC on 6170 and 7310 and 0100-0200 UTC on
6135 and 7310; to WCNA it runs from 0400-0500 UTC on 6020
and 7340, forwards Bill Matthews of Columbus, Ohio.

Ralph Perry (IL), reports having finally squeezed a reply from
the Somali opposition station Radio Ergo from its Nairobi office,
heard most recently on 17845 between 1200-1300 UTC.

Just Sayin
Thanks to KB2DMD s XYL Heidi who contributes one of her
vocalized pet peeves. The culprit here is In regards to... when
it should be with regards to. That has to be one of the top
competitors in the race to be awarded the ill-speak trophy!

Back in the Day
Perioidico del Aire, COCO, Havana, Cuba, 9535 with its 5-
kilowatt SS domestic service at 2350 UTC on March 11,1957.
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This month s cover is a blast from the past … in more ways

than one. Since we ve got an article on upgrading an old tube
amplifier for use with solid-state rigs (p. 39), we dug back into
our cover photo archives for the tube-iest station we could
find. What we came up with was Doug Bard, W2ING s, all-
Collins station which he had on the air until about 10 years ago.
(Doug, from Newburgh, New York, now uses a Flex-5000 as
his main transceiver, along with some ICOM and Kenwood gear
as well.)

Old-timers may recognize Doug s Collins station as the prized
Gold Dust Twins, comprised of the KWS-1 transmitter the

transmitter that ushered in the single-sideband era, accord-
ing to the Rockwell-Collins Museum and the 75-A4 receiv-
er. The KWS-1 had no need for an amplifier, as it put out near-
ly a kilowatt all by itself. The receiver is topped by an SC-101
station control unit, which included a speaker, a wattmeter, a
24-hour numerical clock, a Lumiline lamp, a terminal board
for interconnecting the transmitter and receiver (no transceivers
in the marketplace yet), and even a direction indicator for your
beam. All in all, a 1950s/60s dream station!

Doug, who s been a ham since the mid-70s, says he mostly
enjoys ragchewing and the occasional DX contact. He spent
40 years in the auto industry ( I was your friendly local Chevy
dealer! ) and says he retired when it wasn t fun anymore.

Doug says his best memory of using the Gold Dust Twins 
with which he routinely worked stations other nearby hams
couldn t even hear was using a phone patch to connect a
doctor in New York with a medic in South America who was
trying to patch up a severe leg injury that a man suffered in an
accident there. Doug says the medic was able get the man sta-
bilized enough to get him on a plane back to New York for
additional treatment. (Cover photo by Larry Mulvehill, WB2ZPI)



 
by Bob Haviland, W4MB

Comprehensive guide
to the construction,
design and 
performance of Quad
Antennas. General
Concepts, Circular-
Loop & Arrays,
Rectangular &
Square Loops, 
Multi-Element Quads
and more!

8.5 X 11 Paperback $19.95
CD Version $14.95

   


by Bill Orr, W6SAI

W6SAI was known for
his easy-to-understand
writing style. In keeping
with this tradition, this
book is a thoroughly
readable text for any
antenna enthusiast, 
jam-packed with 
dozens of inexpensive,
practical antenna projects
that work! 

8.5 X 11 Paperback $19.95
CD Version $14.95

   

 
 

by Jerry Sevick, W2FMI

The successor to 
the popular and
authoritative Baluns
and Ununs.  Great
deal of new tutorial
material, and designs
not in previous book,
with crystal clear
explanations of how
and why they work.

8.5 X 11 Paperback $19.95
CD Version $14.95
Buy both for only $29.95

       
       

Shipping & Handling: U.S -.add $7 for the first item, $3.50 for the second and $2 for each additional. 

All Other Countries-$25 for first item, $10 for second and $5 for each additiona;.

Single Calendar: USA $3, CN/MX $5, All other countries $10

  
 

by W3ASK, N4XX & K6GKU

This authoritative 
book on shortwave 
propagation is your
source for easy-to-
understand information
on sunspot activity, 
propagation predictions, 
unusual propagation 
effects and do-it-yourself 
forecasting tips.

8.5 X 11 Paperback $19.95
CD Version $14.95

   


by Franz Langner, DJ9ZB

6 X 9 Paperback  $42.95
CD Version $22.95
Buy both for only $60.95

This 384-page DXer’s
guidebook is the first 
edition using color
throughout and the first 
to be entirely in English.

Includes info on well over
300 DX entities.
Geographical info, 
WAZ and ITU zones, 
ITU callsign allocations,
amateur prefixes and more!. 


By Juergen A. Weigl, OE5CWL

Single- and Multi-Element Directive
Antennas for the 
Low Bands

With calculations and
practical experience,
this book shows which
basic concepts have to
be considered for sloper 
antennas for the low
bands.

6 X 9 Paperback $24.95
CD Version $18.95
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H
ow do you explain ham radio con-
testing to a non-ham? One way
Jim George, N3BB, does it is by

almost never using the word contest
in his new book,  , about
the 2014 World Radiosport Team
Championship (WRTC-14). Taking his
cue from the name of the event, Jim
almost exclusively refers to our on-air
competitions as events, a
term that is perhaps more easily under-
stood by the public than ham radio con-
test. He also minimizes the use of call-
signs and technical terminology, and
uses visually-evocative terms for nec-
essary technical references. For exam-
ple, he refers to radio waves as elec-
tromagnetic threads of energy flying
from each team s station on an invisi-
ble playing field, and frames the entire
event as a giant video game in which the
video portion is only imagined!

In doing so, George teaches all of us
a lesson about how to relate our hobby
to the average person. This is a book
about a contest, but it s really a story
about people ... the competitors, the
organizers, the referees, and the be-
hind-the-scenes volunteers. The con-
test, and the stations, provide a back-
drop to the human drama (of which there
was plenty), and human drama is what
draws people in, not only to a good book
but to a great hobby as well.

For those of us who are hams, and
perhaps casual contesters, 

provides a window into the lives
and personalities of the people behind
the callsigns we may work a couple of
weekends each year. We learn who
they are, where they come from, how
they got to the ham radio Olympics
(as WRTC is often called), how they
deal with challenges, equipment fail-
ures, strategy breakdowns and, to steal
a line from Jim McKay s opening to

    , the thrill
of victory and the agony of defeat.

Asked by WRTC-14 Chairman Doug
Grant, K1DG, to document the compe-
tition, George becomes an embedded
reporter with one of the 59 teams
spread out across the eastern Massa-
chusetts countryside for a 24-hour on-
air marathon, serving as the team s dri-
ver as well as a reporter. Somehow, he
also managed to spend enough time
talking with other teams, their referees
and others involved in WRTC to tell the
stories of a few dozen of the several
hundred people involved in the overall
effort. And he does it well, giving the
reader a good sense of who all these
people are and why they invested three
years worth of time and a good deal of
money for an opportunity to spend 24
hours sitting in front of a radio inside a
tent somewhere in Massachusetts.

For the non-ham reader, there are
plenty of people stories, told in a way
that conveys not only the excitement of
the contest but the thrill of DX and of ham
radio in general. The ham reader gets
an introduction to the people behind
some well-known callsigns, some peo-
ple you ve probably never heard of
before and never will again, and the
knowledge that Murphy s Law (if any-
thing can go wrong, it will) applies even
to world-class contesters. The inspira-
tion is in how they deal with adversity
and, in some cases, overcome it to place
well in the final outcome. This ham read-
er started out skeptical but quickly got
pulled into the invisible threads of 118
different stories, all intertwined in the
course of one weekend.

Jim George is no stranger to contest-
ing, or as he prefers, radiosporting. He
was a WRTC competitor 16 years ago
in Slovenia (don t ask him how he did),
and a referee in Finland in the 2002

event. The book starts out kind of slow-
ly but quickly picks up pace and keeps
the reader engaged throughout. If we
had any quibble, it was that it was a bit
of a challenge sometimes to keep up
with who s who at which station, but
with nearly five dozen teams of com-
petitors, that s no easy task and George
did the best job he could of keeping
everyone straight.

Unfortunately, the book didn t come
out in time for us to suggest this as an
excellent Christmas gift, which it would
have been. But maybe you got a gift
card that you re wondering how to use
… would be a very good
option, either for a ham or for someone
who wants a better understanding of
what we re all about. 

Often, it’s difficult to explain the attraction of contesting even to fellow
hams. N3BB goes a step further in his new book, Contact Sport, 
trying to share the excitement of top-level on-air competition with the 
general public

BY CQ STAFF
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The Waterfall display shows the flow of signal strength through the use of 

color shading, enabling easy viewing of weak signals and temporal variation 

of signals.

[New Feature] Waterfall Display with High Speed Spectrum Scope

Well-proven QRM rejection features such as WIDTH, SHIFT, CONTOUR, 

NOTCH, and APF are included.

YAESU IF DSP provides powerful, versatile, and effective 
performance

Advanced func t i ona l i t y  inc lud ing AF-FF T Scope,  RT T Y/PSK31 

Encode/Decode, CW Decode, and CW Auto Zero-in are supported.

An optional built-in FFT-1 supports advanced functionality

Nearby interfering signals can be adequately eliminated by the narrow-band 

roofing filter.

Roofing filters with respective bandwidths of 3 kHz, 6 kHz, 
and 15 kHz are equipped as standard

Waterfall display (Full Screen display)

The Full Color 4.3 inch TFT display

(Optional FFT-1 is required for AF-FFT Scope display.)

The receiving circuit has inherited the design concept of the FTDX series, 

assuring the best-in-class receiving performance.

A superior triple conversion method is used with the 1st IF 
frequency set at 40 MHz



H
ams residing in the UK’s Cornwall region
have secured an arrangement with OfCom
— their national communications regulator

— to add the letter “K” as a “Regional Secondary
Locator” (RSL) to the prefix of their callsigns — e.g.,
GK3… — for one year (2016). The K is for “Kernow,”
the Celtic name for Cornwall. Authority is not auto-

matic and each interested station must apply for
permission via a “Notice of Variation,” or NoV. 

The K would not be a permanent part of Cornish
hams’ callsigns — they may use their calls without
the K any time they wish. In fact, the Radio Society
of Great Britain (RSGB) has advised that QSLs
should be routed via the main call, i.e., QSLs for
GK3ABC should be sent as if for G3ABC. Another
thing to keep in mind is that radio amateurs oper-
ating from the County of Cornwall (Kernow) are not
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Operation from North Korea Possible This Month or Next
Efforts continue to bring ham radio to North Korea. The latest effort is from Polish amateur radio oper-
ator Dom Grzyb, 3Z9DX, who has announced his plans to operate from North Korea early this year.
Grzyb said in October that he had secured written permission to operate from North Korea in January
or February 2016. He also indicated that he has secured a license to operate from North Korea and
would be going to the capital, Pyongyang, to discuss guidelines for the operation. Grzyb planned to
return in December with his radio gear to complete the details and begin operation as P5/3Z9DX with
100 watts on SSB only on three bands (20, 15, and 10 meters) from a secured location with round-
the-clock government supervision. Keep an eye on the CQ Newsroom <http://cqnewsroom.
blogspot.com/> and other ham radio news sources for updates.

Also in the works: Antonio González, EA5RM, and Manuel German, EA7AJR, have held several
meetings with high-level officials from North Korea’s Telecom Ministry, most recently this past August,
which they hope will lead to a DXpedition that will be combined with a humanitarian appeal to help the
“Love North Korean Children” charity.

[ARRL News, North Korea Tech, DX Coffee]
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operating from a new entity; for example, GK3UCQ still counts
as England for DXCC purposes. (This could change if and when
Cornwall becomes a separate nation — similar to Scotland and
Wales — as has been suggested for many years.)

It is believed that this special variation of callsign will stim-
ulate on-air activity from Cornwall, especially during special
activities and contests.

This is all possible because of the 2014 announcement by
the UK government formally recognizing the unique identity of
the Cornish people, which now affords them the same status
under the European Framework Convention for the Protection
of National Minorities as the UK’s other Celtic people, the
Scots, the Welsh, and the Irish. For the first time, the British
government has recognized the distinctive Cornish culture and
history.

The RSL came about because John Farrar, G3UCQ, and
Chris Lewis, G3NHL, realized that this announcement was
an opportunity to have Cornwall recognized within the ham
radio community. So in April 2014, they approached OfCom
with a comprehensive proposal to add the letter K to Cornwall
callsigns to denote Kernow. The team had the support of all
six Members of Parliament from Cornwall, plus the Cornwall
County Council and a town council.

OfCom initially agreed to their proposal and granted the
permanent use of the K. However, there were some hams in
the UK who were not in agreement with this proposal and
persuaded the RSGB to take the matter up with OfCom,
which then refused use of the K altogether. The members of
Cornwall’s Poldhu Amateur Radio Club lobbied OfCom
again, and eventually OfCom allowed the use of the K, but
only for 2016, and only via an NoV. The club hopes to con-
vince OfCom to allow its use permanently.

So, beginning on January 1 until December 31, 2016, lis-
ten for a GK prefix and you will immediately know that the
call is originating from the Cornwall area of Great Britain, but
remember, use of the K is optional and some hams might
continue using only their G prefix.

By the way, if Poldhu sounds familiar to you, it holds a major

place in radio history as the eastern end of Guglielmo
Marconi’s first Trans-Atlantic radio transmissions (see

   ).
[Thanks to John, G3UCQ (GK3UCQ) of the Poldhu

Amateur Radio Club]

         
    

    

Hams Activated as Record Hurricane Strikes
Mexico
As Hurricane Patricia-strongest hurricane ever recorded in
the Americas–headed toward the Pacific coast of Mexico
on October 23, 2015, amateur radio operators in Mexico
started operating a net on 7.060 MHz.

A state of emergency was declared in three states in the
path of the 200 mile-per-hour winds. The category 5 storm
downed trees, flooded streets, and damaged buildings, but
lost strength while crossing the mountains and was quickly
downgraded to a tropical storm.

Federación Mexicana de Radioexperimentadores (FMRE)
advised on October 25 that the amateur radio response was
completed.

[RAYNET HF]

Ham Involvement Low in Afghanistan/Pakistan
Earthquake
When a 7.5 magnitude earthquake struck Afghanistan,
Pakistan, and parts of India on October 26, 2015, amateur
radio operators were quick to volunteer their services to assist
in establishing communications in areas affected by the
quake, only to find that for the most part, their assistance was
not needed. 

Horey Majumdar, VU2HFR, reported that Bharati Prasad,
VU2RBI, informed him that hams from India were not involved
in the response due to security concerns, and that Pakistani
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hams had been relaying some earthquake-related traffic. To
our knowledge, no amateur radio stations had been estab-
lished in the remote areas which took the brunt of the quake,
and Jim Linton, VK3PC, Chairman of the IARU Region 3
Disaster Communications Committee, commented that it
appeared that the army was handling most of the disaster
communications.

[ARRL Letter and VK3PC, IARU Region 3]

Philippine Hams Activated for Typhoon Koppu
As Typhoon Koppu (known locally as Typhoon Lando) moved
into the Philippines on October 16, 2015, the Philippine
Amateur Radio Association (PARA) activated its Ham
Emergency Radio Operator (HERO) network to monitor
reports from amateur radio groups about conditions in affect-
ed regions through the DU Net monitoring 7.095 MHz. Most
of the traffic was from the eastern seaboard of Luzon, the
main Philippine island where the typhoon struck.

The National Telecommunications Commission (NTC)
requested the amateur radio volunteer response. Other
responders included fire service personnel, the Coast Guard,
police, army, the Red Cross, and other trained volunteers.
Typhoon Koppu was the second most powerful storm to strike
the country so far in 2015, flooding several villages, disrupting
power and communications, and causing at least three deaths.

[ARRL and IARU Region 3]

Italy and Malta Cooperate in Earthquake
Preparedness Drills
Italy and Malta jointly conducted earthquake preparedness
exercises in September and October between Malta and
Gozo and between Malta and the Italian island of Lampedusa.
The European Union supported the exercises. The amateur
radio portion of these drills presented some challenges, as
signals on VHF/UHF and microwave were unstable, even
with Yagis being used on both sides. The team carried over
200 pounds of radio equipment in their backpacks and was
able to use this gear to maintain contact between Malta and
Lampedusa on the 40-meter HF band.

Malta had an amateur radio caravan (European term for an
SUV) located at Dingli which was equipped with everything
from HF to microwave. The caravan relayed messages to the
Maltese Civil Protection base of operation.

Fldigi and flmsg were used to pass emails between
Lampedusa and Malta and to other amateurs who were will-
ing to participate.

The precept included a scheduled 1-hour power outage,
unknown to the drill participants, who adapted by borrowing
a car battery to power up the base station as their other bat-
teries were being used for their portable station at the site of
the exercise. It was also reported that mobile phone con-
nections at Lampedusa were unstable, adding to the realism
of the exercise.

The Maltese two-person team per site operated in 12-hour
shifts for the duration of the exercise.

[Southgate Amateur Radio News]

Triennial IARU Region 3 Meeting Held in Bali
Fifteen member societies were present at the 16th triennial
conference of International Amateur Radio Union Region 3,
which was hosted by Organisasi Amatir Radio Indonesia or
ORARI, and held in Bali on October 12-16, 2015. Three addi-
tional societies were represented by proxy.

Two working groups were formed to handle 37 papers and
submit recommendations to all delegates at the plenary ses-

sions. Group 1 handled policy matters that included educa-
tion, training, development of amateur radio and internation-
al and regional conferences involving radio administrations
with special concentration on youth; and Group 2 concen-
trated on operational and technical matters such as emer-
gency communications, digital modes, APRS common fre-
quency, and band plans. A separate finance committee
worked on budget matters.

Working Group 1 recommended that the IARU Admini-
strative Council consider making available specific informa-
tion on the use of the Amateur Satellite Service for member
societies, satellite groups, amateur satellite operators, and
concerned radio amateurs. Thus establishing criteria for a
satellite to be in the Amateur Satellite Service and for use of
the relevant Amateur Satellite Service frequency allocations,
to establish frequency allocations available for the Amateur
Satellite Service, and study the procedure for the IARU satel-
lite frequency coordination.

Working Group 2 agreed that the use of a common frequency
for APRS would facilitate propagation studies and tracking of
high-altitude balloons. A conference recommendation re-
quested the Region 3 directors to consult with member soci-
eties and Regions 1 and 2 as to whether the frequency 144.39
MHz is suitable for a common APRS frequency in Region 3.

The Wireless Institute of Australia (WIA) submitted a paper
that talks about major challenges faced, and asked for other
IARU member societies’ comments on the factors behind the
declining membership situation. WIA further stated that a
future opportunity for amateur radio growth may come from
maker groups that have started to form in high schools, usu-
ally led by a teacher who has a personal interest in hobby
electronics.

Documents from the conference can be found at: <http://
iaru-r3.org/16th-triennial-conference-of-the-iaru-r3-docu-
ments/>. The 17th IARU Region 3 Conference will be held in
Seoul, Korea in late 2018.

[Jim Linton, IARU Region-3 and ARRL News] 

Nepal Gets its First IRLP Node
George Zafiropoulos, KJ6VU, has announced that after
installing the first ham radio repeater system in Nepal last
year, a joint project of the Bay-Net Radio Club and the uni-
versity in Katmandu, the club has now installed in Katmandu
the first ever IRLP node in the country of Nepal. IRLP is an
Internet linking protocol for amateur repeaters around the
world. The club credited Kent Johnson, W7AOR, and Keith
Goobie, VA3YC, for their special assistance.

[Tony G4CJCvia Southgate Amateur Radio News]

And in Closing …
Welcome to a brand new year, full of promise and hope. I am
happy to be here for you, and I sincerely hope you have
enjoyed reading the   column. In preparing the
column this month, I had needed to contact hams in several
different countries, with many helping with disaster relief. This
made me realize that I still need good, reliable contact
sources in many other countries to whom I can turn for fac-
tual information about various situations that might be hap-
pening in those countries. Please contact me at <aa6ts@cq-
amateur-radio.com> and let me know it is OK to contact you
for information. 

In this column, I prefer to get the information straight from
the amateur radio community rather than from other news
sources, so I’m really counting on you as fellow hams for your
help and support. Thanks, and have a great 2016!
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T
hose of us who are “of a certain age” may be
reminded of a particular classic western tele-
vision series, “Have Gun – Will Travel.”

Starring Richard Boone — with a notable list of
emerging guest stars and writers — the series was
centered on a West Point graduate in the post Civil
War era who offered himself as a gun for hire.

It’s a safe bet that if you’ve sat on the board of
your amateur radio club or EmComm team, you’ve
been approached by some group/club/organiza-
tion asking for communications support for their
upcoming marathon/bike race/parade. In many
cases, they are willing to pay a respectable amount
for your perceived “expertise” as radio amateurs.

It’s a tempting offer, until someone mentions that
pesky item in the Part 97 Rules ‘n’ Regs that pro-
hibits using amateur radio for pecuniary interests.
Even if it’s classified as a “donation,” you know it’s
still payment for services rendered.

As someone will say, everything is a gray area.
Some groups will accept the offer and some will

not. Judge not the ones who do, for they may sim-

ply have taken a moment to “think outside the box.”
While Part 97 does indeed, prohibit the com-

mercial use of amateur radio frequencies; it does
not prohibit people who are hams from using their
communications skills within the confines of other
services. For example, Part 95 GMRS, MURS, and
even good ol’ Class D CB can be used for busi-
ness purposes.

GMRS1 would allow you to take advantage of a
local repeater — with permission, of course. As
many are owned and operated by hams, permis-
sion is usually not a big deal. GMRS use does
require a license however, currently priced at $65
for a five-year term. (Something I think should be
changed.) You’ll also need to use appropriate UHF
LMR FM (sorry, no digital allowed) gear, not sim-
ply “wide-banded” ham rigs. Here again, this is not
a big issue for many hams.

Even without a repeater, GMRS’ allowable power
levels can give you the ability to cover a large area.
There are some individual costs associated with
participating in something that may only benefit
your club, but at least everyone going in has their
eyes open.

MURS2 is a VHF service, with a lower 2-watt
maximum transmitter rating. Appropriate com-
mercial FM gear is also needed here. Note that
some MURS channels allow 5-kHz deviation, while
others are limited to 2.5 kHz — something to con-
sider when sourcing used gear.

Simplex coverage with portables and quarter-
wave antennas (kept vertical while talking) is sur-
prisingly good over flat terrain between stations or
“up and back” to a central station located on a high
spot. MURS also allows for the use of gain anten-
nas, which can be placed on tripod-base mounts
— up to the height limits specified in the rules. That
may require stations to be more “fixed” than
“portable,” but it’s nothing critical to most situa-
tions.

Further, while you might find commercial prices
for such antennas to be a bit prohibitive, (as with
GMRS) the principles of building the same anten-
na you would for your 2-meter setup remain the
same. Once again, it’s ham ingenuity and knowl-
edge to the rescue.

Diana Eng, KC2UHB, is a breakout star in the
DIY and Maker communities, as well as a well-
known fashion designer. Her creations include
work for Victoria’s Secret and her own clothing line,
including scarves inspired by Fibonacci numbers.
Diana also builds her own antennas. A quick
search on the Web will reveal more about this gift-
ed woman — who works with both sides of her
brain.

Yagi antennas for UHF are small and portable.
Scaling some of Diana’s work from our 70-cen-
timeter band to GMRS frequencies, or form 2
meters to MURS, shouldn’t be too difficult for most
of you.  Alternately, there are plenty of antenna
design books and websites out there to help you
create something with some gain — for just a few
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dollars. Such antennas (and good qual-
ity feedline) can really extend the range
of a low-power portable, back to a cen-
tral location.

Don’t Forget That Keyboard!
While GMRS limits you to voice com-
munications, MURS also allows for dig-
ital data. This means your APRS — or
just plain ol’ packet, for that matter —
setups can handle checkpoint informa-
tion, lead rider status and the like. There
are some limitations about data traffic,
but it’s not too restrictive in most situa-
tions, once you plan around it. As many
of us have some older TNCs on a shelf
— that either can’t or won’t be upgrad-
ed for APRS operation — this could be
a good opportunity to put them back into
use.

Good Ol’ Class D CB
Going down to 27 MHz for a bit, Class
D CB can also be a resource that has
value. While QRP levels of AM trans-
missions may not sound all that useful,
think for a moment of the many who
already have equipment for that band.
For example, there are groups of motor-
cycle riders who can be useful as rov-
ing spotters for a large-scale operation.

Point-to-point communications with
portable setups (think Go Kit) and ver-

tical dipoles supported by a light stand
help greatly with coverage. CB is also
useful for creating public relations and
highway safety opportunities.

Future Opportunities
Perhaps on the next Memorial Day,
Thanksgiving or other well-traveled hol-
iday — your club can set up a “free cof-
fee break” at a highway rest stop or vis-
itor center. Not only do you mention it
on channel 19 every few minutes to
invite travelers, you also have a “pro-
paganda” table [see sidebar – High-
Quality Propaganda] setup — explain-
ing amateur radio and what you are
doing. To be sure, most of these folks
will live too far away to join your club,
but some will take back that information
and be motivated to join our ranks in
their communities. Feel free to have a
donations jar out, for folks to help sup-
port your efforts or at least offset the
cost of coffee and accessories. (Cups,
sugar, commemorative Wouff Hong
swizzle sticks, etc.)

Press coverage — with good pictures
of your members interacting with the
public (not just sitting in lawn chairs —
looking barely alive) — offers you
some additional positive exposure in
your community. Have your PIO or
publicity chair write a short article and
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email it to the papers with a few of those
good pictures.

Prior to the day, write up news releas-
es and submit them to radio and TV sta-
tions in the area. Regular announce-
ments of something along the lines of
“amateur radio operators are offering
free coffee at the West Virginia Wel -
come Center on Route 68. Learn more
about this growing hobby and their pub-
lic service efforts, while taking a quick
break and enjoying a hot cup of coffee,”
can go a long way toward promoting
your efforts and gaining even more pos-
itive PR.

Back to the subject of CB for a moment,
I don’t suggest portables for much of
your communications, unless the dis-
tance involved is very short. If you think
the “rubber duckie” on your VHF/UHF
dual-bander isn’t very efficient, having
an extremely short antenna on what is
essentially a hand-held HF rig is drasti-
cally worse. A counterpoise helps some-
what, but then you have a 3-meter
dragline to contend with.

Whatever technology you decide to
use to facilitate communications to sup-
port an event, make certain you test it
out ahead of time. The “day of” is not
the time to be working out the kinks —
especially when you are getting paid to
provide a service. Keep in mind — espe-
cially with UHF — moving the antenna
a bit to the left or right can really improve
your RF path.

All of your EmComm knowledge is
usable here — with the exception of
actual use of amateur band frequen-
cies. Whatever other items are in your
Go Kit or Go Bag should be considered
“fair game.”

While there’s nothing that says you
can’t take the fees, donations, etc. and
split them among the participating com-
municators, I think most of us under-
stand that the corporate goal is to ben-
efit your club or other organization. Yes,
each individual will have to expend per-
sonal funds in order to volunteer, but
that’s how amateur radio works, so I
think that’s a foregone conclusion to the
majority.

As a reminder, at no time am I sug-
gesting we find ways to monetize ham
radio. I like it just fine as it is. I’m simply
inviting you to think outside the “Part 97
box” when it comes to possible ways to
fund your EmComm group. Also, please
don’t think of this as the “new normal”
when it comes to being asked to provide
communications for public service or
community events. Keep using ham
radio for free and take advantage of the
positive PR opportunities along the way.

My business has given me an oppor-
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tunity to spend a considerable amount of time in south-
western Pennsylvania (place of my formative years) and
northern West Virginia. As another take on “have radio —
will travel,” I’ve been visiting some area radio club meet-
ings as time allows.

One that I’ve enjoyed is the Monongalia Wireless
Association, W8MWA. It’s a relatively small club, with a long
history. The impressive thing about it is the current energy
level — especially in the form of one of its leaders — Mig
Groves Crowe, K8MIG. Mig is full of ideas and (most impor-
tantly) takes action to turn many of them into reality. Just
briefly taking in all that she does for the club and ham radio
leaves you inspired.

One of the ideas she turned into something tangible comes
from questions we might get when someone sees us talking
on a portable or remarks about the antenna(s) on our car.
With the support of the MWA, Mig created business cards
and a brochure as “take away” pieces. They can use some
small “tweaks,” but they project professionalism and appear
to generate positive results (see    ).

Quoting Carl von Clausewitz — “The greatest enemy of a
good plan is the dream of a perfect plan.” Rather than get
into a scenario of “ready … aim … aim … aim …” endless
revisions and committee meetings editing what a brochure
should be — a good one was produced and is being distrib-
uted. That’s more important than we sometimes realize.

Attend a MWA meeting and you’ll also see a few items avail-
able that carry the club logo, such as stress balls, (I prefer to
throw mine at the individual sources of stress) magnetic clips
and so on. This is also a group that supports their commu-
nity through various events, the most recent being a
marathon through Morgantown, WV.

They are also supporting a club at West Virginia University
and quite a few other things. Plus, they’re in the process of
replacing some tube-based RCA Carfone repeaters with
Yaesu DR-1X machines to bring digital voice into the area.
(Major kudos — by the way — to the technical gurus that
have kept those old repeaters glowing and working all these
decades.)

At the second meeting I attended, it was delayed slightly
by a VE class finishing up. Later, they took on some more
new members. Again, this is a relatively small club. It’s grow-
ing not because it’s adding onto an already large population,
but because of the individual and collective energy of its
members — working together as a team. One other impor-
tant factor is that they demonstrate pride in their organiza-
tion and community. I’m sure 2016 is going to be a very pos-
itive year for the club. As a soon-to-be-licensed friend who
attended a meeting told me — “I like these people.”  She’s
not alone.

While what we do and how we do it in the heat of battle —
whether post-flooding and recovery communications or
assisting with a bike race — is important, so too is our mar-
keting and the way we introduce ourselves to the people we
meet and the groups we serve. The way we are perceived is
left up to each of us.

When you are asked — “Is that a CB antenna?” don’t be a
dark cloud on a sunny day. Respond with a smile and explain
(in simple language and a friendly demeanor) the differences
and all of the things you can do with amateur radio that are
fun and help others. Having a piece of propaganda to give
away — preferably with your personal contact information —
is a big plus. Not everyone you talk to will become a ham or
be interested in EmComm through other means. But as any-
one who has been good at sales will tell you, you have to get
past the “no’s” to get to the “yes.” 

No matter if it’s GMRS, MURS, CB, amateur radio or sema-
phore flags, using your skills and enthusiastically explaining
them has value — whether you’re a gun for hire or a volunteer.

I’ll leave you this month with one more quote — from Lucille
Ball — another very driven and intelligent woman, who left a
lasting mark in the broadcast industry. “I would rather regret
the things I have done than the things I have not.”

Notes:
1. GMRS: General Mobile Radio Service — operates in the

460-MHz band
2. MURS: Multi Use Radio Service — operates in the 150-

MHz band

High Quality Propaganda
The ARRL offers a variety of “one sheets” that are avail-
able for the cost of mailing/shipping. They cover topics
ranging from youth experimentation to emergency com-
munications to connections with scouting and more (

). There’s space on each for you to add a nice mailing
label to personalize the piece and provide contact infor-
mation for your club’s website and location. For the mini-
mal costs and professional look, they can’t be beat.

Keeping a three-ring binder of these in your car can pro-
vide you with a valuable tool for explaining amateur radio and
some of the things you can do with it. Getting contact infor-
mation from the people you talk with for later follow up is even
better, as you can invite them to your club’s next meeting.

Putting these sheets and a brochure specific to your group
together makes up January’s Book of the Month.
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A
fter experiencing five years’ worth of
Maker Faire events, I thought I would
share some of the lessons learned as well

as some hints I use to maximize exposure and
projects on display.

Amateur radio has included teaching-learning-
making-modifying-hacking and networking (mak-
ing new friends) traditions for over a hundred
years. We want to remind people this “new Maker
Movement” is not really a new idea. Read my
LinkedIn Publish post called “The Original
Makers” to learn more about this (see References
for link).

What is Our Mission?
One of the things Dennis Kidder, W6DQ, and I
wanted to do from the very start of our Maker Faire
experience was to establish a direction and a rea-
son why we display amateur radio at Maker Faire.

We have one theme and three missions when
we display amateur radio at Maker Faire, and they
have remained in place over the course of our five-
year (so far) run:

• First, our mission is to change the image of
ham radio, making it contemporary and chic in a
high-tech sort of way.

• Second, we want to emphasize how ham radio
can be used for science and technology educa-
tion to help encourage positive career paths for
youngsters.

• Third, we want to show everyone that ham radio
technology changes with the times, and continues
to include both past and present to accomplish
one thing: Creating ways to communicate voice
and data over the aether, without wires.

Turning Goals Into Action
We accomplish our mission statement by demon-
strating our projects in a non-traditional way:
Rather than simply setting up a radio station to
talk to other ham radio operators, the radio pro-
jects become a major part of the demonstration.

We show hardware, firmware, and software pro-
jects we make and use. I explain this in my article
called “A Paradigm Shift: Turn Your Ham Radio
Station into a Demonstration Station” in mag-
azine in July 2015.

For example, the 10-GHz radio station is used
to demonstrate frequency conversion, radio wave
polarization, propagation, and antenna gain and
pattern. The covers are removed so people can
see and hear the relays clicking and the internal

LEDs lighting inside the unit when it is operating.
The high power amplifier (6 watts) is disabled
when in this mode. See     .

Applications and Paperwork
Maker Faire events have a specific application
process. Although it is a lot of work to complete
all the required forms, this is needed by Maker
Faire headquarters for liability and legal reasons.
Make it as easy as possible for the selection com-
mittee to select you by making sure you com-
pletely fill in all required forms and send every-
thing on time or earlier.

Links to websites that show some of your work
are important, since the selection committee will
look at what you have been making. If you do not
have a website to post stories about your projects,
at least have a set of photos to show your exper-
iments and projects — completed as well as things
in progress count in your evaluation score. I have
a WordPress blog site and I use the LinkedIn
“Publish” section to post stories and pictures about
my ham radio and Maker Faire activities. The
URLs are in the References section at the end of
this article.

Maker Faire Preparations
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Here is something to know: Once you are accepted to a
Maker Faire event and you do a good job, your chances of
being accepted for the next event are increased. Although
there is no “slam-dunk guarantee” you will be accepted, pre-
vious experience does count. So do the best job you can, be
cooperative with any requests from the committee, and try
to meet the committee people in person. Sometimes, other
organizations will contact you to come to their event to dis-
play your projects. This is a great indication of how your Maker
Faire message is being received.

Showmanship
As a technical writer with marketing communications and
advertising experience, I always consider Maker Faire events
to be trade shows. And just like a trade show, we are actu-
ally performing marketing and branding as well as educating
and exposing people to ham radio and RF and electronics
technology.

I try to make my projects visually appealing, yet functional,
by including indicator lights and meters to show the working
state of the equipment. I may add extra lights just for show,

but not always. My callsign is always visible on my projects,
since this is part of my personal brand, see    .

When explaining how a project works, try to avoid jargon
and acronyms as much as possible. If and when you must
use a technical term, explain it as simply as possible. This is
“page 2” of our Maker Faire posters scattered throughout the
booth and near the projects.

Signage and Visual Displays
Speaking of posters and graphics, one of the first things I
noticed at Maker Faire events is the lack of decent graphics
in non-commercial booths. Although many projects are very
big or are fantastic enough to be “visually catchy,” just as
many are not. Some projects are very small and need some
kind of “boost.”

So it is important to include professional-looking posters to
explain what is happening in your projects on display. All
posters should have the same style, with the same fonts, font
sizes and layout. This gives the booth a uniform look, even
when projects on display are created by different people and
do very different things.
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I create posters using Microsoft PowerPoint, size them to
11 by 17 inches (tabloid size), convert the file into Adobe
Acrobat (.pdf) files and take the files to a local quick printing
and shipping center. I have the color prints mounted on foam-
core art board for durability. The posters easily last an entire
Maker Faire season. See  . A great tutorial for mak-
ing large posters with PowerPoint is mentioned in the
References section.

The posters are hung from various places with wire hooks,
made from scraps of number 12 solid copper wire. Shower
curtain hooks may also be used, but you have to buy, rather
than make, those.

As shown in  , the booth can be very busy at times.
Make sure you take breaks when you can to save your voice.
Projects must be durable enough to survive rough handling
by kids. If it is a project needed for contesting or roving, it
should be robust for these “Maker Faire field tests,” right?

A handout of some sort is always useful. It should include
an overview of your projects, your Maker profile and refer-
ences for more information such as your radio club and other
resources. I use a modified version of my famous “Field Day
Handout,” also called “What Are We Doing?” and is shown
in the sidebar to this column. Feel free to use this text as a
starting point for your event, making changes as needed. A
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Young Ladies’ Radio League, Inc.
Since 1939

For 75 years the Young Ladies’ Radio League, Inc.
(YLRL) has helped women find 
their voice in Amateur Radio with
members of all ages and interests.

The YLRL sponsors a number 
of certificates for both YLs and OMs.
Members can earn special 
YL Certificates.

is our bi-monthly publication high-
lighting what women are doing in Amateur Radio.

YLRL gives out scholarships to YLs each year.
For more information on the YLRL, the current dues

amounts, weekly YL Net locations or how to join
please go to our website at www.ylrl.org or contact
the Publicity Chairwoman, Cheryl Muhr, NØWBV at
n0wbv@earthlink.net. All Officer information is also

listed both on the website and in each 
edition of the magazine and you may 
contact any Officer as well.

With thanks to the OMs who encourage
and support us.

Visit us at www.ylrl.org



QR code may be something to add to
this handout, or include one on each of
your posters so visitors can electroni-
cally snap the code and go to your web-
site for more information.

The Projects

At first, and sometimes now, there was
no effort to create projects specifically
for the Maker Faire. As an active builder
of electronics and ham radio related
projects, this was pretty easy. But late-
ly I’ve thought about making ham radio
projects specifically for Maker Faire and
young children in particular.

To keep the booth “looking fresh”
when previous visitors return, it is
important to include new projects. This
is a great reason to include multiple par-
ticipants in your booth, so new projects
can make their appearance. The popu-
lar projects can certainly return, of
course.

A most interesting new project for
Maker Faire is shown in  : Kerry
Banke, N6IZW, and Drew Arnett,
KB9FKO, combined several microwave
projects and ideas and developed them
into a fun, hands-on Maker Faire expe-
rience. It is T-hunting on 10 GHz. That’s
right. Ten GHz. X-band. A microwave
frequency. Details of this experimental
setup are included in the 
of Microwave Update 2015.

One of my recent projects is an ADS-
B receiver, shown in  . The ADS-
B receiver (see references if you’re not
familiar with ADS-B) must be connect-
ed to a computer and the Internet. Static
images are installed in the computer to
display maps and data as a backup plan
in case a signal cannot be received or
the Internet connection is broken.

Packing and Transporting
Projects and Other Items
For many years, I used free cardboard
boxes, expensive and fancy plastic
bins, hand trucks and dollies to pack
and move my items to display locations.
But several months ago, I switched to
the inexpensive, wheeled cart shown in

   .
This is a great but not original idea.

For many years, emergency prepared-
ness groups have suggested using a
clean trash bin to store emergency sup-
plies and equipment. However, there
are two minor drawbacks to this idea:
First, the bin may be mistaken for its
original purpose — people will dump
trash into this container if you do not
take steps to prevent this. I just slide the
empty bin under the table and hold it
closed with a bungee cord.

Second, there is no elegant way to sort
the contents of the container; every-
thing is dumped into the bin. I use duf-
fel bags and wrap my items with old rags
or towels to protect and cushion them.
Of course, you must load this bin with
the heaviest items on the bottom, or else
it will tip over.

By the way, make sure you pack sev-
eral AC power cords, extension cords
and multiple outlet power strips — and
then add one or two extra ones.
Although Maker Faire booth spaces are
free, extension cords and other items
are not the responsibility of the venue
or Maker Faire committee. You must be
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as self-sufficient as possible. Here’s something fun: Only a
ham radio Maker would create a coat-hat-extension cable
connection box like the one shown in  .

Speaking of power, even a DC distribution system may be
considered a Maker Faire project, as you can see in 
  . I use this heavy-duty, low-loss DC power cable

when I am microwave contest roving. It includes fuses, a volt-
age/current meter and eight outputs terminating in Anderson
PowerPoles. The output box includes wire-pull handles for
legs, so it can be slightly elevated from the ground — espe-
cially important in muddy, wet, or dusty places.

What Do We Do Next?
Over dinner at the 2015 Bay Area Maker Faire, Brian Yee,
W6BY, and I discussed ideas for the next season’s Maker
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Faire. Stay tuned for more innovative and interesting projects
at the Not Your Grandpa’s Ham Radio booth!

Makers Make Learning Fun
Maker Faire events all over the world are great venues to
help make learning science, technology, engineering, and
math (STEM) fun. Combined with other maker elements such

as sculpture, kinetic art and flying machines, as well as other
art forms, there is surely something for everyone to enjoy.

I encourage everyone to visit — and participate in — your
local Maker Faire event. Use your favorite search engine and
watch videos from these events and you will see what I mean.

See you at the Maker Faire!
  

                     
 

What Are We Doing?
Thank you for your interest in our Maker Faire display “Not Your Grandpa’s Ham Radio.” This is our fourth consecutive year

as “Makers,” and our goal is to show people what today’s ham radio operators are doing with the newest technology.

Who are we?
We are licensed amateur radio operators (“hams”).

Is this like CB?
Yes and no. Ham radio is similar in that we use two-way radios and antennas to talk with each other, but hams can com-

municate using Morse code and computers in addition to voice, and we even have our own satellites. Ham radio requires
a license issued by the Federal Communications Commission (FCC) in the U.S. and licensees are required to pass a writ-
ten test on electronics theory, radio regulations, and operating procedures.

How far can you talk?
We can communicate with other ham stations around the corner or across the globe, depending on a variety of factors

that affect the way radio waves travel. The equipment we are using operates on frequencies that generally follow line-of-
sight paths. However, hams have discovered that signals can be reflected against objects such as buildings, trees, islands,
and mountains to extend the range. Using these techniques, we are able to contact other stations hundreds of miles away.

What kind of radios are you using?
We are builders and experimenters in microwave radio communications. No commercially-built, “off-the-shelf” equipment

for these frequencies exists, so we must build our own equipment, or modify commercially-made equipment meant for
other communications services, such as satellite TV, cell phone, and long-distance telephone.

How much does this equipment cost?
Like any other hobby, people spend as much or as little as they can afford. Most people involved in ham radio spend as

much as any serious stereo enthusiast, amateur photographer, or woodworker.

Where can I get more information?
• American Radio Relay League (ARRL) and magazine: <http://www.arrl.org/>
 magazine: <http://www.cq-amateur-radio.com/>

If you are a licensed ham and want to try a new challenge, contact your local VHF and up club:
• The 50 MHz and Up Group: <http://www.50mhzandup.org/>
• The San Bernardino Microwave Society (SBMS) <http://ham-radio.com/sbms/>
• The Microwave Group of San Diego: <http://ham-radio.com/sbms/sd/>
• Wayne Yoshida KH6WZ: <http://wayne-yoshida-kh6wz.com/>
• Wayne Yoshida KH6WZ YouTube: <https://www.youtube.com/user/KH6WZ/videos>

References
The Original Makers: <http://bit.ly/1Nfz4lp>
Maker Faire Bay Area: My favorite video showing what Maker Faire is all about: It is called a “Drone’s Eye View” from

2014: <http://bit.ly/1NumD9D>
Making Posters with PowerPoint: <http://bit.ly/1PcFNCw>
QR Codes: <https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/QR_code>
QR Code Generators: I cannot recall which free service I used on my materials. Here are two examples, but these are

not endorsements or recommendations: <http://www.qrstuff.com/> <http://www.qr-code-generator.com/>
WordPress Blog: <http://wayne-yoshida-kh6wz.com/>
YouTube Channel: <http://bit.ly/1NfzbNH>
LinkedIn Publish Page: <http://bit.ly/1SrXwEs>
ADS-B is an abbreviation for Automatic Dependent Surveillance–Broadcast, a new type of satellite-based aircraft

tracking system. See <http://1.usa.gov/1kcO50x> for details.
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W
ith the New Year 2016 at hand, it is time to
look at something inspired by radio designs
many years old, plus a digital clock kit that

is inexpensive and simple to put together.

The Armstrong Regenerative 
Receiver Kit 
Regenerative receivers were actually the first kind
of vacuum tube radios made. The ability of a sim-
ple tube to detect and amplify RF signals as well
as amplify the AF output made this very simple and
low-cost design popular. Before that, we simply
used crystal sets to receive RF, relying entirely on
the energy received from the RF itself to produce
our received signal.

With many tube types in relatively short supply,
it is refreshing to see a kit with a new tube supplied
with it that is capable of performing similar to
designs around 100 years old and with similar
results. Lance Borden, WB5REX, introduced me at
the Houston Hamfest to his line of kits designed to
bring back the nostalgia of building simple AM
broadcast radio kits, including many varieties of

crystal sets, foxhole sets, and the regenerative
receiver kit. All of these kits are constructed on a
wooden base which he has pre-drilled, making
mounting all of the components much easier. A
wooden base, often called a breadboard, was the
chief means most hams used in the early days to
construct their projects of all kinds.

The Armstrong One-Tube Regenerative Re-
ceiver kit operates on the regeneration principle
pioneered by Edwin Armstrong just over 100 years
ago. The kit comes with a manual and plenty of dia-
grams to guide you through its construction. Allow
about 3 hours to enjoy the process of making this
kit. The first part of the process involves winding
the coil, which is actually in three parts. The last
part is what is called the “tickler” coil, which pro-
duces the regeneration in the circuit and allows you
to detect the AM signals. Follow the directions care-
fully, and this seemingly complex task becomes
quite easy. I also found the enameled wire to be of
the type that allows you to use a hot blob of solder
on it to both melt the insulation and tin the wire.
This saved a lot of time in preparing the enameled
wire leads for connection. Make sure you use the
minimum amount of wire when connecting the coil
to the various components to prevent instability or
microphonics. Cut all of the wires to the length
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called for in the manual and then trim them when making
your connections.

A vacuum tube circuit uses a minimum of two different volt-
ages for the power supply, and this kit makes that relatively
easy. The “A” voltage is what powers the filament of the tube,
in this case 3VDC, and is supplied by two “D” cell batteries.
The “B” voltage is 45VDC, and that is supplied by connect-
ing five 9-volt batteries in series, a feat that is actually quite
easy. Because there is not a lot of audio output power, a high-
impedance earphone is supplied, and the radio will run for
quite a long time due to its relatively low current draw. All of
the connections to the board use Fahnestock clips, some-
thing also reminiscent of the good old days. The enameled
wire was supplied on a spindle, making for easier coil wind-
ing without kinks in the wire, and the whole kit came extreme-
ly well packaged for safe shipping. I found that the complet-
ed kit fits perfectly in the box for safe storage. Be extra careful
to follow the wiring diagram closely to keep from forgetting
to make a connection, and be sure to double-check your
wiring against the diagrams and photo to be extra sure you
are ready to connect the power.

My kit fired up right away, and during the day, I was able to
easily hear all of my local AM broadcast stations as well as
two powerful signals from Omaha, about 50 miles away. I have
tried a few simple crystal set kits, and often our local stations
on 1400 and 1480 KHz sound almost melded together, with
AM 1240 heard in the background. This kit did not disappoint
with plenty of clear space between the local AM 1400 and
1480 kHz signals and delivered exceptional audio quality from
both with no interference between them at all. AM 590 and
1110 from Omaha as well as our local AM 1240 sounded quite
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STRASBURG, OHIO — The Tusco Amateur Radio Club will hold its 26th

Annual Hamfest Sunday, January 24 at 965 N. Wooster Avenue. Contact: Janice
Green, KB8YDK, 32210 Norris Road, Tippecanoe, Ohio 44699. Phone: (740)
922-4454. Email: <k8wfn@tusco.net>. Website: <http://www.tuscoarc.org>.
Talk-in 146.730-.

JACKSON, MISSISSIPPI — The Jackson Amateur Radio Club will hold the
Capital City Hamfest and 2016 ARRL Mississippi State Convention Friday,
January 29 and Saturday, January 30 at the Jackson MS Trademart. Contact:
JARC, P.O. Box 55643, Jackson, MS 39216-5643. Website: <http://
hamfest.msham.org>. Talk-in 146.16+ or 146.34+. Card checking.

ODENTON, MARYLAND — The Maryland Mobileers Amateur Radio Club
will hold the MMARC Hamfest Saturday, January 30 at the Odenton Baptist
Church. Contact: Frank, <n3seo@aol.com>. Talk-in 146.805- (PL 107.2). VE
exams.

FEBRUARY 

NORTH CHARLESTON, SOUTH CAROLINA — The Charleston Amateur
Radio Society Inc. will hold the 43rd Annual Charleston Hamfest and 2016
ARRL South Carolina State Convention Saturday, February 6 at the Armory
Park Community Center. Contact: Greg Amirault, KI4TVA, 109 Four Iron Drive,
Summerville, SC 29483. Phone (843) 469-5305. Email <geamirault@sc.rr.com>.
Website: <http://www.wa4usn.org>. Talk-in 146.790-, 146.940- (PL 123), or
147.045+ (PL 103.5). VE exams.

ORLANDO, FLORIDA — The Orlando Amateur Radio Club will hold the
70th Orlando Hamcation and 2016 ARRL National Convention Friday,
February 12 through Sunday, February 14 at the Central Florida Fairgrounds.
Contact: Orlando Hamcation, P.O. Box 574962, Orlando, FL 32857-4962. Phone:
(407) 841-0874 or (800) 214-7541. Email: <info@hamcation.com>. Website:
<http://www.hamcation.com>. Talk-in 146.76, 146.82, or 147.015. VE exams.

BROOKFIELD, WISCONSIN — The Milwaukee Radio Amateurs Club and
the Milwaukee Area Amateur Radio Society will hold the Mid-Winter Interclub
SwapFest Saturday, February 13 at 12560 West Townsend Street. Contact:
MRAC, P.O. Box 26233, Milwaukee, WI 53226. Phone: (414) 459-9741. Email:
<swapfest@w9rh.org>. Website: <http://www.w9rh.org>. Talk-in 145.390 (PL
127.3) or 145.130 (PL 127.3). 

BROWNSBURG, INDIANA — The Hendricks County Amateur Radio
Society will hold the Fifth Annual Brownsburg Hamfest Saturday, February
13 at the American Legion Post 331. Email: <hcars@gmail.com>. Talk-in
147.015+. 

MARLBOROUGH, MASSACHUSETTS — The Algonquin Amateur Radio
Club will hold its Amateur Radio Flea Market Saturday, February 13 at
Marlborough 1Lt. Charles W. Whitcomb School. Contact: Tim Ikeda, KA1OS,
(508) 919-6136 (before 9 p.m.). Email: <fleamarket@n1em.org>. Talk-in 147.27+
(PL 146.2). VE exams. 

BROOKLAWN, NEW JERSEY — The Gloucester City Amateur Radio Club
will hold the Mid Winter Hamfest Sunday, February 14 at Brooklawn American
Legion Hall. Email: <kb2adl@comcast.net>. Website: <http://www.nj2gc.org>.
VE exams.

YUMA, ARIZONA — The Yuma Amateur Radio Hamfest Organization will
hold the Yuma Hamfest and ARRL 2016 Southwest Division Convention
Friday, February 19 and Saturday, February 20 at the Yuma County Fairgrounds.
Email: <info@yumahamfest.org>. Website: <http://www.yumahamfest.org>.
Talk-in 146.840- (PL 88.5). VE exams, DXCC card checking.

RICKREALL, OREGON — The Salem Repeater Association will hold the
35th Annual Salem Hamfair Saturday, February 20 at the Polk County
Fairgrounds. Contact: Wayne Silver, KE7ANM, (503) 779-6998. Email: <ham-
fair@w7sra.org>.  Talk-in 145.33- (PL 186.2). VE exams.

ALBUQUERQUE, NEW MEXICO — Rocky Mountain Ham Radio will hold
the 2016 New Mexico TechFest Saturday, February 27 at the New Mexico
Veterans’ Memorial Event Center. Email: <techfest@rmham.org>. Website:
<http://www.rmham.org>. 

BIG FLATS, NEW YORK — The K2LIM Contesting Group will hold its Winter
Hamfest Saturday, February 27 at the Big Flats American Legion. Phone: (607)
739-7305. Website: <http://www.ka2lim.com>. VE exams.

LA PORTE, INDIANA — The La Porte County Amateur Radio Club will hold
the Cabin Fever HamFest Saturday, February 27 at the La Porte Civic
Auditorium. Contact: LPCARC, P.O. Box 148, Michigan City, IN 46361. Phone:
9219) 448-0832. Email: <cabinfeverhamfest@gmail.com>. Website: <http://
lpcarc.org>. VE exams.

CASTLE SHANNON, PENNSYLVANIA — The Wireless Association of
South Hills Amateur Radio Club will hold WASHfest 2016 Sunday, February
28 at the Castle Shannon VFD Memorial Hall. Contact: Carol Danko, KB3GMN,
4246 Seton Drive, Pittsburgh, PA 15227-1244. Phone (412) 884-1466. Email
<n3sbf@comcast.net> or <washarc@yahoo.com>. Website: <http://www.
n3sh.org>. Talk-in 146.955- or 443.650+ (PL 131.8).

announcing  



clear as well. The only disappointment I
had listening to this radio was to hear yet
another sports commentator lamenting
the performance of our beloved Ne-
braska Cornhuskers football team.

The Armstrong One-Tube Regenera-
tive Receiver Kit is available for $74.95
plus shipping from Lance Borden,
WB5REX at <http://www.xtalman.com>.
Be sure to finish the wood and coil form
before you begin construction to get the
best looking finished product.

Time Marches On…
Now for something new! We reach back
overseas to find a very inexpensive dig-
ital clock kit that makes a great club or
group kit building project. The very low
parts count of this kit makes it ideal for
the beginning kit builder as well. This
particular kit introduces a component
that is not very common in most radio
kits, the SIP resistor. This special com-
ponent is actually 9 pins in a line, com-
bining 8 identical resistors in one pack-
age with one common lead, marked
with a dot or stripe. Look for the dot or
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Known throughout the DX and DXpedition world as a 
meticulous and tireless operator, Franz Langner, DJ9ZB, 
is also noted as one of the most knowledgeable individuals 
in Amateur Radio in terms of documenting DXCC entities. 
This is the third edition in his series of books bearing the title 
DX World Guide, first published in Germany in 1988, and then 
in a second edition, also in Germany in 1997. This edition is 
the first to use color throughout, and includes information on 
well over 300 DX entities. Whether used as a desk reference 
forthe DXer of any level of proficiency or as a “wish book”
for DXers just starting his or her DXCC journey, the new 
DX World Guide is a worthy and pleasant companion. 

By Franz Langner, DJ9ZB

CQ Communications, Inc.  
17 West John Street, Hicksville, NY 11801 •  FAX  516 681-2926

http://store.cq-amateur-radio.com

The first edition printed in full color throughout; 
this 384 page, 6x9 paperback is only $42.95
CD Edition $22.95 
(Plus applicable shipping)

Order today! 



box on one end of the markings on the board to know which
way this part mounts. In a group setting, allow about an hour
for these kits to be completed.

The clock kit has four very bright LED digits, and is actual-
ly an alarm clock that is programmed by two buttons on the
front. The function of these buttons is not documented, but
they operate similarly to most digital clocks with one button
being a mode switch and the other being the select button.
A 5-volt cell phone charger makes an ideal power supply for
the clock. The digital clock kit does not come with a case, but
the clock is small enough to be built into a number of small
plastic or metal cases. There are also no instructions, but the
parts are very few, and are clearly marked on the board. If
this kit is used in a group setting, a simple manual can be
easily written up. You can get this kit for $3.50 at <http://
bit.ly/1Q4w2W6>. The same kit is also marketed in packs of
four or more at a good discount as well.

Updates
As anticipated, the 4SQRP QRP Antenna Tuner kit I reviewed
in December is now available for $45 by going to
<http://www.4sqrp.com> and clicking on Four State Kits! And
finally, the Heathkit name has reappeared on a kit! Andy from
Heathkit announced the introduction of a TRF AM broadcast
radio kit to be available soon, but I have not yet seen one to
assemble yet. Hopefully there will be even more offerings
soon. As soon as I know more, I’ll be glad to pass the word
right here!                                 
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column deadlines are two months in
advance of publication and fall is in
full swing as I pen this month’s col-

umn. In my part of rural America, that means corn
is shucked, grain trucks are delivering grain to ele-
vators, and farm fields are harvested. Wind gusts
are stripping away autumn’s fall colors from the
trees. Experienced and wise hams have per-
formed antenna maintenance before Ol’ Man
Winter arrives. Warmer temperatures are being
ushered away by colder, brisker winds from the
north. Cold rain showers assist the north wind’s
unfinished toil. Although it is fall as I write this arti-
cle, it isn’t too difficult to imagine winter is very far
away. When colder, more inclement winter weath-
er abounds, it is a good time to stay indoors where
it’s cozy and warmer and experiment with radio.

Experimenting with radio circuits is one of the
joys of amateur radio. A group that often prides
and defines itself in building radio circuits that is
then put on the air has to be the low-power or QRP
crowd. Instructing others on how to do the same
and to experience for themselves the joys of
experimentation was done by one of the best,
Doug DeMaw, W1FB! 

Doug (  ) was a prolific author on amateur
radio and many of his articles dealt with QRP cir-
cuits. Early in my ham radio experience, one of
the best books that introduced me to the wonders
of experimenting with radio circuits was published
in 1977;   by Jay
Rusgrove, Doug DeMaw, and George Grammer.
This book, in my opinion, excelled in making radio
physics and electrical engineering understand-
able for the ham radio operator without an exten-
sive scientific, mathematical, and engineering
background. 

DeMaw had a way with words that not only
explained why a circuit would work, but inspired
you to learn more. Consequently, while studying
for my General Class license, I wanted to actual-
ly learn the “how” and the “why” of radio electron-
ics.   , along with
W1FB’s articles, inspired me to learn by doing.
W1FB loved to work with QRP radios. Generally,
QRP means 5 watts or less of transmitter output
power with CW and 10 watts or less using single
sideband.  QRPp means transmitter power levels
in the milliwatt region. In the May, 1976, issue of

, Doug DeMaw published his schematic for
the now-famous 1/2-watt QRP Tuna Tin 2 40-
meter transmitter (  ). Soon, his transmitter
design went “viral” within the QRP world and many
amateurs became involved with Tuna Tin 2 mania
(  ).

Back in the ’80s when I was studying to upgrade,
I chose the Tuna Tin 2 to build because I knew I

didn’t want to just learn facts; I also wanted to
understand the engineering involved with making
a radio circuit. As a result, I etched my own print-
ed circuit board, collected components, and
wound my own transformers. Not only would I build
this transmitter from scratch, I would understand
how each and every component functioned in the
circuit. Best of all, the transmitter wasn’t over-
whelming in its complexity, which was a huge moti-
vational factor for me.

During this same time, while attending the
Dayton Hamvention®, I met Doug DeMaw at a
QRP event. Before introducing myself, I wished to
say something more meaningful than, “I really
enjoy your articles and books, Doug!” I’m sure he
had heard that countless times before. So, when
I got in line and it was my turn to introduce myself,
I told him, “Doug, when I was starting off in ham
radio, I cut my teeth on your books and for that I
am eternally grateful, thank you so very much!”
With that, he looked up at me, our eyes met and
he gave me the broadest grin, and he profusely
thanked me for the compliment! I left that room
feeling like a schoolboy who just met his hero.
Unfortunately for amateur radio, W1FB became a
silent key in 1997.

Looking back, besides meeting W1FB, half of
the fun of building my Tuna Tin 2 was collecting
the parts and etching my own circuit board. After
I soldered on all of the parts, the transmitter
worked as promised and I was ecstatic. A modi-
fied version of The Tuna Tin 2 exists today and
may still be available by special request at
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<http://www.qrpme.com>. Another source for the Tuna Tin 2
is Far Radio Circuits, <http://www.farcircuits.net/transmit-
ters%A0.htm>, which has the Tuna Tin 2 board available at
a very reasonable price (you need to collect the rest of the
parts and, of course, the tuna tin). I’ve made plenty of con-
tacts with that transmitter and each one gave me deep sense

of satisfaction that one feels having met a challenge head-
on through study and from hands-on experimentation.

The QRP community knows this feeling well. Perhaps,
you’ve heard in ham circles the saying, “Life is too short for
QRP.” Although, that slogan is funny to the QRO (high-power)
crowd, QRPers delight in the challenge of working DX with
low power. It takes plenty of skill, patience, and a thorough
understanding of propagation to be successful at QRP. Bob
Locher, W9KNI, is on top of the DXCC Honor Roll.  A while
back, as a personal challenge, he made it a goal to use only
QRP to work DX and he succeeded! However, QRP does
take some patience.

It is my experience that the QRP community is made up of
two groups, which are almost indistinguishable: 
and . A lot of the fun is in building your own QRP rig
and antennas. QRPers love schematics and talking about
them, and if you attend a QRP meeting, you’ll hear real radio
being discussed. As with any other ham radio group, QRPers
welcome newcomers with open arms and are willing to share
their knowledge at the drop of a hat. 

QRP is such an important amateur radio group that 
offers a bi-monthly column,  

by Dennis Lazar, W4DNN. Dennis’ articles are a
superb way to learn more about this fascinating part of the
hobby. columnist Joe Eisenberg, KØNEB, writes articles
about kit building, which is another tremendous resource and
right up the QRP operator’s alley. In addition, February
QRP Special and June “Take it to the Field” special provide
more QRP projects and articles. Google “QRP” and discov-
er a myriad of websites devoted to this interesting aspect of
the hobby.

QRP “Meetups”
QRP enthusiasts also like to get together in person. Early in
April, the Four State QRP Group puts on OzarkCon QRP
Conference in Branson, Missouri <http://www.ozarkcon.
com/index.php>. The QRP Amateur Radio Club Inter-
national, concurrent with the Dayton Hamvention®, sponsors
FDIM (Four Days In May), which is one of the biggest QRP
gatherings in the nation. More information regarding FDIM
can be found at <http://www.qrparci.org/fdim>. These are just
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a couple of the many major QRP gath-
erings available.

St. Louis is fortunate to have the St.
Louis QRP Society, <http://slqs.net/>.
This group of dedicated amateurs is
committed to having fun with QRP radio.
Keith Arns, KCØPP (  ), is a long-
time member and a regular contributor
to the society’s newsletter, 

. Keith put together a QRP
PowerPoint presentation and some
major points in his presentation include:

Five watts is 23 dB below 1,000 watts
(only 4 S-units);

Most stations on the air today run
100 watts or less. Five watts is 13 dB
below 100 watts (only two S-units), and 

QRPers have worked the world
many times over using 5 watts or less.

KCØPP’s presentation goes on to
explore some of the rewards that come
along with the challenges of operating
QRP. It’s one thing to work DXCC or the
CQ DX Award using high power, but it’s
even more challenging and thrilling to
earn it using QRP. Operating QRP will
improve operating skills in breaking
pileups and in working contests. Power
is no substitute for skill. It’s easier to
carry a QRP rig in the field as opposed
to a 100-watt transceiver. Homebrew-
ing skills are encouraged and empha-
sized with QRP. I hope you’ll think about
giving QRP a try. If the idea is appeal-
ing to you, stay tuned for more in next
month’s QRP Special!

Oops…
It is always good to hear from readers
and this month a big shout out to two

readers of   : Bob
Wilson, WA9D, and Ismail H. Ozguc,
KT6LN. I’d like to thank them for point-
ing out two blunders that I made. Bob
pointed out that in my formula for par-
allel resistance, found on page 79 in the
October column, I placed the addition
“+” sign in the wrong location. It should
be below the equation’s fraction bar. A
better way to express it would be 1/R_T
= 1/R_1 + 1/R_2.

KT6LN pointed out to me that there’s
a difference between micro and mil-
liamps. I incorrectly wrote on page 68 in
the November column, 36 mA; where-

as, I should have written 360 μA.
Decimals do make a difference.

Thank you, gents, for contacting me
and in turn allowing me to pass on the
information to my readers.

It’s 2016 and Happy New Year!
Hopefully, the throes of winter will not
be too severe this season; especially,
for New England residents. In the
meantime, why not try QRP operating
on for size and please let me know how
you like it!
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T
he challenge facing every writer coping with
a deadline is staring at the empty page that
begs for wisdom, wit, knowledge, facts,

entertainment, humor, pathos, conflict, and tri-
umph (or defeat). While some of the writers in this
publication and others occasionally face that
quandary, polling them would produce a number
of different methods used to transform inspiration
into a finished product. Personally, while waiting
for the muse sitting on my shoulder to provide a
blinding flash of inspiration, I also reflect on what
I’ve heard on the airwaves and translate that into
a shared experience that you might enjoy.
Sometimes, it’s just that small twist on perspective
that makes a difference.

A Different Approach
For example, my community was celebrating the
designation of one of our locals as “Teacher of the
Year.” Not only was this instructor gifted in his par-
ticular subject area, he took it a step further by pro-
viding his students with “magic pens.” What made
them magic? At the beginning of the school year,
he told his charges that each pen came pre-loaded
with all the correct answers to every test in the com-
ing semester. All they had to do was pay attention
to him and he would tell them how to manipulate
the pen to make the right answers flow onto the
test pages. Silly? Not so much! His classes per-
formed very well and his students developed great
affection and respect for him, both as a person and
as a teacher. Now there was much more to his tech-
nique than the magic pen but that component
became something of a trademark (or in today’s
parlance, “branding”) for that teacher. 

For all the years has seen fit to publish this
quarterly column, it may appear to some as ran-
dom subject matter put forth by an “at large” writer.
And that’s OK; each installment should be able to
stand on its own. But the overarching theme has
been an ongoing effort to capture the people,
places, and things associated with our hobby that
combine to create that special “magic” we send
across the airwaves. What’s great about amateur
radio is that there are so many different ways that
can happen. From building or repairing formerly
inert items into something that works - I call that
the  because of the
temptation to shout, “it lives!” - to the awesome con-
tact experience, as in, “Wow, that was a really
enjoyable conversation” to “I can’t believe I just
spoke to someone stationed at the South Pole.” 

There are dozens, if not hundreds, of more ways
to describe the moments ham radio creates.
For example, gaining an elusive award, winning a
contest, participating in an emergency response,

bouncing signals off the moon or through a satel-
lite, enjoying the challenges and camaraderie of
Field Day weekend; what matters is that some of
us routinely do these things.

2016 Lifts Off! 
My daughter Jessica (KD6ARA) is a great “outside
the box” creative thinker, which fits well with her
chosen profession of marketing and her creative
outlet, which is photography. She once described
an as a “headache with pictures,” which pro-
vided both humor and perspective. Some years
back, Woody Allen gave us a great quote, 

     So yeah, being
there is key to both giving and getting more from
ham radio. The other 20% is just doing a few things
that put your ideas into motion.

So now —   The blank page before
is 2016. What kind of will you conjure

up to fill in some of its many pages?  

The “To Explore” List
From this writer’s humble perspective, amateur
radio needs a bit more in the way of activity. By
deciding to put a bit more Magic on the airways,
especially in a new mode, you grow in your abili-
ties and add some fun to others engaging in the
same mode. For 2016, let’s consider a “to explore”
list (“To-do” sounds like work — exploring is fun!)

So the challenge for 2016 will be fun — and man-
ageable. Notice I didn’t say “easy” — after all, that’s
part of learning a new activity. So break out your
brand new wall calendar, or some other inferi-
or model, or use the calendar-planning program
found on your computer or smartphone.

Choose at least one of these activities and plug
at least one into each of the 12 months. For exam-
ple: January — Get on the air using a digital mode.
It can be voice or data (like a digital FM mode or
modes like RTTY or PSK 31 on HF). Learn some
of the nuances of operating digital; there are
plusses and minuses.

If you’re already fluent in digital, choose some-
thing else you haven’t done. Perhaps operate CW,
try to work through an FM repeater on 10 meters
(that’s really fun when the band is open) or get
going on 2-meter single sideband.

And in case you’d like a “catalog” of potential
activities, let me share a few:

• Try 6-meter SSB and/or FM. Many radios now
come with the band; put it to work.

• Participate in a contest — maybe an easy one
like a “state” QSO party.

• Even if you’re not a contester, hand out some
contacts during a contest. The participants will real-
ly appreciate it.

• Work a contact through one of the “easy”
satellites.
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• Work the International Space Station
on 2 meters.

• Try weak signal (SSB or CW) con-
tacts on 2 meters and 440 MHz.
Patience is the byword! 

• Earn an award; maybe “Worked all
States” or something even more 
challenging.

• Make contact with a special event
station and get their certificate. Better
yet, conduct a special event station. It’s
fun and easy. You can even get one of
those nifty temporary 1x1 calls to make
it even more memorable.

• Build something. Maybe it’s a crys-
tal radio kit with a youngster, a basic
antenna like a dipole or J-pole, or some-
thing you will use around your shack,
but every time you see it, you’ll know
you built it.

• Join something. Maybe it’s a local
amateur radio club, ARES, Skywarn or
a similar organization, but being active
with a group is a good thing.

• Plan to attend a hamfest. Maybe it’s
the “big one” in Dayton or perhaps a
regional get-together but there are ben-
efits to getting to a conference, attend-
ing the presentations, or just “kicking
the tires” at a swap meet.

• Try a linked-repeater mode. It’s a
blast to use your HT or mobile rig and
speak with someone on the other side
of the planet through an Internet link.

• Plan to have a social event with other
hams — maybe it’s a Saturday morning
coffee or a Dutch treat dinner gathering
once a month. How about a picnic some
Saturday in July or August? 

• Help another ham, or someone inter-
ested in our hobby. There’s probably a
skill or ability you have that may be help-
ful to another. It might be repairing gear
or stringing new coax for an old-timer.
Or maybe you’ll help a “newbie” study
for the Technician test. Or perhaps you
can become a Volunteer Examiner with
a local club or testing team.

• Consider buying a new piece of
equipment. While your present setup
may be workable, the newer offerings
are pretty amazing, providing a lot of
features and value for reasonable

money. You don’t have to buy it right
away, but by shopping, and comparing
features and prices, you’ll stay current
with developments in the radio art. And
if you’re on a budget, figure out how to
pay for the new item in a creative way,
maybe selling off old gear, holding a
yard sale, recycling, etc.

• Work some DX, and not just a “con-
test format” exchange. Ask questions
about life in their country, if I were to
visit, what should I plan to see? Would
you recommend a good restaurant?
What’s the best time of year to go
there? People like showing pride in
their homeland.

These are just few ideas of things you
can do to make the come alive.
There are probably dozens more, like
APRS, AMSAT, moon bounce, amateur
TV, remote-control gear (drones, any-
one?), ham-band WiFi and so on. 

As to that “blank page?” I hope you’ve
been inspired to replace the blanks with
some new and challenging activities.
I’m excited about 2016 and I hope you
are, too. In fact, there are so many
things to do, I’m glad we have a “leap
day” so more can get done.

Happy New Year! May it be an excit-
ing one, as you add to the  
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SOTABEAMS Releases New Version of its Miniature Antenna Traps

SOTABEAMS has updated its line of Pico Antenna traps to incorporate four
high-quality Cornell Dubilier CDV16 RF Mica capacitors for improved perfor-
mance. According to SOTABEAMS the new capacitors improve the Q of the
traps, which improves isolation and makes antenna adjustments easier.

Other than the new capaci-
tors, the kits are still designed
for the outdoors and shaped to
pull through foliage. They also
have a built-in test circuit to aid
in adjustment. 

The Pico traps come in two
power levels, 20 and 100 watts,
and allow users to choose
between 7 and 30 MHz. The
traps offer 0.3 dB of loss and
weigh 0.4 ounces for the 20-
watt version and 0.6 ounces for
the 100-watt version.

The Pico Antennas Traps
are available now and have a
retail price of $16.64 for a pair.
For more information, contact SOTABEAMS 89 Victoria Road, Macclesfield,
Cheshire, SK10 3JA, UK. Phone: +44 (0) 7976-688359. Email: <richard@
sotabeams.co.uk>. Website: <http://www.sotabeams.co.uk>.
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Add the legendary W2IHY 8 Band Equalizer And Noise Gate to your
shack and get ready for great audio reports!  From smooth rag-chew
audio that makes them ask what you're running ... to penetrating
DX/Contest audio that gets results, wide-range adjustability is at your
command. Noise Gate reduces background noise for a cleaner, more
effective signal. Universal Interface lets you use most any microphone
with any radio including classics.  I-K-Y selector for plug-n-play with
popular brand micro-phones.  Switched outputs for 2 radios.
Headphone Monitor. RFI  protection.

W2IHY 8 Band EQ &
Noise Gate Thousands
of Satisfied Users
Worldwide

Premium Audio
Processing

Did you turn on an amplifier?  Your signal is loud and squeaky-clean.
EQplus users hear that report all the time. Compressor/Limiter
increases talk power without the distortion and restricted frequency
response of ordinary speech processors.  Dual Band EQ, Downward
Expander for noise reduction, Effects for psychoacoustic magic.
LED Bar Graph.  Front panel controls. Universal Interface matches most
all mics, all radios. I-K-Y mic selector. Switched outputs for 3 radios.
Headphone Monitor. RFI protection. Powerful stand alone system or
combine with W2IHY 8-Band EQ for maximum adjustability.   

Products purchased from W2IHY include 30 Day Money Back Guarantee and 3 Year Parts/Labor Warranty.  
Top-rated Product Quality, Technical Support and Customer Service.  

845-889-4253
email:  julius@w2ihy.com W2IHY Technologies Inc.

19 Vanessa Lane
Staatsburg, NY 12580  

Awesome Audio
Demonstrations
www.w2ihy.com



M
any of us use GPS almost every day, and
we all know what it does for us: Providing
our geographic location on the Earth. As a

byproduct, it also tells us the time. Some use GPS
to find their way through the web of roads around
them, while others just want to know exactly where
they are. While we all know what GPS does, not
everyone understands how it does it. Hint: It’s
math, not magic!

Curiosity may have killed the cat, but when you
stop learning, you die. In that vein, this month we’ll
examine how this GPS thing works. Perhaps you’ll
never need to parse or modify the GPS message
protocol, or nudge a satellite’s orbit, but as I’ve
said many times before, a little knowledge won’t
hurt you.

Where the Heck Are We?
Let’s start with the basics of location, referring first
to  . If I am on a flat surface and can mea-
sure an accurate distance from one fixed point
(whose location is known), I can be certain that I
am somewhere on a circle surrounding that known
point. If I can then measure from a second point,
then I can be certain my location is one of the two
points where those two circles intersect — quite a
bit more precise than just a circle.

Ah, before we go further, I need to make some-
thing clear: Accuracy and precision are not the
same thing. is how close something is
to the true value, while  is the smallest
increment that is measured. As an example, a
weatherman in Fairbanks, Alaska says “On New

Year’s Day, the high temperature will be between
-60°F and 75°F.” He is very accurate — histori-
cally the temperature should be around zero —
but he is not at all precise. If he were instead to
say “On New Year’s Day, the high temperature will
be 53.802°F,” he is very precise (down to a thou-
sandth of a degree!) but probably not at all accu-
rate. I’ll be using these terms quite a lot in this
month’s column, and it is important you under-
stand the difference.

OK, back to locations: So we have our location
narrowed down to one of two points. How accu-
rately we know our location depends on how accu-
rately we can measure the distances, and how
accurately we know the known locations. If we
wanted to determine which of those two points we
are at, we can take a third measurement from
some third known point, which unambiguously
provides our exact location.

Three distance measurements provide a single
point on a flat plane, but what happens if we
expand our world to three dimensions? In such a
case (  ), two measurements provide a cir-
cle of possible locations – same as our single mea-
surement on the flat plane — and three measure-
ments provide two possible points — same as our
two measurements before. Considering that, it
becomes clear that all we need is a fourth mea-
surement to determine which of the two points we
are at, and we can then know our location in three
dimensions.

In a sense, that’s what GPS does: It measures
the distance from four (or more) known points to
calculate a location in three dimensions. But the
implementation is somewhat more complicated,
because we can’t directly measure the distances
from a satellite (my longest tape measure is 100
feet), and those satellites are always moving.
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One nice thing about 
is that you can calculate and predict

the location of an object in space — such
as a satellite — both accurately and pre-
cisely. Johannes Kepler figured out the
laws of planetary motion (technically,

mechanics) around 1600 CE,
which Isaac Newton refined and gener-
alized almost a century later. 
orbital mechanics are based on Albert
Einstein’s General Theory of Relativity,
which is more exact and universally
applicable than Newton’s Laws.

Space Operations
The United States has a global network
of ground facilities and people who track

the GPS satellites and make sure we all
know where they are (or will be), allow-
ing for accuracy down to a few tens of
feet for most users. With certain aug-
mentations, it is possible to get down
into the millimeter range. In fact, GPS
is used to track the movement of earth’s
tectonic plates, which move up to about
4 inches a year.

Since we can’t directly measure dis-
tance to a satellite, we instead use time
to calculate distances. Each satellite
has a very accurate Rubidium (atomic)
clock on board, which is kept accurate
by periodic corrections from the ground.
(Because of the effects of time slowing
in the presence of a gravitational field
described by General Relativity, the

clocks on the GPS satellites run about
38 microseconds a day faster than
those on earth). The satellites send their
version of the time in each data mes-
sage. Easy enough.

Along with the time, each satellite
sends its orbital path data (known as

), along with the satellite ID
number and some housekeeping infor-
mation. Using the ephemeris and the
current time, the receiver calculates the
satellite’s position and can then deter-
mine how far away the satellite is.
Knowing how far away they are, the
receiver calculates backwards to deter-
mine the propagation delay from each
satellite. The delay values are used to
adjust the receiver’s internal clock, leav-
ing us with an easy way to calculate the
distance to each satellite — the propa-
gation speed of radio waves. With four
or more distances from known loca-
tions, we can know where we are.

This can also be done with only three
satellites, but only if the exact time is
known. Since atomic clocks are expen-
sive, adding a fourth satellite allows us
to use a far less accurate receiver clock.
The receiver’s clock only needs to hold
its accuracy for a short time, as new
data is sent every six seconds, so it is
relatively inexpensive while able to be
both accurate and extremely precise —
a few parts per billion (PPB).

On a side note, TAPR’s Totally Accu-
rate Clock <http://www.tapr.org/kits_
tac2.html> used this feature of GPS
receivers, along with a crystal oscilla-
tor, to deliver a time signal with around
1 PPB accuracy, previously almost
unattainable by a regular citizen.
Unfortunately, the TAC kit is no longer
available, but can be reproduced with
some effort, using the information found
on the TAPR website.

Once these calculations are started,
the location of the receiver is deter-
mined. The actual accuracy depends on
many factors, including variables like
ionospheric propagation delay, so
short-term one can expect a location
within maybe 50 feet or so. From per-
sonal experience, the calculated loca-
tion drifts around over time, so some
days my iPad shows the blue dot right
on my house, and sometimes it’s in the
backyard, or over the neighbor’s fence.
Many years ago, I experimented with a
raw GPS receiver and found that over
several days the indicated position
formed a circle of sorts, with the most
likely actual position being more or less
at the center of the circle.

The standard GPS signal, known as
L1 C/A (Coarse Acquisition), is what
almost everyone uses. There are other
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signals (described below), but not all satellites transmit them
at this time. In the early days of GPS, the government inten-
tionally distorted the signal with a system known as Selective
Availability (SA). It was believed that inaccuracies in the loca-
tion data would help foil any evil uses of GPS. It was later
decided to eliminate SA, I believe because the powers that
be realized that it didn’t make much difference (at least as
far as evil goes) and civilians have been getting full single-
band accuracy since then.

More recently, in addition to C/A, two new civilian signals
were added: L1C and L2C. L1C is on the L1 band (1575
MHz), where the C stands for Civilian, and L2C is on the L2
band (1227 MHz). Having the second signal greatly
enhances accuracy, particularly by allowing for ionospheric
propagation distortion detection and correction. For the mil-
itary, the data is encrypted and somewhat more precise. For
the future, testing is underway for a new L5 (1176 MHz) sig-
nal to be used for Safety-of-Life signals, the idea being for
precision aircraft operations and the like.

If you’re familiar with amateur radio digital modes, then this
will make sense to you: GPS satellites transmit spread-spec-
trum signals using BPSK (binary phase-shift keying) modu-
lation, with a code-division multiple-access (CDMA) scheme
to allow the reception of several satellites by a single receiv-
er. Each signal is modulated by a different pseudo-random
number (PRN), which means in practice that it is fairly easy
to distinguish the signal of one satellite from another, even
though they are being received through the same antenna.
Forward-error correction (FEC) is added to increase signal
robustness.

The receiver also picks the best quality data and weights
that more heavily as it does its calculations. The term for
“goodness” of data is called DOP, or   .
Four satellites bunched together directly overhead will have
a low level of accuracy or a high DOP, while four satellites
widely spaced apart in the sky would deliver a low DOP. The
ideal case would be one satellite directly overhead and three
others spaced widely apart somewhat above the horizon.
There are different values for horizontal DOP, vertical DOP,
and a combination of the two called positional DOP. A DOP
of 1 or less is about as good as it gets, while a value of 10 is
almost unusable.

Different GPS signals have their own format, but they have
mostly the same components. The L1 C/A signal that most
of us use transmits five, 300-bit data , each con-
sisting of 10 . The first subframe contains the satellite’s
time signal, and the second and third contain the satellite’s
ephemeris. The last two subframes contain a small chunk of
the Almanac, which is a complete description of the entire
GPS satellite constellation — coarse orbital data, satellite
status messages, and an ionospheric model used for prop-
agation time corrections. The Almanac is not as precise as
the ephemeris, but the receiver needs this information to
determine which satellites should be visible to it so it can start
looking for them. It takes around 12.5 minutes to receive a
complete almanac, but it remains valid and useable for quite
some time (weeks), while ephemeris data needs to be heard
fairly often (every few hours at least).

Practical GPS 
Most people’s interaction with GPS involves navigating their
automobiles. GPS receiver manufacturers add software to
their products to not only perform the navigation function, but
to also tweak the data so the vehicle icon is displayed atop
the nearest road, a so-called of the data.

Users who cannot accept an error of several feet — such as

land surveyors — can get access to higher precision with other
augmentations. For example, if you set a receiver into a known
place on earth, you can compare the actual position with what
GPS is telling you and measure the amount of error. Using a
local radio transmitter, broadcast that error signal over a few
miles, and a surveyor can get accuracy of a fraction of an inch.
Another method is to average the position data over time,
which — like my experiment many years ago — tends to can-
cel out the errors. There are other ways — including a way to
use some of the encrypted military data (legally!) — but I’ll
leave finding out how that’s done up to you.

NMEA
The GPS satellite signal is academically interesting, but down
here on Earth, we can play around with the data spewing
from our GPS receivers. This data stream is standardized in
the NMEA (National Marine Electronics Association) format,
but some GPS engines (a raw, unpackaged GPS receiver
module, such as seen in  ) have their own proprietary
format for use in specialized devices.

NMEA is a 4800 Baud 8N1 serial data stream that is
designed to drive an EIA-422 device, but can also drive an
RS-232 interface. The GPS receiver sends one NMEA string,
or , every second. Sentences are predefined mes-
sage strings that contain specific data, a common one being
the GGA sentence. Always starting with $GP, a typical data
sentence might look like:

Although the specification is widely published for you to find,
the four key data points are the time (08:25:19 UTC), the lati-
tude (34° 3.236’ N) the longitude (84° 18.389W), and the alti-
tude (346.2 meters). The “1” just after the W is an indicator of
the quality of the positional fix data (The 1 is typical as a ‘good
GPS fix’), the 08 is the number of satellites being tracked, and
the 0.9 is the Horizontal Dilution of Precision (HDOP).

Those so inclined could buy a GPS engine on the Internet for
maybe $10 U.S., although I saw one for under a dollar brand
new with antenna. Parse the NMEA string with your Arduino or
microcontroller of choice and consider the possibilities.

This month we dipped a little into the theoretical, since last
time we got fairly practical with our discussion of FSQ. Next
time, I’m not exactly sure where we’ll go: I am hoping to line
up a very special interview, but these things are never sure
so I won’t promise anything or even mention the details. Of
course, if YOU have something you think I should cover, be
sure to write, or even if you just want to tell me where to go.
With GPS, I suppose...

That Time of Year Again
Happy New Year 2016. It’s the time of year where tens of
thousands of high school students (and their mentors) learn
the new FIRST Robotics Competition (FRC) game. In only
SIX weeks, students around the world must design, build,
and program a 150-pound robot to play whatever this year’s
game will be. If you have some time or talent that you can
share, find a local FRC team at <http://www.usfirst.org>
and volunteer some time to help our next generation of
engineers and scientists learn real-world skills ... and
maybe win a competition against other local teams. After
25 years, and over 3,000 teams worldwide, they must be
doing something right.     
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llstar is a flexible and open source amateur
radio voice over Internet protocol (VOIP) sys-
tem that was created by Jim Dixon, WB6NIL.

Allstar is different from other linking protocols such
as Echolink and IRLP in its implementation as an
open protocol. The peer-to-peer portion of Allstar is
implemented in a program called . App_rpt,
in turn, is a module that runs under the Asterisk open
source telephone PBX software.

It’s a Linking System … It’s a Repeater
System … It’s Both!
App_rpt is also the software implementation for a
full-featured repeater controller. Together with a
radio interface, you can use it to build a repeater or
a simplex node. But Allstar doesn’t to even
be connected to a radio to be interesting, enter-
taining, or useful.

I originally set out to build an Asterisk node that I
could use to listen in on some of the larger Allstar
networks such as the WIN System <http://www.
winsystem.org/> and the WAN System <http://

www.wanrepeater.net/>. I later added a local sim-
plex RF node for utility.

I built my first Allstar system a couple of years
ago, using a popular Allstar distribution called ACID
(AllStar Centos Installation Disk). ACID was the
recommended turnkey distribution provided on the
allstarlink.org website <http://allstarlink.org>. ACID
was a quick way to install an Allstar system on an
Intel-based PC with minimal initial configuration. It
was distributed as a system image and has scripts
that fetch your system configuration from the all-
starlink.org website.

DIAL D for Debian
ACID was recently replaced by DIAL (Debian
Installation for Allstar Link). While ACID was built
only for Intel and compatible CPU platforms, DIAL
also has a Raspberry Pi 2 version. The DIAL instal-
lation image can be downloaded from the main
page at <http://allstarlink.org>. For Intel platforms,
an ISO is provided (copy to CDROM or equivalent)
and for Raspberry Pi 2 platforms, an img file (copy
to SD Card) is provided. Note that no DIAL version
currently exists for the Raspberry Pi B+, but we’ll
get back to that matter shortly. 
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In order to connect your system to the
Allstar network, you have to define a
server and then request a node that will
run under that server. The definitions
are done on the allstarlink.org <http://
allstarlink.org> website through some
web forms (  ).

First Steps

The first step is to register as a user on
the allstarlink.org website. Follow the
activation procedure and then you can
logon. You then use web forms to cre-
ate a server and a node. One server can
run multiple nodes, each connected to
a radio interface.

The server creation form asks for some
basic information: Latitude, Longitude,
Location, Server Name (typically your
callsign), and your home area code.
After creating a server, you may then
request a node. The node request may
take up to 24 hours before the node
shows up under your profile. Next, use
the Allstar Node Configuration forms to
specify your Node Information, Radio/
Interface, Repeater Settings, etc. Take
your time and go through these forms,
filling in as much as you can. Your input
will be used to create your Allstar con-
figuration files.

Now you’re ready to install your DIAL
system. The installation is nicely auto-
mated. On an Intel-based system,
select “Install Allstar Asterisk” (
 ) and sip some coffee while you

await your next task. On an Rpi2 you
can “ssh -p 222 root@repeater.” The
default root password is “debian” and
you will be given an opportunity to
change that after the first login. Note:
Best IT security practice is to disallow
root login across the network. Rather,
change the password for the debian
user, use the debian account for ssh
login, and then su to root. It would be
nice to see the DIAL maintainers take
this approach in a future release.

There are a few differences between
the Intel and Rpi2 install. On Intel, once
the basic filesystem installation is done,
the system reboots. Installation contin-
ues with the compilation of the Asterisk
software for your target system. After
another reboot, you’re ready to logon to
DIAL for the first time.

Basic Configuration
Next you’ll be asked to choose a time-
zone, hostname, domain name, and to
set up your network configuration pref-
erence to either static or dynamic IP

addressing. You’ll be asked for your
logon credentials for the allstarlink.org
portal, so that your initial configuration
can be downloaded from the site. This
automation is the real advantage of
using a distribution such as DIAL.
Otherwise, a number of manual steps
are necessary, as you’ll later see.

You now have a very basic Allstar
node. Poke through the configuration
files in /etc/asterisk. Key files include
rpt.conf (the repeater configuration file),
iax.conf (Asterisk uses the iax protocol
for communication between servers
across the Internet), and extensions.
conf (the Asterisk dialplan that maps
extensions to internal functions).

Connect and Listen
You can use the simple setup you’ve cre-
ated to connect to some existing nodes
and listen in on the activity. A very basic
way to do this is to plug in a USB head-
set and take advantage of the simpleusb
audio interface, configurable on the
Node/Radio Configuration page on the
allstarlink.org website.

On your Internet router or firewall, for-
ward post 4569 udp (IAX) to the inter-
nal IP address of your Allstar node. It
may be helpful to assign a static IP
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address to your Allstar node, during the install process, for
this purpose.

Now, open an asterisk console by typing  . From
the console, issue the following command:

  

Replace yournodenumber and remotenodenumber with
actual asterisk nodenumbers, such as:

   (Connects local node 1234 to moni-
tor remote node 2001)

You will hear a connection announcement if all is working
properly. The next thing you need is a PTT method. You could
try the  and  console commands, but this
is really not practical. Some experimenters have built radio-
less node interfaces. The interface is used to add a PTT func-
tion. An example of radioless node put together by WA3DSP
can be seen at <http://crompton.com/hamradio/USBFOB_
without_radio/>.

An RF Simplex Node
The next step is to create an RF connection to your node. I

wanted the capability to use an HT around my immediate
neighborhood and decided to use a low-cost Baofeng HT as
my node radio. I found a USB radio interface from Advanced
Repeater Systems at <http://arsrepeaters.com/USB_
AllStar_Adapters.php>. This is a USB sound card device
(  ) that can plug directly into the speaker/mic jack of
an HT and handles the PTT function. It works well, although
I did add some snap-on ferrites to each end of the audio cable
to suppress some phantom keyups.

You’ll want to pick a frequency that is normally clear of use
in your area. I use a frequency on the 1.25-centimeter band
and set a transmit/receive PL on the node radio as well. Of
course, you could use a higher powered link radio with an
external antenna should you want to extend your range.

I like how the new DIAL distribution takes a common
approach for Intel and Raspberry Pi 2 environments. But what
about all those spare Raspberry Pi B+ boards you have lying
around?

Back to the RaspPi B+
When I first started my journey, common knowledge seemed
to be that the B+ is not powerful enough to run Allstar. This
may have been based upon some bad experiences with early
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attempts at getting Allstar running on the B (not the plus)
model. Some of the folks working on getting the software run-
ning on the B model moved on to the BBB (BeagleBone Black)
with good results.

The B+ has some substantial performance enhancements
over the B. The most significant improvement is USB port
performance. This benefits sound card performance and it
made sense to me to give Allstar on the B+ a try, despite the
naysayers.

However, with no turnkey installation media such as ACID
or DIAL available for the B+ and, with many negative opin-
ions expressed on the usefulness of the Raspberry Pi on the
app_rpt-users mailing list <http://ohnosec.org/cgi-bin/mail-
man/listinfo/app_rpt-users>, I had to do some research. 

I started corresponding with a gentleman in Australia,
Anthony Percy, VK2ACP. Anthony was willing to work with me
on getting a build running on a B+ and was very helpful in pack-
aging up some of the necessary pieces. At publication time, I
noticed there were still a few issues in the package that require
manual workarounds. I’ve addressed them in this article and
trust that in the near future, Anthony will update his repository
with some recommended improvements.

So the result is not yet a turnkey solution, but the knowl-
edgeable Linux user will have little difficulty in getting it up

and running. The approach is based upon a very lean Linux
distribution called Arch Linux <https://wiki.archlinux.org/
index.php/Raspberry_Pi>. I have had to rework the setup a
couple of times based upon updates to Arch Linux compo-
nents, but I have been successfully running my Allstar node
on a B+ for well over a year.

Build the Arch Linux System
Here’s a high level overview of how I built the node on a B+.
This explanation is directed at those with at least basic Linux
(or other Unix) system skills.

First, obtain a current Arch Linux image on the SD Card
that you will use with your Rpi B+. You can obtain the image
that you need from <http://archlinuxarm.org/developers/
downloads>. For the B+, you’ll need the ARMv6 Raspberry
Pi image. You could also build a system for the Rpi 2 by
selecting that image, but with the availability of DIAL for the
Pi 2 this would only appeal to a software hacker. You’ll also
find other images, including the Beagle Bone.

Next you’ll need to copy the image onto an SD Card.
Using another already working Linux system, you’ll need to

do the following as root (see  ):

• Run on the device associated with the SD Card (eg.
disk /dev/sdc). Caution: Make certain that you are not fiddling
with the partition table on the drive from which you run your
system!

• Create a primary partition of type W95 FAT 32 (LBA) 100
MB in size.

• Create a primary partition of type Linux using the remain-
der of the space on the card.

• Write the partition table to the SD Card.

Then you’ll need to create and mount both filesystems, and
download and extract the filesystems to their perspective par-
titions. Upon completion, you’ll have a bootable Arch Linux
system for your Raspberry Pi B+.

There is a step-by-step installation procedure available from
the Arch Linux ARM website. See <http://bit.ly/1XSK2EK>. 

Once the SD Card image has been created, you can
unmount the card. It should have a complete Arch Linux oper-
ating system installed. Insert it into your Rpi B+ and add
power. Attach a USB keyboard and an HDMI video monitor.
While these can be removed later for a “headless” setup, they
will make things easier for now. Alternatively, you could also
ssh to the new Linux OS.

The default host name is alarmpi, the default username and
password are both alarm. The default root password is root.

Arch Linux Security
There are a few things that you should do to secure your new
system. These include changing the root password, the user
password, and the username of UID 1000 from “alarm” to
another username by editing /etc/passwd, /etc/group, and
/etc/shadow. You might also want to rename /home/alarm to
match the new username that you’ve created just so that
things make sense.

Next, you’ll need to install sudo:

 

Add the following line to /etc/sudoers:

  (replace alarm with your new user-
name)
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Reboot and make certain that you can logon to your new
system as the non-root user you created. Ssh via root comes
disabled by default, but this would be a good time to verify
that this is actually the case. Try to ssh as root to your Rpi
B+. You should receive a permission denied message.

Arch Linux Package Management
Do a full system upgrade and reboot. Logon as your newly
created user. Then we’ll upgrade all the installed packages
to the current version.

    

You’ll need to add some packages required for the
Asterisk/Allstar build and installation.

     
   

If you’ll later use wireless networking, such as for a portable
node, plug in the adapter and perform the following steps.

   

  

Some final operating system setup steps:

   (assuming you want
to call it allstar)

 
   (or one

that makes sense for you)

The Allstar Build for Raspbi B+
Now you’re ready to build the Allstar system software. The
following steps will compile the code and deal with some 
configurations:

 


         
  
  
  

  


 


 

  


  


  
 
 


You’ll need to create a system service file for rc-updaten-
odelist.service. This will automatically start the process that

keeps the nodelist synchronized. Name the file 
. It should contain the

following lines:

 



       

Open /etc/asterisk/iax.conf for editing and find the line con-
taining  in
the [general] section. Replace “1999:1234567” with your
nodenumber:password. You’ll find your password on the
node information page of the Allstar site.

Review /etc/asterisk/rpt.conf and replace any references to
node number 1999 with your node number. Go through the
options presented in rpt.conf, such as rxchannel. If you’re
going to use the simpleusb driver, you’ll want to have rxchan-
nel=usb/simpleusb. Check settings for duplex to meet your
needs and read a bit about the id settings to make certain that
you system is operating in compliance with FCC or other
appropriate regulations. Set idrecording to iK2XYZ (replace
K2XYZ with your callsign). If you’re going to use the simpleusb
driver (recommended), copy /etc/asterisk/simpleusb/
simpleusb.conf to /etc/asterisk/simpleusb.conf.

The Asterisk console can be run via the command 
 . After any change to the rpt.conf file run the com-

mand  . Use  for changes to the iax.conf
file and  for any changes to extensions.conf. To
restart the whole Asterisk/Allstar environment from the bash
prompt, use    .

Almost There!
You will still have some more file tweaking to do, such con-
figuring as simpleusb.conf, but with some effort and reading
of documentation on the Allstar Drupal site <http://docs.all-
starlink.org/drupal/>, you can have an Allstar system that
works just fine on the Raspberry Pi B+.

Of course, all of this manual configuration would be unnec-
essary if the Allstar support team created a DIAL version for
the B+. Since there is already a working Rpi 2 distribution,
this should be a breeze! But if you really want to run Allstar
on a RaspPi B+, this is one way to do it.

Did I mention that your Allstar node can also be an Echolink
node? There’s no more room for details this month, but take
a look at the documentation for echolink.conf.
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W
hen the ARRL January VHF Contest
begins later this month (January 30-
February 1, unfortunately conflicting with

the CW weekend of the CQWW 160-Meter
Contest), competitors using FM will be able to make
contacts on 146.52 MHz for the first time since
1982. The change is one of several approved by
the ARRL board of directors based on recommen-
dations made by its Ad Hoc Committee on VHF and
Above Contest Revitalization. Two other major
changes, which took effect last June, allow the use
of certain forms of assistance, regardless of entry
class, and remove the prohibition on self-spotting
for all entry classes in all ARRL-sponsored VHF
contests. This column will look only at the use of
146.52, as the change takes effect this month.

     
     
         

     
      
       
     


For the benefit of those of you who weren’t into
VHF contesting 35 years ago, let’s take a look at a
little bit of history, as well as more recent changes
in band usage.

The Roaring ’70s
The 1970s saw an explosion in the use of FM and
repeaters on the VHF and UHF ham bands, as small
solid-state rigs made mobile operation more feasi-
ble for many hams (    
      
         
  ) and a new generation of

FM radios for public safety agencies led to a glut of
used FM gear on the surplus market, just begging
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VHF Plus Calendar

Microwave Activity Day January 2nd

Quadrantids Meteor Shower Predicted peak January 4th

ARRL January VHF Contest *January 30th & 31st

Microwave Activity Day February 6th

* Note: This date is later than the usual “3rd or 4th weekend in January “specified in the ARRL’s generic contest calendar.
It is the week between the NFL conference championship games (January 24th) and the Super Bowl (February 7th)
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by Walt Maxwell, W2DU
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Reflections I and II
and more! This 
completely revised
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424-page 3rd 
edition is a 
must-have!

8.5 X 11 Paperback $39.95
CD Version $29.95

   

  
 

by Sevick, W2FMI

This small but solid
guide walks you
through the design and 
installation of
inexpensive, yet 
effective short HF
vertical antennas. With
antenna restrictions
becoming a problem, it
could keep 
you on the air!

6 X 9 Paperback $10.00

    

From Hi-Res Communications, Inc., these well-produced, authoritative DVDs
cover all the most common repair and tune-up subjects on these classic radios.
It’s like having an  experienced professional right next to you!

Collins 75S-3/32S-3 
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Collins KWM-2 
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Order No. C-30L $39.95

Collins 75A 
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full hours of detailed info. This video
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the original video above.
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by Lew McCoy, W1ICP

Unlike many technical
publications, Lew 
presents his in
valuable antenna info
in a casual, non-
intimidating way for
anyone!

8.5 X 11
Paperback $19.95
CD Version $14.95

   

  
by Dave Ingram, K4TWJ

Do-it-yourself electronics 
projects from the most basic
to the fairly 
sophisticated. 
Also, practical tips and 
techniques on creating 
your own projects.

6 X 9 Paperback $17.95

  

by Paul Lee, N6PL

Learn basic theory 
and practice of the 
vertical antenna. 
Discover easy-to-build
construction projects.

6 X 9 Paperback $17.95



O
n November 15th, members of the North Florida Amateur
Radio Society (NOFARS) scaled the Dames Point
Bridge on I-295 in Jacksonville (  ) to do mainte-

nance work and upgrades for the club’s repeater system (
). NOFARS operates the W4IZ repeaters on 146.70 and

444.40 MHz. The system includes a VHF remote receiver and
UHF link on the bridge to the main W4IZ site downtown. The
equipment is housed in a concrete enclosure that spans above
the six-lane roadway (  ).

The crew installed new transceivers for both the W4IZ VHF
repeater and the Jacksonville RANGE 146.76 repeater, W4RNG
(  ). They gathered near the northern end of the bridge at
9 a.m. (  ) and completed work around 2 p.m. The
Jacksonville Sheriffs Office provided an escort to the top of the
bridge and allowed equipment to be unloaded safely from the
right lane of the busy highway. From a catwalk (  ), the
crew hoisted gear by rope up to the enclosure. The remote receiv-
er expands W4IZ’s coverage, especially north and east of town.

          


A Towering Repeater: The W4IZ Dames Point Expedition
BY BILLY WILLIAMS,* N4UF
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to be retuned to amateur frequencies.
At the same time, single sideband was
beginning to make inroads on VHF, just
as it was on HF, and contesters were
among the first to adopt these new tech-
nologies (as is often the case). Still,
there were a limited number of hams
using CW, AM, and SSB on VHF, and
contesters started looking to FM as a
source of additional contacts for a score
advantage.

I recall joining one of the major VHF
contesting groups in the northeast for a
June VHF contest in the early 1970s.
As the newbie in the group (even though
that term hadn’t been invented yet), I
was assigned to the 2-meter FM station.
This group had obtained one of the first
synthesized FM rigs on the market and
set up on the reverse frequency pairs of
some very active repeaters. At the time,
the rules only prohibited contacts made
via repeaters, so our contacts were per-
fectly legal, as both we and the stations
we worked were hearing each other
direct. Of course, we weren’t the only
ones doing this and the contest rules
quickly changed to prohibit the use of
repeater frequencies as well as the
repeaters themselves. The contesters’
next target was the national simplex fre-
quency, 146.52 MHz. Of course, regu-
lar uses of .52 were not pleased, but at
least as importantly for the rule writers,
many contesters were unhappy as well.

In his excellent history of VHF ham
radio,    2  Kevin
Kaufhold, W9GKA, explains what hap-
pened next … 

    
      
     

    
     
      
    
       
     
    
     
      

      
      

     
      
  

The original intent of these restric-
tions, it appears, was less to protect
simplex ragchewers and “calling” sta-
tions (on the national calling frequen-
cy) than to prevent domination of .52
in a given area by a single strong sta-
tion. Remember that on FM, when
more than one station transmits at a
time, only the strongest one gets

through, due to FM’s “capture effect.”
Preventing “big guns” from monopoliz-
ing .52 appears to be the motivation
behind the initial limitations, which
restricted how much time any one sta-
tion could spend on the frequency.

CQ VHF Contests and 146.52
All of these changes in the ARRL’s VHF
contest rules came about during a
lengthy hiatus in -sponsored VHF
contests. returned to the VHF con-
test arena in 1985 — at perhaps the
height of the FM era — introducing the

CQ World Wide VHF WPX Contest,
modeled after the very successful HF
WPX contests. There were no restric-
tions on the use of any authorized fre-
quencies in the VHF or UHF amateur
bands.

Starting in 1992, s VHF contest
rules prohibited the use of 146.52 and
discouraged the use of other designat-
ed calling frequencies, such as 50.125
or 144.200 MHz. This language carried
over as the contest transitioned to the
CQWW VHF Contest (dropping the
WPX aspect) in 1995 and again in 2000,
when it was restructured to its current
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format of 6 and 2 meters only. The rule
was changed slightly in 2004 to prohibit
operation on 146.52 (or other national
simplex frequency) and immediate
guard frequencies; with contesters
asked to respect the 6-meter DX window

(50.100-50.125 MHz) for intercontinen-
tal contacts only. Language discourag-
ing use of other calling frequencies was
dropped. This is how the rules continue
to read today. 

Why the Change by ARRL?
Participation in ARRL-sponsored VHF
contests has been declining in recent
years3, and the League formed a com-
mittee to try to figure out why and how
it might reverse the slide. Among its rec-
ommendations was to once again allow
the use of 146.52 MHz for contest con-
tacts. We encourage all efforts to build

up contest participation (as well as gen-
eral activity) on VHF. But are these
changes realistic?

The change in status for .52 harkens
back to the ’70s, when FM was young
and contesters running out of other
contesters to contact on CW, SSB, and
(then) AM were looking to FM for a
greater contact base. Here’s the differ-
ence today, though: In the 1970s and
’80s, nearly every radio club “needed”
its own repeater and simplex frequen-
cies were often hotspots of local activ-
ity. Today, it’s hard to find someone to
talk with on many repeaters and, with
few exceptions, simplex frequencies —
including 146.52 — are as quiet as the
repeaters.

The ARRL says its goal is to “allow
new/curious contesters possessing
only FM-mode radios to stumble upon
more contacts, increasing their
chances of being drawn further into
VHF+ contesting.” This is very noble,
but there’s one big problem: Very few
of these “new/curious contesters pos-
sessing only FM-mode radios” rou-
tinely monitor 146.52 or any other sim-
plex frequency, so it’s really unlikely
that a meaningful number of them will
“stumble upon more contacts, increas-
ing their chances of being drawn fur-
ther into VHF+ contesting.”

It will be very interesting to see the
results of the next few ARRL VHF con-
tests and whether participation increas-
es as a result of these changes. We
hope it does, but we’re not optimistic.
And remember, the prohibition on the
use of 146.52 in the CQ WW VHF
Contest remains in effect.

Notes:
1. s VHF contest rules permit very

limited self-spotting — only for EME or
digital meteor scatter contacts, and lim-
ited to spotting callsign, frequency, and
sequence. All other self-spotting is
strictly prohibited.

2.       
   , by Kevin

Kaufhold, W9GKA; see <http://old.
w9smc.com/SMC%20VHF/on_the_ult
ra_highs.pdf>

3. Interestingly, participation in the CQ
WW VHF Contest has generally been
increasing every year (this year is an
exception, due to the near total lack of
6-meter band openings; see results
elsewhere in this issue). Perhaps it’s
because we have only one VHF contest
per year instead of the League’s six; per-
haps it’s because we strongly encourage
international participation (we take that
“world wide” stuff seriously) while partic-
ipation in ARRL VHF contests is largely
limited to the U.S. and Canada.
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U.S.A. – Indiana Bicentennial County
Award 
Here’s an award to start the year off for county
hunters and all award hunters up for the challenge.
The Hoosier DX and Contest Club is sponsoring a
new award recognizing the 200th anniversary of the
statehood of Indiana.

The award may be earned by contacting 15 cur-
rent counties which occupied the territory of the orig-
inal Indiana territories. This may be done during two
specially designated time periods in 2016. The first
is during the Indiana QSO Party, which will be held
May 7-8, 2016. The 15 counties will certainly be
available then.  If this does not work out, you may
choose the Second Chance period, which is the
entire calendar year 2016.

First opportunity:
1. Requirements: During the 2016 Indiana QSO

Party (INQP), to be held from 1500 UTC May 7,
2016 to 0300 UTC May 8, 2016, contact each of the
current 15 Indiana counties of Clark, Dearborn,
Franklin, Gibson, Harrison, Jackson, Jefferson,
Knox, Orange, Perry, Posey, Switzerland, Warrick,
Washington and Wayne.

2. Any band or mode allowed for use during the
2016 Indiana QSO Party.

3. No endorsements are available for band or mode.
4. No repeater or cross-mode contacts allowed.
5. Applicants must use The Hoosier DX and

Contest Club application form. The application, in
PDF format, is available for download from The
Hoosier DX and Contest Club website <www.
hdxcc.org> or you may send an SASE to the award
manager.
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USA-CA Honor Roll

The total number of counties for credit for the United States of America Counties
Award is 3077. The basic award fee for subscribers is $6.00. For nonsubscribers
it is $12.00. To qualify for the special subscriber rate, please send a recent CQ
mailing label with your application. Initial application may be submitted in the
USA-CA Record Book, which may be obtained from CQ Magazine, 25 Newbridge
Road, Hicksville, NY 11801 USA for $2.50, or by a PC-printed computer listing
which is in alphabetical order by state and county within the state. To be eligi-
ble for the USA-CA Award, applicants must comply with the rules of the program
as set forth in the revised USA-CA Rules and Program dated June 1, 2000. A
complete copy of the rules may be obtained by sending an SASE to Ted
Melinosky, K1BV, 12 Wells Woods Road, Columbia, CT 06237 USA. DX sta-
tions must include extra postage for airmail reply.

500
W4IHI ......................3689

1000
KM4FO ...................1872    
W4IHI ......................1873 

1500
KM4FO ...................1566    
W4IHI ......................1567

2000
KM4FO ...................1452    
W4IHI .....................1453

2500
KM4FO ...................1369    
W4IHI .....................1370

3000
KM4FO ...................1276    
W4IHI .....................1277

Corrections and Quick Notes:

1. Last month’s column featured the awards of
Cuba.  The sponsor did not supply lists of the valid
countries for several of the awards, so I “borrowed”
lists from similar awards — which did not show
some of the changes in DXCC status or prefix
changes.  

a. The following entities count for DXCC on or
after October 10, 2010: PJ2, Curacao; PJ4,
Bonaire; PJ5, 6, Saba & St. Eustatius; and PJ7,
St Maarten.

b. The outdated prefixes of KC4/Navassa,
KP4D/Desecheo, KV4/US Virgin Islands and
PJ/Neth. Antilles are now shown as KP1, KP5, and
KP2, respectively (New PJ prefixes are above).

2. Pier, IK2UVR, is offering to create a digitized
automobile license plate using your callsign which
can be used to create a unique QSL card. No
charge or obligation on your part. He has tem-
plates for all the U.S. states, all European coun-
tries, and many from countries around the world.
Again, it is free, and all the details are found on
<http://www.aribusto.it/ham_car_plates.htm>. 

3. Finally a little humor, thanks to Dave Edmonds,
WN4AFP, who called my attention to the rules of
the 2015 Arkansas QSO Party regarding county
line contacts.  Their rules state that “ROVER or
PORTABLE stations that set up within 3 miles
either side of a county line or within a 3-mile
radius of a multiple county line, can claim cred-
it for operation from those counties.

While they may “take credit” for operating from
those counties, that applies only to the contest
results, and in no way can stations who work the
portables use the counties for USA-CA credit.

Of course, there is no way for me to know when
a USA-CA application erroneously contains a
county contact in which the county was a few miles
away from the microphone or key of the operator.
USA-CA has always trusted the applicant to
observe the highest standards of honesty. And so
far, after 17 years, very few problems. 

       
       

Special Honor Roll: All 3077 Counties
Dwight Orten KM4FO, USA-CA Alll Counties #1252 

October 15, 2015. (Mixed Band/Modes)
Gary A. Pierson W4IHI, USA-CA All Counties #1253 

October 22, 2015 (All CW)
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6. Submit an application, which carries a fee of $5 U.S. and
a 9- x 12-inch SASE for mailing of the certificate to the award
manager. QSOs do not need to be confirmed by QSL cards.
The award manager will confirm contact with the 15 counties
by cross checking the 2016 INQP logs.

7. Mail applications to the Indiana Bicentennial County
Award manager: Mark E. Musick, WB9CIF, 6242 South
County Rd. 675E, Plainfield, IN 46168, USA. Questions may
be directed via e-mail to <markmusick@sbcglobal.net> or via
a SASE to the award manager.

Second opportunity:
1. Requirements: Any time during the 2016 calendar year

contact and verify via QSL card each of the current 15 Indiana
counties of Clark, Dearborn, Franklin, Gibson, Harrison,
Jackson, Jefferson, Knox, Orange, Perry, Posey, Switzer-
land, Warrick, Washington, and Wayne.

2. Any band or mode.
3. Electronic confirmations are not allowed.
4. No endorsements are available for band or mode.
5. No repeater or cross-mode contacts allowed.
6. Applicants must use The Hoosier DX and Contest Club

application form and GCR list.
7. The application and GCR list, in PDF format, are avail-

able for downloading from The Hoosier DX and Contest Club
website <www.hdxcc.org> or a SASE to the award manager.

8. The GCR list must be signed by two amateurs (neither
of which is the applicant) verifying they have inspected the
QSL cards for validity.

9. Submit application, GCR list, fee of $5 U.S., and a 9- x 12-
inch SASE for mailing of the certificate to the award manager.

10. The award manager reserves the right to request any
QSL cards to check for validity.

11. Mail applications to the Indiana Bicentennial County
Award manager: Mark E. Musick, WB9CIF, 6242 South
County Rd. 675E, Plainfield, IN 46168, USA.

12. Questions may be directed via e-mail to <markmu-
sick@sbcglobal.net> or via a SASE to the award manager.

ITALY – Certificato Del Mediterraneo (CDM)
The Certificate of the Mediterranean is classic Italian award
which has undergone some changes over the years. Here
are the current rules, which feature a somewhat revised coun-
try list and the introduction of a FREE electronically delivered
award. Note that Palestine has been added and Yugoslavia
removed.

Provide proof of having contacted at least 24 countries sur-
rounding the Mediterranean since 1 January 1993. Endorse-
ments are available for Phone, CW, Mixed, and RTTY modes.
Cards must be sent unless an IARU Society Award Manager
certifies the QSOs. Send log extract with QSO data in alpha-
betical order to CDM Award Manager, Luciano Lucini
IK2QPO, Via Botticelli 30, I-20133 Milano, Italy. Email:
<ik2qpo@sri.it>. An electronic award (PDF) is available at
no cost. For a printed version delivered by regular mail, the
award fee is 5 , 8 IRC or $8 U.S.

Countries which border the Mediterranean: 

Let us know of any new certificates or awards programs
which might be used is future columns. A URL (internet
address) is all we need to start the process.

        
       

         


      
        

       
         
        

   

Albania ZA
Algeria 7X
Balearic Isl. EA6
Bosnia & Herz. E7
Corsica TK
Crete SV9
Croatia 9A
Cueta & Melilla EA9
Cyprus 5B
Cyprus - English Bases ZC4
Dodecanese SV5 Egypt SU
France F
Gibraltar ZB
Greece SV
Israel 4X

Italy I
Lebanon OD
Libya 5A
Malta 9H
Monaco 3A
Montenegro 4O Morocco CN
Mt. Athos  SY
Palestine E4
Sardinia IS0
Sicily IT9
Slovenia S5
Spain EA
Syria YK
Tunisia 3V
Turkey TA
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DXtreme Software™ has released a new version of its pop-
ular logging program for radio monitoring enthusiasts: DXtreme
Reception Log X™ (Version 10.0).

Like other logging programs, DXtreme Reception Log X lets
listeners and DXers log the stations they’ve heard. But unlike
other logging programs, Reception Log X provides advanced
features that can add a new dimension to logging activities. 

New Features in Version 10.0

Afreet Ham CAP 1 Integration: Lets users run short- and
long-path propagation predictions from the Schedule Checker,
Reception Log, Countries, and Transmitter Sites windows.
Reception Log X sends key data to Ham CAP which, in turn,
displays a chart showing the signal-to-noise-ratio prediction by
time and frequency and a Mercator projection showing the cur-
rent propagation prediction for the path between the user and
the target station.

• Improv Imaging™: A dedicated tab on the Reception Log win-
dow, Improv Imaging lets users associate ad hoc images with
log entries. Users can capture from their screen, scan from their
image scanner, or paste from the Clipboard any images they
want to associate with a displayed log entry. An Improv Image
Explorer lets uses peruse their collection of Improv images, and
call up the log entries with which they are associated.

• Preview QSL Image Viewer: Is now larger and expandable
on the Verification tab of the Reception Log window, and the
new QSL Image Explorer lets users peruse their collection of
QSL images, and call up the log entries with which they are
associated.

• Colorful User Experience Enhancements: Lets users set the
foreground and background colors of heading and data rows
on grids throughout the program making it easier to view sched-
ules and other data. 

Advanced Features

Schedule Checker™: Lets users import schedules from
Aoki, EiBi, and FCC AM web sites and display that schedule
data according to the filter criteria they specify. A list box lets
users switch between the schedules at will. And, depending on
the schedule type, users can filter schedule information by
band, frequency, station, country, city, state, time of day, lan-
guage, antenna direction, and target area. When the What’s

On Now function is activated, the schedule refreshes auto-
matically at the top of each hour for Aoki and EiBi schedules.

For each schedule item, Schedule Checker queries the
Reception Log X database to let users know — by means of
user-defined, foreground and background display colors —
whether they need to monitor a station for a brand-new or ver-
ified country. Schedule Checker also displays bearing and dis-
tance, runs Ham CAP propagation predictions and DX Atlas
azimuth plots, tunes supported radios to schedule frequencies
when double-clicking schedule items and starts log entries for
scheduled stations.

• Last Log Entries Grid: Located on the Reception Log win-
dow, the grid shows up to 5,000 of the most recent log entries
added. Its records can be sorted, and double-clicking records
displays detailed data on the Reception Log window. Users can
resize the grid columns and scroll horizontally to columns that
do not appear initially. But because the names of stations and
NASWA countries can be quite long, users can also display a
larger, Last Log Entries . A Properties dialog
box lets users change the order of columns, the number of log
entries to display, and the foreground and background colors
and font attributes of grid headings and data rows system-wide.

Reception Reports: Users can create customized paper and
email reception reports plus club report entries for reporting
catches to clubs and magazines.

• Social Media Posting: When users add or display a log entry,
Reception Log X prepares a post announcing their DX catch
and displays it on the Social Media Post tab. From there, users
can drag the post to their favorite social media websites to share
their catch with others. Using the Script Editor window, users
can create and edit social media scripts that format social media
posts to their liking. A browse button lets users select the script
they want to use. Three scripts come with Reception Log X.

Direct Print SWL and Address Labels: Users can prepare
SWL and address labels for direct output to their printers, and
print labels one-at-a-time or in any number up to the maximum
number of labels on each page of label stock. 

• Rig Control: Retrieves the frequency and mode from sup-
ported radios and permits tuning from the Schedule Checker
and Reception Log windows.

• Multimedia Features: An embedded audio facility lets users
maintain an audio archive of stations heard. An integrated QSL
Imaging™ facility lets users scan, display, and explore QSL
and e-QSL images. 

Performance Reporting: Produces reports that track the per-
formance of the user ’s monitoring station, and lets users upload
those reports to user-provided Web space for remote access.
Reports integrate with DX Atlas to generate pin maps.

Support for Monitoring Amateur Radio Operators: Users can
retrieve callsign and address information for monitored hams
from optional Web services (HamQTH.com, Buckmaster™,
HamCall™, and QRZ XML Logbook Data) and send automat-
ic eQSL requests to monitored hams via <www.eQSL.cc>.

Documentation: Includes online help and a Getting Started
Guide.

Operating Systems, Pricing, Contact Information

DXtreme Reception Log X runs in 32- and 64-bit versions of
Microsoft Windows® 10, 8.1, 8.7, Vista®, and XP. It retails for
$89.95 U.S. worldwide for electronic distribution.

Pricing for CD versions and upgrading users is available at
its website. For more information, visit <www.dxtreme.com> or
email Bob Raymond at <bobraymond@dxtreme.com>.

          
   CQ     

     

what’s new

DXtreme Releases Reception Log X 
(Version 10.0)
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N
OT IN LOG. NIL, Sorry. Just about anyone
who sends out QSL cards has gotten one of
these notes with a returned QSL request at

one time or another. I know that I have. Why? It
happens. For whatever reason, your call is not
entered into the DX or DXpedition station’s log at
the date/time of the QSO. You send for the card
and you get it returned. NIL. Let’s review the most
common reasons that this happens, and find ways
to avoid it happening to you.

Likely Reasons You’re Not in the Log…
There are many reasons why you just might not
get into the log. The most common is that you
“thought” you heard the station come back to you
and you logged the QSO. You may not have been
100% sure that the QSO was a good one. But close
enough. Maybe a few days later you got back into
the pileups and tried to work them with an insur-
ance QSO. This time, the DX station logged you,
but you didn’t log him because of QRM. You did
not hear him come back so you did not log the
QSO. Well, in both instances, you will be NIL even
though you may find your call in the online log
search. But since you cannot provide the QSL
manager with an accurate date/time, you cannot
secure a QSL.

Another reason is because someone with a sim-
ilar call to yours was the station that really got
through, and not you. The QSL manager sees the
other call in the log and finds it to be a real QSO
so you are again NIL. A good QSL manager has
to ask himself the question, “Did this person MAKE
the QSO?” Often he will find a call copied incor-
rectly by the DX station, or perhaps it was a typo.
For example, the DX station might be copying
N2OON instead of N2OO. If N2OON did not
appear anywhere in the log, the QSL manager
might assume that N2OO was a valid QSO and as
such, correct the log and as long as the
date/time/mode are correct, issue a QSL card to
N2OO. However, if N2OON is found elsewhere in
the log, he might assume that N2OO did NOT make
the QSO and send him back his QSL as NIL.

Often, the date and time are inaccurate on the
QSL sent to the QSL manager. This might be due
to a clock error or simply forgetting to enter the
date/time at the time of the QSO so a guess is
made. Another occasional error is made when you
enter a call into your logging program and inad-
vertently “start” a QSO thus setting a date/time in
your log. Then, when you finally work them an hour
or so later, you enter the QSO. Unfortunately, when
you print your label you might only find the “start
time” on the label, which is way too early for the
log to match up. Be careful! These can all be

returned as NIL unless an obvious error was made
and the QSL manager happens to catch it. Don’t
count on him catching it, though.

Making Sure You’re There
How can we do better to more accurately work the
DX station or DXpedition and get into the log prop-
erly? The first and foremost way is to make 
that you have really worked the DXpedition in the
first place. Be relentless when you are not certain.
Get a clear confirmation in as fast a manner as
possible during the pileup. Any good DXpedition
op will take the moment to confirm your QSO with
them. A good DXpedition op will not move on to
the next call unless he can clearly hear you return
with your exchange. And a good DXpedition op will

try to tell you that they already worked you.
There simply is no reason to do that. His best way
to deal with dupes — just as any contester
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Sorry, Not in Log



Oops…
I apologize to my friends at INDEXA for acci-
dentally selecting the WRONG new colorized
logo in the November issue of the DX col-
umn. In that article, I traced the history of INDEXA
and announced its new colorized logo to cele-
brate the organization’s new 501c3 tax exempt
status (Donations are now tax deductible for U.S.
taxpayers). This logo is the correct one. Members
and supporters are welcome to download it for
use on their QSL cards and websites by going to
the INDEXA website, <www.indexa.org>.
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will tell you — is to just work them again.
A good practice is to go ahead and log
any “iffy” QSOs and add a note in your
notes field telling you that it was not
100%. When you get a chance to check
the online log search, and you find that
you are not in the log, then go ahead
and try to work them again on that
band/mode if you so desire. Keep in
mind that since it has no date/time infor-
mation, an online log search is a “tool”
to use to help you while chasing a
DXpedition. It proves nothing to a QSL
manager. If you get through 100% the
next time around, then keep the previ-
ous log data in your log but PLEASE do
not send to the QSL manager unless he
returns the 2nd QSL request as NIL for
some reason. Then you can send him
(perhaps via email) a message asking
for him to check the log for your first
QSO and look for a possible busted call.
Whatever you do, do NOT delete any of
your “questionable” QSOs from your
log. But, PLEASE do NOT send all of
your questionable QSOs to the QSL
manager unless they are the only ones
on a particular band/mode, especially 
if it is for a major DXpedition. He 
has enough to do. But most quality 
QSL managers will do their best to
locate your QSO and determine if a QSL

is appropriate. Check out the QSL
Managers Society website at <www.
qslmanagers.net> for more info on QSL
managers.

Make every effort to work the DX-
pedition at least two times on two differ-
ent bands. Insurance! I have often seen
someone make only ONE QSO for an All
Time New One (ATNO), only to discov-
er that he is NIL for any of the previous-
ly mentioned reasons. I know it is not
always possible to make extra QSOs.
But often it is. A serious DXer will always
try to do it. Make at least ONE extra QSO
on a different band or mode, especially
if the DXpedition is at a rare and not often
visited DXCC entity.

I Lost My Log
My computer crashed. I had a flood and
all my logs got soaked, My ex-wife
trashed all of my logs and QSL cards,
my dog ate my log book, and my favorite
(I kid you not!) “My goat ate all of my
logs.” I could probably write a book about
all of the excuses I have seen over 40
years of being a QSL manager.

I have no patience for anyone who
claims to have lost their log due to a PC
crash. With all of the inexpensive tech-
nology available, there is no reason why

CW:  350 WA4USA. 500 JF2OHQ. 550 NA2AA. 600 RD3MF.  650
N6PEQ. 700 K2KIB. 800 N4NQ. 900 IK2CZQ, RGØA. 1150 DH5MM.
1200 AG4W. 1500 LB5WB. 2300 KØARS. 3350 K9UQN. 4850 N6JV.
5750 HA5DA

SSB: 350 PT9AL, NC4RY, W3GY, ED3T. 400 WA4USA, KC5CMX,
K8DIL. 600 W6HYI. 650 K6VXI. 700 K8YAH. 800 N6MM. 950
DH5MM, N6PEQ. 1100 EA7JW. 2350 AG4W

Mixed:   450 K1IG, IZØFYW, IZ2ZPH, SV2JU. 500 JF2OHQ, N6DBF,
W9IFW. 550 VA3MWL. 600 K4ZGV. 650 K6VXI. 700 WA4USA. 750
I4EUM, NA2AA. 800 KK5ID. 850 K2KIB. 900 N4NQ. AE4WG. 950
NØVVV. 1000 WU9D, BG4DRL. 1050 K8YAH. 1100 WA3GOS. 1200
EA7JW. 1250 N6PEQ. 2400 DH5MM. 2800 AG4W. 4850 N6JV. 5350
ON4CAS. 

Digital:  350 KDØQYN, JE1CAC, NA2AA, N2VWP. W9IFW. 450 SV2JU.
500 K4ZGV, I4EUM, K8YAH. 550 VA3MWL, N4DLT. 600 KK5ID. 650
DH5MM. 950 WA3GOS, BG4DRL. 1600 AG4W.

160 Meters: LB5WB, AB8OU
80 Meters: DH5MM, NA2AA
40 Meters: DH5MM, K2KIB, K8YAH, NA2AA, N6PEQ
20 Meters: N4NQ, DH5MM, LB5WB, NA2AA, N6MM, WA3QWA
17 Meters: N4NQ
15 Meters: N4NQ, DH5MM, JF2OHQ. AE4WG, NA2AA
12 Meters:  EW1IP
10 Meters: N4NQ, DH5MM, NA2AA, EA7JW

Africa: N6PEQ
Asia: JS1BKR, LB5WB, I4EUM, N6DBF, NA2AA, EA7JW, RGØA
Europe:  N4NQ, LB5WB, I4EUM, JF2OHQ, W6HYI, NA2AA, N6MM,
IZ2ZPH, WA3QWA, VE2ZT, K8DIL, RGØA
North America:  KDØQYN, N4NQ, LB5WB, AB8OU, KM4CQG, NA2AA,
KC5CMX, NC4RY, W4ALF, W3GY, RGØA
South America:  NA2AA

Complete rules and application forms may be obtained by sending a
business-size, self-addressed, stamped envelope (foreign stations
send extra postage for airmail) to "CQ WPX Awards," P.O. Box 355,
New Carlisle, OH 45344 USA. Note: WPX will now accept
prefixes/calls which have been confirmed by eQSL.cc. and the ARRL
Logbook of The World (LoTW).

*Please Note: The price of the 160, 30, 17, 12, 6, and Digital bars for
the Award of Excellence are $6..50 each. 

The WPX Program

3683. . . . . . . . . . . . . . N4NQ
3684. . . . . . . . . . . . DH5MM
3685 . . . . . . . . . . . . LB5WB
3686. . . . . . . . . . . . . JI3CJP

3687 . . . . . . . . . . . WA3GOS
3688 . . . . . . . . . . . . . OZ1JB
3689 . . . . . . . . . . . . . KK5ID
3690 . . . . . . . . . . . . . RGØA

CW

SSB

3773 ..........................SY1BFI
3774 ...........................VE9EX
3775.........................DH5MM
3776...........................JI3CJP
3777 ............................K2KIB
3778..........................KB6IGK
3779 ...........................YB9AY
3780 ...........................LB7ZG
3781 ..............................K1IG
3782 ...........................PT9AL

3783.........................PB4FUN
3784 ...........................PY5TQ
3785 ......................WA3QWA
3786...........................NC4RY
3787...........................AB8OU
3788............................W3GY
3789 .............................ED3T
3790 ............................K8DIL
3791 ...........................AG6JY

Mixed

3104 ........................JS1BKR
3105 .......................KDØQYN
3106 ............................N4NQ
3107 ..........................JI3CJP
3108 ..........................K4ZGV
3109...........................I4EUM
3110 ..........................AB8OU
3111.......................KM4CQG

3112 .......................KC5CMX
3113..........................IZ2ZPH
3114...........................SV2JU
3115 ..........................W4ALF
3116 ...........................VE2ZT
3117 ......................VA3MWL
3118 .........................IT9CDU
3119............................K8DIL

Digital

469. . . . . . . . . . . . . . WR7X
470 . . . . . . . . . . . KDØQYN
471 . . . . . . . . . . . . DH5MM
472. . . . . . . . . . . . . JH3IEG
473 . . . . . . . . . . . . JE1CAC
474 . . . . . . . . . . . . . K4ZGV

475 . . . . . . . . . . . . . I4EUM
476 . . . . . . . . . . . . . NA2AA
477 . . . . . . . . . . . . . SV2JU
478 . . . . . . . . . . . . N2VWP
479 . . . . . . . . . . . . . N4DLT

CQ DX Awards Program

The basic award fee for subscribers to is $6. For non-
subscribers, it is $12. In order to qualify for the reduced
subscriber rate, please enclose your latest mailing
label with your application. Endorsement stickers are
$1.00 each plus SASE. Updates not involving the issuance
of a sticker are free. All updates and correspondence must
include an SASE. Rules and application forms for the CQ
DX Awards may be found on the <www.cq-amateur-
radio.com> website, or may be obtained by sending a
business-size, self-addressed, stamped envelope to CQ
DX Awards Manager, Please make checks payable to the
Award Manager, Keith Gilbertson. Mail all updates to Keith
Gilbertson, KØKG, 21688 Sandy Beach Lane, Rochert,
MN 56578-9604 USA. We recognize 341 active countries.
Please make all checks payable to the award manager.
Photocopies of documentation issued by recognized
national Amateur Radio associations that sponsor inter-
national awards may be acceptable for CQ DX award cred-
it in lieu of having QSL cards checked. Documentation
must list (itemize) countries that have been credited to an
applicant. Screen printouts from eQSL.cc that list coun-
tries confirmed through their system are also acceptable.
Screen printouts listing countries credited to an applicant
through an electronic logging system offered by a nation-
al Amateur Radio organization also may be acceptable.
Contact the CQ DX Award Manager for specific details.

CW 

HB9DAX/QRP.........320
K7VV.......................339

YT1VM....................323

RTTY 

K8ME ......................278

The WAZ Program

All Band WAZ

Rules and applications for the WAZ program may be ob-
tained by sending a large SAE with two units of postage or
an address label and $1.00 to: WAZ Award Manager, John
Bergman, KC5LK, P.O. Box 792, Brandon, MS 39043-
0792. The processing fee for all awards is $6.00 for
subscribers (please include your most recent mailing
label or a copy) and $12.00 for nonsubscribers. Please
make all checks payable to John Bergman. Applicants
sending QSL cards to a checkpoint or the Award Man-
ager must include return postage. KC5LK may also be
reached via e-mail: <kc5lk@cq-amateur-radio.com>.

Single Band WAZ

1229 .......................JR1JGA

20 SSB

Mixed

CW

801...........................K4LRX 802..........................IK2DJV

20 RTTY

075 ...........................JT1DN

470 ........................SP6EQZ 30  zones

160M

SD7GAQ     37 zones

160M Updates

9267......................JA7BXS
9268..........................N7ZA
9269 ..........................K9LA
9270........................G7SSE

9271 .........................N6NR
9272........................DJ8OB
9273.......................JI2UDK
9274 ......................N6MXU

SSB

5337..........................TF2LL 5338........................N6MXU

RTTY

261..........................IK2DJV
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anyone isn’t backing up their “precious”
logs. And yes, there ARE some un-
scrupulous hams out there who will
mine for QSOs in an online log search
and attempt to procure a QSL using the
“PC crash” excuse for not having the log

5 Band WAZ

K1LI 199 (24)
K3JGJ 199 (24)
N4NX 199 (26)
W4DC 199 (24)     
N4WW 199 (26)
W4LI 199 (26)
K7UR 199 (34)
IK8BQE 199 (31)
JA2IVK 199 (34 on 40 )
VO1FB 199 (19)
KZ4V 199 (26)
W6DN 199 (17)
W3NO 199 (26)
RU3FM   199         (1)
N3UN 199         (18)
W1FZ 199      (26) 
SM7BI      199  (31) 
EA7GF    199 (1)
JA5IU 199 (2)
RU3DX 199 (6) 
N4XR   199          (27)
HA5AGS 199   (1)
JH7CFX   199   (2)
RA6AX   199    (6 on 10) 
RX4HZ 199  (13 )
S58Q      199 (31)
K8PT         199        (26)
N8AA 199 (23)
IZ1ANU 199 (1)
IN3ZNR 199    (1)
JK1BSM 199   (2)
RW0LT 199 (2 on 40)
JA1CMD  199     (2)
I5REA     199 (31)
RZ3EC 199   (1 on 40)
W1FJ    199 (24)
W2LK      198    (23.28)
K2EP     198    (23,24)

WC5N    198   (22,26)
ZL2AL       198   (36,37)
W6OUL   198   (37,40)
N8LJ     198    (17,24)
EA5BCX 198    (27,39)
G3KDB   198    (1,12)
JA1DM   198    (2,40)
9A5I    198    (1,16)
G3KMQ 198    (1, 27)
N2QT  198   (23,24)
OK1DWC 198    (6, 31)
W4UM 198   (18,23)
US7MM 198   (2,6)
K2TK 198   (23, 24)
K3JGJ 198    (24,26)
F5NBU 198    (19,31)
W9XY 198   (22,26)
KZ2I 198   (24,26)
W9RN 198    (26,19 on 

40)
W5CWQ 198   (17,18)
UA4LY  198     (6 and 2 on 

10)
JA7XBG 198     (2 on 80 

and 10)
JA3GN 198     (2 on 80 

and 40)
N4GG     198     (18,24)
K4JLD   198     (18,24)
NS6C        198     (17,22)
WA2BCK 198     (23,24)
KB0EO 198     (22,23)
AK8A     198     (17,22)
K4HB     198     (24, 26)
WL7E      198     (34,37) 
VE2TZT    198        (23,24)
K6FG         198       (17, 18)

941 SM3NXS
942 CU7MD

943 K8GG
944 R9AB

As of November 1, 2015
1922 stations have attained at least the 150 zone level,
and 944 stations have attained the 200 Zone level.

As of November 1, 2015
The top contenders for 5 Band WAZ (zones needed on
80 or other if indicated): 
CHANGES shown in BOLD

The following have qualified for the basic 5 Band
WAZ Award: 

Rules and applications for the WAZ program may be ob-
tained by sending a large SAE with two units of postage
or an address label and $1.00 to: WAZ Award Manager,
John Bergman, KC5LK, P.O. Box 792, Brandon, MS
39043-0792.  The processing fee for the 5BWAZ award is
$10.00 for subscribers (please include your most recent

mailing label or a copy) and $15.00 for nonsubscribers.
An endorsement fee of $2.00 for subscribers and $5.00
for nonsubscribers is charged for each additional 10 zones
confirmed. Please make all checks payable to John
Bergman. Applicants sending QSL cards to a check-
point or the Award Manager must include return postage.
KC5LK may also be reached via e-mail: <kc5lk@cq-
amateur-radio.com>.

*Please note: Cost of the 5 Band WAZ Plaque is $100
shipped within the U.S.; $120 all foreign (sent airmail).

1922, K9LA, 158 zones

New recipients of 5 Band WAZ with all 200 Zones 
confirmed:

New updates to the 5BWAZ list of stations: 

R9AB, 200 zones
SM3NXS, 200 zones
CU7MD, 200 zones

N3NK, 194 zones
W3LL, 192 zones
K8GG, 152 zones
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Sky Sat Begins Production of Genius™ Product Line
Sky Sat Communications has begun initial production runs of Antenna Genius

8x2™, Interface Genius IG-M™ and Rotator Genius™ joining Station Genius
SSC-XL™ in the 4O3A Genius™ product line. All are available in North America
via the Force 12 Superstore™ and select dealers.

The 4O3A Genius™ product line is distinguished by its prioritizing of TCP/IP
for communication, both between Genius line devices and with third party radio
communications equipment and software including Windows and Android-based
apps. 4O3A Genius™ products were designed as network devices from the
beginning, not as a “bolted on” feature. Ethernet’s data speeds are orders of
magnitude faster than USB (and serial) protocols, providing vastly more control
capability, and the ubiquitous nature of TCP/IP enables “access anywhere, any-
time from almost anything.”

All 4O3A Genius™ products have public APIs (Application Programming
Interface). Sky Sat is encouraging other manufacturers, software developers,
and technically-inclined hams — the latter tinkerers by nature — to interact and
integrate with Genius products at the API level. A 4O3A Genius™ Google Group
has been formed for the sharing of information and advice.

Antenna Genius 8x2™ brings the antenna switch into the 21st century by rout-
ing up to eight antennas to two transceivers with port-to-port isolation (75-dB
worst case), high power (3 kilowatts at high-duty cycle), plus the capability to be
transceiver band-switched via legacy BCD or “pin to port” lines as well as the
100-Mbps TCP/IP port. AG has direct support for the FlexRadio SmartSDR API.
For hams wanting to do SO2R (Single Operator, Two Radio) with a single
FlexRadio 6000 Series radio, AG’s two radio ports can be individually assigned
to Flex’s “Slice A” and “Slice B” receivers following each Slice’s band changes
to select the appropriate antenna. Hardware-level lockout to prevent assignment
of the same antenna to two transceivers at the same time is standard.

Interface Genius IG-M™ is a Five-In-One device that includes TCP/IP & USB
transceiver interface, advanced CW Keyer (using WinKey version 3), dual built-
in soundcards for digimode operation, SO2R controller, and comprehensive
Internet remote control platform, all in one integrated package.

Rotator Genius™ reboots the antenna rotator controller. Legions of hams have
suffered unreliable and inaccurate rotator positioning systems. RG uses its own
high accuracy (<1 degree) Hall Effect sensor mounted on the antenna mast to
sense the earth’s magnetic field and ascertain azimuth; it’s the same device that
powers your smartphone compass. A universal switching power supply means
RG can turn virtually every antenna rotator in the market as well as most lega-
cy rotators. Every individual RG will manage two rotators even if there are dif-
ferent brands and models.

All three products are available now with pricing not available as of press time.
For more information or to pre-order contact: Bill Hein, Force 12 Superstore, 566
West Crete Circle, Unit 1, Grand Junction, CO 81505. Phone: (970) 628 5120.
Email: <Bill@Force12inc.com>. Website: <www.Force12inc.com>.
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data. Some of you might even get
logged by the DXpedition but perhaps,
due to QRM, did not hear the return
acknowledgment. Then you see it in the
online log search! Please remember
that a quality QSL manager can only
issue a QSL if you can prove that a two-

way QSO has been made. Thus, both
ends of the QSO need to have match-
ing log data in order for a QSL to be
issued.

If you haven’t thought about backing
up your logs externally, shame on you.
Buy a box of recordable CDs, a thumb
drive, or a subscription to an offsite file
storage subscription service or cloud.
Actually, the easiest way is to save your
file to a thumb drive. I just leave one in
a spare USB port and save the log files
to them as well as to my PC every time
I go QRT. I also save them as well as
all of my PC QSL manager logs to my
Microsoft “OneDrive” which is the cloud-
based storage offered by Microsoft. You
can get 15 GB for free, which is ample
space for most of your typical log files.
Or, go all out and get 100 GB for only
$1.99/month; 200 GB for $3.99/month.
Larger plans are also available. Visit
<https://onedrive.live.com/about/en-
us/plans/> for more info. This is not an
endorsement. I am sure that there are
many other cloud-based storage plans
available. The point is that there is
REALLY no reason for not being able
to back up your logs. If you are still using
a paper log, then I strongly suggest con-

The CQ DX Field Award Program

The basic award fee for subscribers to is $6. For non-
subscribers, it is $12. In order to qualify for the reduced
subscriber rate, please enclose your latest mailing
label with your application. Endorsement stickers are
$1.00 each plus SASE. Updates not involving the is-
suance of a sticker are free. All updates and correspon-
dence must include an SASE. Rules and application
forms for the CQ DX Awards may be found on the
<www.cq-amateur-radio. com> website, or may be
obtained by sending a business-size, self-addressed,
stamped envelope to CQ DX Awards Manager, Keith
Gilbertson, KØKG, 21688 Sandy Beach Lane, Rochert,
MN 56578-9604 USA. Please make all checks payable
to the award manager.

Endorsements – SSB

JN3SAC ....................183

Endorsements – Digital

NH6T/W4 ..................147

Awards – Mixed

N4MM........................110
W3LL.........................151

K2TQC ......................284

Awards – SSB

IK5ZUK........................79

Awards – RTTY

SV3ICK .....................144

Endorsements – Mixed

VE3ZZ .......................223

CQ DX Field Award Honor Roll
The CQ DX Field Award Honor Roll recognizes those DXers who have submitted proof of confirmation with 175 or more grid
fields. Honor Roll lisiting is automatic upon approval of an application for 175 or more grid fields. To remain on the CQ DX
Field Award Honor Roll, annual updates are required. Updates must be accompanied by an SASE if confirmation is desired.
The fee for endorsement stickers is $1.00 each plus SASE. Please make all checks payable to the Award Manager, Keith
Gilbertson. Mail all updates to Keith Gilbertson, KØKG, 21688 Sandy Beach Lane, Rochert, MN 56578-9604.

Mixed

K2TQC......................284
W1CU .......................252
VE7IG .......................248
IK1GPG ....................245
HAØDU .....................240
HA1RW.....................239
VE3XN......................239
K8SIX........................236
OM3JW.....................235
W6OAT.....................235
NI6T ..........................230
HA5AGS ...................228

9A5CY ......................227
N8PR ........................224
VE3ZZ.......................223
KØDEQ .....................221
HA1AG......................218
JN3SAC....................209
KØOOK .....................209
W4UM.......................208
WA5VGI....................208
HA5WA.....................206
F6HMJ ......................206
KF8UN......................205

OK1AOV...................205
VE7SMP ...................204
RW4NH.....................203
K9YC ........................203
N4MM .......................202
IV3GOW ...................201
WI8A .........................201
N5KE ........................200
ON4CAS...................194
N4NX ........................192
HA9PP......................190
BA4DW.....................188

HB9DDZ ...................188
K1NU ........................187
K2AU ........................186
K8YTO......................186
W3LL ........................185
K2SHZ ......................182
KJ6P .........................180
HA1ZH......................178
W5ODD ....................177
NØFW .......................176
W3LL ........................176
HB9BOS ...................175

SSB
W1CU........................231
W4ABW.....................202
VE7SMP....................201

KØDEQ......................198
W4UM .......................192
N4MM........................186

JN3SAC ....................183
WA5VGI ....................181
W3LL.........................177

NØFW........................176
DL3DXX ....................175

CW

W1CU .......................238
DL6KVA....................233
KØDEQ .....................214
DL2DXA....................209

JN3SAC....................204
DL3DXX....................203
W4UM.......................199
OK1AOV...................196

WA5VGI....................191
HB9DZZ....................186
OK2PO .....................184
N4MM .......................179

N4NX ........................177
N7WO.......................175

Digital

W1CU .......................181
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TG Electronics

N8XJK
Boosters

Regulators

Boost 9 Volts up to 15 Volts DC!
Boost, Filter and Regulate your DC Power!

Custom Boosters and options are available!
We have units to supply 30 Amps up to 120 Amps!

Check out: www.tgelectronics.org
Call Tim @906 370-5031
Email: timig@email.com

Made in the USA

See You At
FrostFest
Feb 6 & 7

Now an Authorized Yaesu Dealer



sidering moving up to a PC-based log-
ging program. It is far easier to back up
computer logs than to use a copy
machine or scanner to back up your
paper logs. At the very least, transcribe
your DXCC award log data into a PC
log. I went over to a PC log back in the
late 1990s. I had to manually transcribe
ALL of my QSOs back to 1978. For
QSOs before that, I transcribed all of my
QSL card log data as well as any “rele-

vant” logged QSOs from my earlier logs
back to first getting licensed in 1965.
Then I put them up on LoTW! That was
fun? Well, not fun. But yes, very reward-
ing in the end.

Log Lost by Operator(s)

Yes, it is worth noting that often a QSL
manager only has partial logs. It hap-
pens for many reasons. But any portion

of a DX log can be precious and should
be saved. This is the case here with sev-
eral of the logs I handle, but the most
recent is ET3AA (see last month’s col-
umn). The students had a great mentor
in Sid, ET3SID, but after Sid became
SK, many of the logs were never found.
As such, there are many holes in the
ET3AA logs going back as far as 1998.
I have strived to collect as many older
computer logs as possible from previ-

The WPX Honor Roll
The WPX Honor Roll is based on the current confirmed prefixes which are submitted by separate application in strict conformance with the CQ Master Prefix list.
Scores are based on the current prefix total, regardless of an operator’s all-time count. Honor Roll must be updated annually by addition to, or confirmation of, pre-
sent total. If no up-date, files will be made inactive. 

MIXED

8011 ........9A2AA
7031 ..........K2VV
6577.........W1CU
6256........9A2NA  
5846 .........EA2IA
5412 ..........KF2O
5239 .........N4NO
5178 .....ON4CAS
5007 ........VE1YX
5003.........W9OP
4970 ........S53EO
4785.........I5RFD
4778 .....YU7BCD
4690........I2MQP
4662 .......KØDEQ
4618 .....WA5VGI  
4433 ..........N6JV
4424........N8BJQ
4326........VE3XN

4312......JH8BOE
4290 .........I2PJA
4154 ..........K1BV
4129.......S58MU
4087 ....WB2YQH
4076........IK2ILH
4022 ..........N9AF
3840 .....KC9ARR
3827......JN3SAC
3809 ....SM6DHU
3611 ........W2OO
3593 .......K9UQN
3535 .........W3LL
3423 .........N1RR
3410 ..........W9IL
3265......OZ1ACB
3250 .......4L1MA
3151 .........N6QQ
3132..........N3XX

3099 ..........N6FX
3073 ......IK2DZN
3050 ..........AB1J
3007........W2WC
2946 .......YO9HP
2799.........AG4W
2736 ....WD9DZV
2575 ......W6OUL
2634 ........VE6BF
2623..........N3RC
2598 ..........NXØI
2550..........K6ND
2476..........K5UR
2429 ........W9OO
2423..........AK7O
2274 ..........AE5B
2133 .........KØKG
2082........W2FKF
2060.......DG7RO

2017........AB1OC
2016.........N2WK
2005 ........V51YJ
2003.....VE6BMX
2003.........W7CB
1907 ...........NE6I
1906 .......HA8QC
1821 ........PY5FB
1723 .......K6UXO
1667..........SQ7B
1650..........K4HB
1643 ......SV1DPI
1617........YB1AR
1570........PY5VC
1487 .........N7QU
1485 .......K3CWF
1484........FG4NO
1462.......DL4CW
1455........9A2GA

1446 ........DF3JO
1408..........NH6T
1400 .........NKØS
1394..........K4CN
1383 ....IWØHOU
1368.......LU5OM
1329.....DK8MCT
1322 ........AA4FU
1314..........KØKL
1286..........AD3Y
1282........N5KAE
1276 .......XQ7UP
1272......KA5EYH
1269 .......K5WAF
1246......W9RPM
1233.........HK3W
1232..........K1DX
1219........K6HRT
1217........AB1QB

1201.......IT9ABN
1200..........N7ZO
1154 ....KB9OWD
1150 .......AC7JM
1136..........KO9V
1116.......YU7FW
1107.......PY2MC
1101 ........K4JKB
1100 ....WA3GOS
1075 .........N6OU
1069 ......IZ4MJP
1068......IZØFUW
1066 ........9A3ST
1066 ......JA1CKE
1049 ...NH6T/W4
1046 ........YB1TJ
1032 .....DG5LAC
1016.........W9QL
1010 ........VE3RZ

1003 ........PT2AP
1002.......IK8YFU
976.........KM6HB
964 ..........K8ZEE
953........WA9PIE
924..........IW9HII
919..........KC1UX
912 .........NØVVV
912........SP8HKT
908 ............K4JC
867 ..........G3YFE
836 ..........N6MM
825...........KD4W
815 ........KL7FAP
808...........W6PN
807 ..........VA3VF
761..........F1MQJ
751 ........YB2TJV
741 .......K6KZM9

726 .............K5IC
725...........WK3N
723.........KØDAN
716 .........NA1DX
712 ........ISØEBO
711 ............AG1T
710 ...........WS5J
707 ....W1/E74OF
706 ........OE8TLK
700..........N4FNB
696 ........KG4JSZ
694 .......KG4HUF
682 .............AI8P
682...........N8HM
670 .......WW3QB
662........JA7OXR
662 .........KJ4BIX
661...........W4KK
653............KK3Q

650 ............N3YZ
649 .........RA9OO
647.......PAØQRB
647............NY4G
644 ..........KWØH
636 ..........ZS2DL
634 ......UA3LMR

/QRP
629 ......WB4SON
620 ........PI4DHV
616 ..........DL5JH
615 ........KØBAM
610 ............TA1L
605 ........IW2FLB
604..........K4ZGV
604 ........WH7DX
602.........K4MLD
601........W8LMG
601 ..........K9OHI

SSB

5631 ........OZ5EV
5312 ..........K2VV
5297...........IØZV
5040........9A2NA
4904 ........VE1YX
4542 ........F6DZU
4368 ..........KF2O
4357 .........EA2IA
4357........I2MQP
4208 .........I2PJA
3660 .........N4NO
3335 .....CT1AHU
3323......OE2EGL
3433 .......KØDEQ
3274 .....YU7BCD

3187 ..........I8KCI
3150 .....SV3AQR
3111 .........W3LL
3108.........I4CSP
3042 .....WA5VGI
2950........KF7RU
2903 .......IN3QCI
2886.........KI7AO
2857........4X6DK
2794......DL8AAV
2772........N8BJQ 
2711......LU8ESU
2652 .........I3ZSX
2650 ......IK2DZN
2623 ........W2OO

2595 ........EA1JG
2568 ....SM6DHU
2519 .........N1RR
2497.......S58MU
2493 .........N6QQ
2491 ..........W9IL
2451......EA3GHZ
2335 ..........KG1E
2326 ........CX6BZ
2326 ........PT7ZT
2310.........AG4W
2209 ......IK2QPR
2201..........NQ3A
2200 ..........N6FX
2156 .......YO9HP

2134......JN3SAC
2098..........K5UR
2094..........I8LEL
2093........W2WC
2082........W2FKF
2076 ..........K2XF
2050 ..........AE5B
2026 .......K9UQN
1965..........N3RC
1955........EA3NP
1935......SV1EOS
1926 ..........NXØI
1879.........K3IXD
1825..........KQ8D
1812..........K6ND

1800 ......W6OUL
1646.....VE7SMP
1641........AE9DX
1623 ........VE9FX
1622 ..........K5CX
1618........AB1OC
1611 ........W2ME
1587..........N3XX
1550.......IK2RPE
1480 ..........AB5C
1463 .........I2EAY
1421 ....WD9DZV
1410 ........S55SL
1403 ........W9OO
1386 ......IK4HPU

1371 ........VE6BF
1258..........N1KC
1222 ........YF1AR
1189 .........NKØS
1187 .......IZ1JLG
1184 ...........NE6I
1171.........HK3W
1155.......DG7RO
1150.....VE6BMX
1146..........SQ7B
1145 ......EA3EQT
1112..........NH6T
1098..........K4CN
1089........IZ8FFA
1089.......IT9ABN

1083 ..........KX1A
1042 ......IZØBNR
1032 .....DG5LAC
1031.......IK8OZP
1031..........K4CN
1022 ........NW3H
1017........N5KAE
1012........KU4BP
1004..........K4HB
1004 ......WA5UA
978..........EA7HY
957...........W9QL
931..........YB1AR
919........KA5EYH
893........W9RPM

888 .........K3CWF
875.........K7SAM
854..........K6HRT
833.......DK8MCT
802 ...........N6OU
758 .......IV3GOW
724 ...........W3TZ
717.........KØDAN
717..........N3JON
714 ........YB2TJV
700..........N4FNB
694 .......KG4HUF
690...........W6PN
684............KO9V
681 ..........N6MM

675..........F1MQJ
640 ..........UA9YF
637 .........K5WAF
625 .........4L1MA
624 .........K6KZM
606 .........KJ4BIX
604 .........GØBPK
600 ......WA3PZO

DIGITAL

CW
6676........K9QVB
6307 ....WA2HZR
6192 ..........K2VV
4774 .........N4NO
4634........YU7LS
4587........9A2NA
4548 .........EA2IA
4433 ..........N6JV
4249 ..........KF2O
4162..........W8IQ
4057 ........LZ1XL

3961 .....WA5VGI
3925 .......KØDEQ
3918........VE7DP
3750......VE7CNE
3676.......S58MU
3636........N8BJQ
3572.........I7PXV
3504 .....YU7BCD
3235 .......K9UQN
3234 .......4L1MA
3317......JN3SAC

3214 ....SM6DHU
3010 ........IØNNY
2948 ......IK3GER
2811 .......OZ5UR
2805 ..........KA7T
2735 .........N1RR
2723 ......EA7AZA
2685 ........W2OO
2638 ..........W9IL
2632 ........W2ME
2502 .....JA9CWJ

2490 ..........N6FX
2477 ........VE6BF
2431........I2MQP
2424........W2WC
2357 ........W9HR
2295.....EA7AAW
2291..........N3XX
2212 ..........AC5K
2081 .........N6QQ
2029 ......W6OUL
2022 ........AF5CC

2010 ....WD9DZV
2010..........K5UR
2008 .......YO9HP
1848 .........I2EAY
1842 ..........NXØI
1762..........K6ND
1703 .......K6UXO
1660 .........W3LL
1622..........N3RC
1595 ........PY5FB
1517 ........W9OO

1505...........R3IS
1480.........WO3Z
1447.......EA2CIN
1443 ....WA2VQV
1441 ...........NE6I
1389 .......IT9ELD
1342.....VE6BMX
1247.......DG7RO
1239.........AG4W
1239 ........VE1YX
1223 ..........KX1A

1220 ........AA4FU
1210.......DL4CW
1125 .......IØWOK
1098.......LU5OM
1049 .......K5WAF
1002 .....KN1CBR
908............NH6T
905 ............AE5B
891.......DK8MCT
821 .......HB9DAX
813 ..........VE9FX

794.......LA5MDA
783..........YB1AR
753 ..........F5PBL
752..........K6HRT
743........JA5NSR
732............SQ7B
720............K4CN
720 .........K3CWF
718..........AB1OC
695 ..........S55SL
673...........HK3W

652 ........IK2DZN
629 .......IV3GOW
620 .........AF5DM
615 ......JH6JMM
608........W9RPM
605 .....NH6T/W4
600 ........IK2SGV
600............NY4G

2300 .........W3LL
2003........N8BJQ
1738 ..........KF2O
1709 .........N6QQ
1704 ......IK2DZN

1676 ....WD9DZV
1644.........AG4W
1333 .......YO9HP
1325 ........W2OO
1299..........N3RC

1245 .......KØDEQ
1240......JN3SAC
1112........AB1QB
1047......RW4WZ
1019 .....WA5VGI

1009 ....GUØSUP
1008 ............W2/

JR1AQN
931........KH6SAT
916..........AB1OC

900 ............W9IL
895 .........K3CWF
866............SQ7B
859 .........K9UQN

810...........HK3W
802 .........AC7JM
800 ......WA3GOS
798..........KC1UX

783..........YB1AR
755 ..........WU9D
724 ...........EA2IA
672..........K9AAN

670 .......IV3GOW
668........KA5EYH
636........W9RPM
611............KO9V

601 ..........VA3VF
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ous visitors to the shack. But there are many missing. I even
had to make up a special rubber stamp for “Return QSL, Log
Lost.” This happens from time to time. Usually, a QSL man-
ager can list specific dates for logs that he/she handles.
However, with ET3AA, there are many scattered holes. I will
try to set up a listing and post it on my QRZ page when I find
some time and hopefully this will help in the long run. But,
my point is that often a QSL manager only has a partial log
for a DX station. Obviously he can only QSL a QSO for which
he has a log to check for the QSO’s validity. Don’t expect him
to validate a QSO for which he has no log, or no other way
to verify the QSO. That would be unethical.

Overview
The purpose of having a QSL manager is to make it more
favorable for the DX station, and yes, even the DXpedition,
to make more QSOs by not having to worry about handling
the enormous QSL job. The only real requirement is provid-

ing an accurate log to the QSL manager. But, if you are not
in the log, then you are not in the log. 

Remember:

• BACK UP YOUR LOG DATA.
• MAKE SURE THAT YOUR DATE/TIME ARE ACCURATE!
• USE AN ONLINE QSL REQUEST SERVICE (OQRS) IF

AT ALL POSSIBLE.
• BACK UP YOUR LOG DATA.
• USE AN ONLINE LOG SEARCH AS A TOOL DURING A

DXPEDITION.
• BACK UP YOUR LOG DATA.
• PROVIDE YOUR LOG DATA IN CHRONOLOGICAL

ORDER TO PREVENT UNINTENTIONAL NOT IN LOGs.
• Oh, did I say this yet? DON’T BE LAZY OR CHEAP! BACK

UP YOUR LOG DATA!

      

          
       
 

N
eville Cheadle has seen DX from both sides, by work-
ing it and by setting up some of the most successful
world-class DXpeditions in recent years. He has intro-

duced new people to DXing and has shared his enthusiasm
and knowledge by co-authoring a book on the subject
(    ).

Neville started as an SWL while still at school and obtained
his license in 1959. He was an early adopter of SSB in the
UK and soon caught the DXing bug. He chased the likes of
Danny Weil, Dick McKercher, and Gus Browning as they
activated the ‘new ones’ back in the 1960s.

As happens to many of us, a family and career took their
toll on radio until Neville was able to take early retirement
from his position as a Senior Partner in an international man-
agement consultancy company. He then found new interest
in island-chasing. His love of Malaysian Islands gave him
his first real experiences of DXing “from the other end.”

With this DXing passion, Neville set about forming the Five
Star DXers Association (FSDXA) <http://www.fsdxa.com/>.
In 1998, with Neville as team leader, FSDXA undertook its
first DXpedition, in this case to 9MOC, Spratly Island (Layang-
Layang). This was followed in 2001 by D68C, Comoros Island.
In 2004, Neville led another team to 3B9C, Rodrigues, and
most recently, in 2007, he was joint leader when FSDXA went
to 3B7C, St Brandon. In 2011, he led the Five Star DXers to
Christmas Island in the Pacific for T32C. A total of 37 opera-
tors were involved and this DXpedition still holds the world
record for the number of QSOs made by a DXpedition. Indeed,
in the league of QSO counts on the  

FSDXA holds the top position and has three other
DXpeditions in the world’s top 10. FSDXA DXpeditions also
hold many other band and mode records.

But Neville’s support and service to DX extend beyond just
the QSO counts. Over 100 amateurs from 14 countries have
been on FSDXA DXpeditions. Many more have been
involved as pilots or home-based supporters during the
DXpeditions. For many, FSDXA has been their first experi-
ence of going on a DXpedition — and many have gone on
to do their own DXpeditions based on the knowledge gained

from Neville and FSDXA. True to his style of encouraging,
educating, and sharing, Neville co-authored with Steve,
9M6DXX (now PJ4DX) the  

handbook, which aims to help others to set up and
execute successful DXpeditions.

Neville served as Chairman and President of the Chiltern
DX Club (CDXC): The UK DX Foundation <www.cdxc.org.
uk> for a total of 22 years, standing down in July 2015. CDXC
aims to promote DXing and encourage more people into our
hobby and onto the bands to experience DXing. Neville is
also a Director of the Island Radio Expedition Foundation
Inc., <http://www.islandradio.org/>, a U.S.-based Section
501 (c) (3) organisation devoted to supporting IOTA (Islands
on the Air) expeditions. In 2009, Neville was inducted into
the CQ DX Hall of Fame.

With his DXCC Honor Roll (366 countries), over 1,000
islands, organisation of and participation in, five world class
DXpeditions, a strong guiding hand to newcomers and OTs
alike, and outstanding leadership and team-building skills,
Neville Cheadle, G3NUG is truly one of the greats of our
hobby.

Other loves of Neville: Trish (don’t we all!), cricket, fishing,
sailing, growing roses.

Keep up the great work, Neville!

Spotlight on: Neville Cheadle, G3NUG — a True DXer
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I
n the December column, I suggested why con-
testers in particular should care about clean sig-
nals, and what we can do to transmit cleaner sig-

nals using our current equipment. I noted that
today’s transmitters emit more “crap” than those of
the ’60s and ’70s due to a number of factors, includ-
ing the greater difficulty achieving linearization
using the solid-state devices that have replaced
vacuum tubes in all transceivers and a consider-
able number of external amplifiers.

I would like to complete this discussion with a
high-level, technology-based, look at relatively
new technologies and developments in amateur
equipment. I focus on how to begin cleaning up the
crud that we currently transmit and hear on the
bands every contest. Specifically, below I examine
“adaptive pre-distortion,” a method of restoring lin-
earization to non-linear signals and correcting the

cause of a significant amount of the trash we hear
on the bands during contests. Included is one
enterprising amateur’s development of a retrofit
analog board that, with a little work, can be used
to achieve the benefits of adaptive pre-distortion
with current equipment without changing to a soft-
ware-defined transceiver (SDR) or new amplifier.

I also note that the CQ World-Wide 160-Meter
Contest is at the end of this month for CW and next
month for SSB. For the first time in any major con-
test, use of a remote receiver is permitted in one
category as discussed below. I believe that this is
the first (and only) major contest to permit using a
receiver at a location remote from the transmitter.

Eliminating Contest Signal Crud: 
The Problem
The effect of non-linearity in transmitters is spuri-
ous emissions that include inter-modulation dis-
tortion (IMD). The result not only is the “splatter”
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All year CQ DX Marathon http://bit.ly/1T1j0Z3
Jan. 1 SARTG New Year RTTY Contest http://www.sartg.com/contest/nyrules.htm
Jan. 1 AGCW Happy New Year Contest http://bit.ly/1v6x2N1
Jan. 1 QRP ARCI New Year Sprint http://www.qrparci.org/contests
Jan. 2-3 ARRL RTTY Roundup http://www.arrl.org/rtty-roundup
Jan. 2-3 EUCW 160m Contest http://www.eucw.org/eu160.html
Jan. 2-3 WW PMC Contest http://bit.ly/1qXyfrB
Jan. 2-3 Original QRP Contest http://bit.ly/17oXFRq
Jan. 6 UKEICC 80m Contests SSB http://bit.ly/1LOtyeE    
Jan. 9-10 North American CW QSO Party http://ncjweb.com/NAQP-Rules.pdf
Jan. 10 DARC 10-Meter Contest http://bit.ly/VZScLN
Jan. 10 NRAU –Baltic SSB Contest http://www.nrau.net/nrau-baltic-contest/rules.html
Jan. 10 NRAU –Baltic CW Contest http://www.nrau.net/nrau-baltic-contest/rules.html
Jan. 13-14 AWA Linc Cundall Memorial Contest http://bit.ly/1DEIKTK
Jan. 15 LZ Open Contest http://www.lzopen.com
Jan. 16-17 AWA Linc Cundall Memorial Contest http://bit.ly/1DEIKTK
Jan. 16-17 Hungarian DX Contest http://bit.ly/NXewVk
Jan. 16-17 North American SSB QSO Party http://ncjweb.com/NAQP-Rules.pdf
Jan. 23-24 BARTG RTTY Sprint http://bit.ly/SnijIn
Jan. 24 QRP ARCI Winter Fireside SSB Sprint http://www.qrparci.org/contests
Jan. 27 UKEICC 80m Contests CW http://bit.ly/1LOtyeE
Jan. 29-31 CQ WW 160M CW Contest http://cq160.com/rules.htm
Jan. 30-31 REF CW Contest http://concours.ref-union.org/contest/?page_id=2
Jan. 30-31 ARRL January VHF Contest http://www.arrl.org/january-vhf
Jan. 30-31 UBA SSB Contest http://bit.ly/W0gZiE
Feb. 3 UKEICC 80m Contests SSB http://bit.ly/1LOtyeE
Feb. 6 AGCW Straight Key Party http://bit.ly/1jKUszA
Feb. 6 Minnesota QSO Party http://www.w0aa.org/index.php/rules
Feb. 6-7 10-10 Int’l Winter Contest http://www.ten-ten.org/
Feb. 6-7 Black Sea Cup Int’l http://bit.ly/10qIpGu
Feb. 6-7 British Columbia QSO Party http://www.orcadxcc.org/bcqp_rules.html
Feb  6-7 Mexico RTTY Int’l Contest http://www.rtty.fmre.mx/english/rules.html
Feb. 6-7 Vermont QSO Party http://www.ranv.org/vtqso.html
Feb. 7 North American CW Sprint http://www.ncjweb.com/Sprint-Rules.pdf
Feb. 13-14 CQ WW RTTY WPX Contest http://www.cqwpxrtty.com/
Feb. 26-28 CQ WW 160M SSB Contest http://cq160.com/rules.htm

Calendar of Events
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that we hear adjacent to many signals, but also other noise
and distortion heard both near and within the desired signal.
These unwanted spurious emissions add and subtract in
unpredictable ways when the band is crowded with high-
power contest signals. The result is both a wider-than-nec-
essary separation among signals that constrains the num-
ber of competitors on the band and a masking of weaker
signals that otherwise would be workable, especially by sta-
tions using maximum power with gain antennas.

The first step to a technical solution is to understand the
problem. Jim, K9YC, compiled ARRL lab data for selected
transceivers that illustrate the problem very well. Using lab
data for keying spectra centered on the transmitted CW sig-
nal, his charts and analysis clearly define the problem. The
latest update is from September 2014, but the data can be
supplemented with charts from product reviews if a
transceiver of interest is not included. His conclusion is worth
quoting.

        
      

         
    

     
        

You can read K9YC’s paper in its entirety at: <http://
k9yc.com/TXNoise.pdf>.

In November 2013, neighbors K9YC and K6XX presented
to the Northern California Contest Club (NCCC) an overview
and analysis of phase noise, key clicks, splatter, intermodu-
lation distortion (IMD), and harmonics. Titled 

      , the pre-
sentation begins with suggestions that operators can
implement within their current rigs to improve their signals.
K9YC and K6XX then offer a clear explanation of the prob-
lems and issues. The presentation is available at K9YC’s web-
site: <http://audiosystemsgroup.com/K6XXAmpTalk.pdf>.

This is a column on contesting, not leading-edge technol-
ogy in the amateur field. But as K9YC highlights, clean sig-
nals are important to contesting and contesters because the
large number of strong contester signals on competitive
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weekends exacerbates crowding on our limited frequencies.
Many contesters keep up with technological developments
in pursuit of a competitive edge, and this is one such topic.
So in that spirit, below is a high-level outline of developments
and ideas on how we might begin individually, and as a com-
munity, to clean up our signals. The basic technology — “pre-
distortion” — is one that is tried-and-true and that has been
employed by the cellular telephone industry for years. But it
is relatively new to ham radio generally and to us contesters
in particular.

Eliminating Contest Signal Crud: 
The “Pure Signal” Solution
Dr. Warren Pratt, NRØV, is the principal architect of
PureSignal, the first generally-available software implemen-
tation of adaptive pre-distortion for use with amateur-market
SDRs that use openHPSDR (high-performance software
defined radio) or PowerSDR1. He explained the problem
(non-linearity) and solution (adaptive pre-distortion) in a pre-
sentation at Ham Radio Friedrichshafen in June 20142 and
in a paper available on the Web at: <http://bit.ly/1lwD8ak>.

As explained by Dr. Pratt, “linearity” requires that the output
from an amplifier increase linearly with the input signal. For
example, if an input of 1 watt produces 10 watts, then to be
perfectly linear, 5 watts should produce 50 watts. But for a vari-
ety of reasons this “perfectly linear” case is never actually real-
ized within the amplifiers of our transceivers and in our exter-
nal amplifiers. The result of this non-linearity is IMD that results
in “splatter” and in signal distortion within the intended pass-
band. IMD may be suppressed only approximately 30 dB. An
actual amplifier always will deviate from being “perfectly lin-
ear,” but improvements can markedly attenuate resulting spu-
rious emissions.  depicts an example that could rep-
resent the amplifier in our transceiver.

Techniques have been developed in the cellular industry to
improve the linearity of analog amplifiers and thereby reduce
the IMD pollution that results from non-linearity. “Adaptive
pre-distortion” is one such method. It relies upon sampling

the output signal (from the transceiver or from the external
amplifier if in use) and feeding the sample back to the receiv-
ing circuit so that the transmitted signal can be “distorted” in
the opposite direction than that effectuated within the equip-
ment. The result is correction of the amplifier output signal to
be more linear. This is depicted in  .

The linearity achieved by this method, while significant, is
not perfect. Amplifier amplitude and phase characteristics vary
among themselves and also with frequency, temperature, load
impedance, and supply voltage. The “adaptive” nature of the
feedback loop captures some of these varying characteristics
by using the SDR receiver in real time — while the transmis-
sion is in progress — to change the transmit signal in the oppo-
site direction. This “corrects” the linearity of the final signal. In
order to accomplish this, a sample of the output signal must
be fed back to the receiver with the correct amplitude so as to
not harm the receiver, yet be usable to compare with the orig-
inal signal being fed into the amplifier chain.

As mentioned in last month’s column, the panadapters
increasingly available with transceivers enable our neighbors
and fellow contesters to “see” how clean our signals are in
this regard. These displays can be re-created from SDR band
recordings such as those made by the CQWW Committee
during the CQWW contests. These enable the committee
(and anyone else) to review the condition of our signals after
the contest. Although I would expect the committee to sanc-
tion only “the worst of the bad,” who is way outside of normal
range, being exposed as a spectrum hog is possible at any
time. Take a peak at W1AEX’s “Hall of Infamy” and consid-
er whether in the future someone might put call signs to the
displays. W1AEX’s “Hall of Infamy” is at: <http://www.
w1aex.com/hoi/hall_of_infamy.html>.

A number of hams, including Mike Seguin, N1JEZ, and
William Diaz, KC9XG, have measured the real-life improve-
ments realized by implementing “PureSignal” adaptive pre-
distortion with actual equipment. The results have been
impressive at all power levels, both with and without exter-
nal amplifiers3. 
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 compares a barefoot ANAN-
100D running USB with 100 watts on 20
meters with and without NRØV’s
PureSignal activated. In this example,
without PureSignal, 2 kHz below signal
center the signal is 32 dB down. With
PureSignal, the signal is 57 dB down.
This is a rather astounding 25-dB
improvement. To be fair, this is in the
high end of measured improvements
that I have seen, but a 20-dB improve-
ment is usual and 25 dB not unusual.

To put this into perspective: With the
same antenna, the rare P5 multiplier
that can just barely be heard running
100 watts when operating 2 kHz down
from my signal with PureSignal would
have to radiate an additional 31,500
watts (25 dB) to be heard above my sig-
nal without PureSignal. Even the
“California kilowatts” in their heyday did
not add that kind of power!

Eliminating Contest Signal
Crud:  Analog Solution for
Current Equipment
For several years, owners of software-
defined transceivers using open source
PowerSDR have been running Pure-
Signal in their radios to significantly
eliminate transmitted crud. PureSig-
nal’s adaptive linearization significantly
lowers some of the IMD and related
noise that was being transmitted unin-
tentionally.

Insofar as I can determine, the ADAT
ADT-200A, a small 50-watt Swiss trans-
ceiver from HB9CBU, was the first to
incorporate a method of adaptive pre-
distortion to clean up non-linear trans-
mit products4. It is of note for contesters
that its 50 watts will drive to full power
many of the 1,500-watt amplifiers on the
market today and that one’s entire
transmit system can benefit from the
adaptive pre-distortion enabled in the
transceiver using one of the readily-
available directional couplers dicussed
below. The ADT-200A specifications
show a jack on the transceiver’s rear
that can be used for including an exter-
nal amplifier without modification to the
transceiver as I understand it. I know
that the very latest models of the Anan
line of transceivers now can perform
adaptive pre-distortion internally using
the PureSignal software and include a
similar jack to permit correcting the
entire transmit chain when an external
amplifier is used.

Also of note is that Steve, N5AC, Vice
President of Engineering at FlexRadio,
has stated that their Signature series
radios were designed with pre-distortion
capabilities in mind. Presumably, Flex-

Radio will incorporate adaptive pre-dis-
tortion in a future SmartSDR software
release and enable a jack so that a sig-
nal sample from an external amplifier
also can be included to correctly lin-
earize the entire transmit chain5.

A number of sources provide devices
suitable for sampling the output signal.
Just be careful to adjust the output level
for the specific transceiver being used
so it does not overload the receiver por-
tion.  Four known and popular sources
for directional couplers are the Wave-
Node model PS1 with optional sampler:
<h t tps : / /www.wavenode .com>;
KAØKA’s CleanRF model S2K: <http://
www.cleanrf.com>; Elecraft’s model
CP-1: <http://www.elecraft.com>; and
Dave Paster, AC2IQ’s, Xtronic XDC1:
<https://www.qrz.com/db/ac2iq>. All
four suppliers are familiar with sampling
requirements for adaptive pre-distor-
tion. AC2IQ’s directional couplers are
available through Ham Radio Outlet
(HRO) as well as directly from him.

Perhaps the most intriguing item to me
is a unique ANALOG adaptive pre-dis-
tortion board available from AC2IQ at
Xtronic6. Sold as a kit, Dave says his
device can be used with virtually any
radio/amplifier combination to achieve
improvements comparable to those
achieved by PureSignal in SDRs. The
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pre-distortion is accomplished using the analog signals and
the only modification to the transceiver is to break the exciter’s
RF signal path at a point that is close to 0 dBm and connect
the device’s RF In and Out ports. A third port samples the
last amplifier stage through a coupler in the traditional man-
ner. For additional information contact Dave directly at
<dpaster@xtronic.com>.

Eliminating Contest Signal Crud: Conclusion
The development of adaptive pre-distortion is a very positive
development for eliminating a significant portion of the crud
that can be observed in our bands on any contest weekend.
The signals are the same as those transmitted every day, but
the additive and cumulative effects are substantial when so
many of us hit the bands for a competition weekend. The
cumulative effect of dirty signals is to lower our scores as the
signals of weaker stations are masked by the crud. Many of
these “weaker signals” include the many thousands world-
wide with 100 watts and a dipole but 4,000 or more miles
from W/K. 

As with receiver enhancements, transmitter improvements
will not come overnight. But each of us can initiate changes
in our stations to improve the situation, and hopefully some
ideas above are helpful to begin the process. As discussed
last month, the benefits for individual contesters are not
immediately apparent. However, the potential benefits for the
contesting community will significantly increase the number
of competitors from the 100-watters that make up the major-
ity of contest participants.

Limited Use of a Remote Receiver Allowed in
the 2016 CQ World-Wide 160-Meter Contest
Turning to this month’s activities, there is a very interesting

and ground-breaking change in the rules for the CQWW 160-
meter contest at the end of this month.

The low bands are just beginning to come alive. For the
next five to six years we will experience better conditions on
average each year than during the previous year. However,
for a particular (contest) weekend, conditions can vary from
good to poor notwithstanding the overall averages. 

The CQ World Wide 160-Meter contest will occupy the band
from 2200Z Friday through 2200Z Sunday, January 29-31
for CW, and February 26-28 for phone. The 160-meter afi-
cionados will be on in full force. This is an opportunity for “us
others” to spend a few hours on the band checking out our
stations and seeing whether we can hear and work the dis-
tant stations that others are hearing and working. Do note
the unique 2200Z start and end times. The serious single
operators are limited to 30 hours and multi-operators to 40
hours, usually not a problem for this band.

A new rule this year is unique to this contest and intended
to help those on restricted city and suburban lots with high
receive noise. A single remote receiver may be used if it is
located within 100 kilometers (62.1 miles) of the main trans-
mitter site. Your own or a friend’s station may be used for this
purpose, or WebSDR or other facility may be used, so long
as you employ only one remote receiver and it is within 100
kilometers of the station site.  

Employing a remote receiver makes the entry single oper-
ator assisted even if no “traditional” third-party assistance
is used. A remote receiver continues to not be permitted in
the single operator (unassisted) and multi-operator cate-
gories. Nor is a remote receiver permitted in the single oper-
ator assisted category if the operator is employing a remote
station. So for example, if one is operating his own station
from 5 miles away, a remote receiver may not be used. But
if one is onsite operating the station, a remote receiver 5 miles
away may be used and the entry submitted in the single oper-
ator assisted category.

The up-to-date rules can be viewed at: <http://www.
cq160.com/rules.htm>.  I suggest dropping a line before the
contest to <director@cq160.com> with any questions about
the rules.

Notes:
1. The OpenHPSDR website is at: <http://openhpsdr.org/

index.php>. Gerald Youngblood, K5SDR, was the original archi-
tect of PowerSDR. He developed it as open source software and
also developed a line of radios for its use under the FlexRadio
brand. PowerSDR continues to be maintained and improved by
the OpenSDR community. FlexRadio, however, moved to a new
line of “Signature” radios that employ “thin client” software
dubbed SmartSDR. In SmartSDR, essential computing func-
tions are performed in the radio itself rather than in the comput-
er connected to it.

2. Dr. Warren C. Pratt, NRØV,  
     , at <http://

bit.ly/1NdZYQl>.
3. Examples are N1JEZ’s presentation “LDMOS RF Amplifier

Linearization Using PowerSDR mRX Pure Signal” at the Eastern
VHF/UHF Conference, 2014: <http://bit.ly/1MX4yfC>; and
William Diaz, KC9XG,   July 16, 2014.

4. The ADAT website in English is at: <http://www.adat.
ch/index_e.html>

5. Steve Hicks, N5AC, Vice President, Engineering, FlexRadio:
<http://bit.ly/1Xb4uia>

6. Dave Paster, AC2IQ: <dpaster@xtronic.com> or
<ac2iqdave@gmail.com>.

  

Here are some of the articles we re working on for up-
coming issues of :

  
A QRP Expedition to Portugal and Ireland
What s In Your Basement?
A World War II Spy Radio You Can Build

(Plus a modern version)

An Introduction to Microcontrollers Part 5
The DXCC Odd Couple

 
June: Take it to the Field
October: Emergency Communications
December: Technology

Do you have a hobby radio story to tell? Something for
one of our specials? now covers the entire radio hobby.
See our writers guidelines on the website at <http://
www.cq-amateur-radio.com/cq_writers_guide/cq_
writers_guide.html>.
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H
ere is an overview of expected propagation
conditions on each amateur band between
6 and 160 meters for 2016:

6 Meters: As we are in the decline of current Solar
Cycle 24, we do not anticipate any long-distance
DX via the F-region this year. About the only sub-
stantial action on six meters will be during the sum-
mer season’s troposcatter and Sporadic-E activity.
Aurora will play a minor role during spring and fall.
Meteor-scatter propagation might offer an occa-
sional peak in activity, as well. If the sunspot cycle
surprises us with renewed activity, we may observe
some long-haul F-region propagation. The chances
of this, however, are slim to none.

10 and 12 Meters: These bands will be poor to
good, with Sporadic-E during the summer, and with
F-region propagation when solar activity is high.
Expect most DX openings to be mostly on north-
south paths. Most of the time, the solar activity will
not support propagation at higher bands, except for
possible openings on paths between lower lati-
tudes and locations on the other side of the equa-
tor (north-south paths again).

15 Meters: This band will be good at times, with
occasional worldwide openings during the daylight
hours of all seasons. Most openings, if present, will
be short, except for the strong and frequent north-
south path openings. Through most of 2016, we will
see a steady decline in solar activity level as Solar
Cycle 24 moves closer to minimum.

17 Meters: This band should behave much like
15, but you will find it open more often, and it should
remain open for DX an hour or two longer than 15
meters.

20 Meters: This band is going to be the main play-
er during this year of low to moderate solar activi-
ty. Expect fair conditions during the daylight hours,
with DX openings possible to limited areas through-
out the year. DX conditions on this band tend to
peak for a few hours after local sunrise and again
during the sunset period.

30 Meters: This band will offer moderate to excel-
lent openings, especially from a few hours before
sunset until a few hours after sunrise. In 2016, 30
meters will be an exciting band for those low-power
digital signals. Winter brings longer nights, provid-
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Declining Sunspot Cycle Will Favor Lower Frequency Bands

  
 

A Quick Look at Current Cycle 24 Conditions
    

Sunspots
Observed Monthly, October 2015: 37
Twelve-month smoothed, April 2015: 47

10.7 cm Flux
Observed Monthly, October 2015: n/a
Twelve-month smoothed, April 2015: n/a

Index
Observed Monthly, October 2015: 15
Twelve-month smoothed, April 2015: 12

  A Quick Look at 
Solar Cycle Conditions
    

Sunspots
Observed Monthly, October 2014: 61
Twelve-month smoothed, April 2014: 82

10.7 cm Flux
Observed Monthly, October 2014: 154
Twelve-month smoothed, April 2014: 144

Index
Observed Monthly, October 2014: 10
Twelve-month smoothed, April 2014: 8

LAST-MINUTE FORECAST
Day-to-Day Conditions Expected for December 2015

Expected Signal Quality
Propagation Index (4) (3) (2) (1)
Above Normal: 
6,8-9,11-13,15-21,23 A A B C

High Normal: 
2,7,10,14,22,26-27,29 A B C C-D

Low Normal:
3,5,30 B C-B C-D D-E

Below Normal:
4,24-25,31 C C-D D-E E

Disturbed:
1,28 C-D D E E

   
A--Excellent opening, exceptionally strong, steady signals greater than S9
B--Good opening, moderately strong signals varying between S6 and S9,

with little fading or noise.
C--Fair opening, signals between moderately strong and weak, varying

between S3 and S6, with some fading and noise.
D--Poor opening, with weak signals varying between S1 and S3, with con-

siderable fading and noise.
E--No opening expected.

HOW TO USE THIS FORECAST
1. Find the  associated with the particular path open-

ing from the Propagation Charts appearing in  
 by George Jacobs, W3ASK; Theodore J. Cohen,

N4XX; and Robert B. Rose, K6GKU.
2.  With the propagation index, use the above table to find the expected

signal quality associated with the path opening for any given day of the
month.  For example, an opening shown in the Propagation Charts with a
propagation index of 3 will be closed to poor on January 1, fair to good
through January 2, poor to fair on January 3, and so forth.

3.  Alternatively, the Last Minute Forecast may be used as a general guide
to space weather and geomagnetic conditions through the month.  When
conditions are Above Normal, for example, the geomagnetic field should be
quiet, and space weather should be mild.  On the other hand, days marked
as "Disturbed" will be riddled with geomagnetic storms.  Propagation of
radio signals in the HF spectrum will be affected by these conditions.  In
general, when conditions are High Normal to Above Normal, signals will be
more reliable on a given path, when the path is supported ionospherically.
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ing the right mix for exceptional world-
wide DX.

40, 60, 80, and 160 Meters: These are
nighttime DX bands. Great worldwide
DX should continue on 40 meters from
about two hours before sunset to
approximately two hours after sunrise
during all seasons. Expect coast-to-
coast DX on 60 meters. DX openings on
80 and 160 should peak during the early
spring, late fall, and winter months.

Expect somewhat stronger signals than
those of last year.

January Propagation
It should be a toss-up among 17 and 20
meters for some great DX openings
during the daylight hours. These bands
should open to most areas of the world,
often with very strong signals. Seven-
teen meters may have a slight edge

before noon, with 20 meters taking the
lead after noon and becoming optimum
DX bands during the late afternoon
hours. Short-skip openings between
distances of about 1,200 and 2,300
miles should be excellent during the
daylight hours. Excellent short-skip
openings are expected on 15 and 17
meters from shortly after sunrise
through the early evening hours for dis-
tances between 1,000 and 2,300 miles.
Twenty meters is expected to be a solid
band with openings for both DX and
short-skip. DX conditions should peak
during a window of an hour or so right
after sunrise and again during the late
afternoon and early evening. Short-skip
openings between approximately 1,300
and 2,300 miles should be possible
from just after sunrise to as late as mid-
night. Shorter distance openings
should also be possible from mid-morn-
ing to mid-afternoon.

The optimum band for DX during the
hours of darkness should be 40 meters.
Expect openings to most areas of the
world from shortly before sundown,
through the hours of darkness, until
shortly after sunrise. Signal levels may
be exceptionally strong at times. During
the daylight hours, short-skip condi-
tions should be optimal for openings
between approximately 100 and 600
miles. Skip will lengthen during the late
afternoon, and by nightfall, short-skip
conditions should be optimal for open-
ings between 800 and 2,300 miles.

Expect 60 meters to play a significant
role in nightly DX across the United
States. With very low noise levels this
month, the weaker signals of 60 meters
will be easy to copy.

Because atmospheric noise levels will
be at seasonally minimum levels in the
Northern Hemisphere during January,
the 80- and 160-meter bands should
also be hot. Expect some good open-
ings to many parts of the world on 80
meters during the hours of darkness
and the sunrise period. Short-skip
openings between 50 and 250 miles
should be optimal on 80 meters during
daylight hours. During the later after-
noon and early evening hours, short-
skip openings should increase to
between 250 and 1,500 miles and by
nightfall, openings up to and beyond
2,300 miles should be possible.

Expect some DX openings on the
160-meter band during the hours of
darkness. Openings towards Europe
and the east should peak at about mid-
night. Openings towards the South
Pacific and in a generally southerly
direction may be possible just before
daybreak, as well as openings into Asia
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and the North Pacific. Short-skip open-
ings up to 1,300 miles should be possi-
ble during the hours of darkness, and
frequently the skip will extend out as far
as 2,300 miles. During the daylight
hours, intense ionospheric absorption
will severely limit openings, although
some may be possible at times up to
150 miles or so.

VHF Conditions
Look for the Quadrantids meteor show-
er, the major meteor shower for January.
It typically starts sometime around
January 1 and lasts through about Janu-
ary 5, peaking on the 3rd and 4th. This
shower can sometimes be quite intense,
so it may be a good idea to set up some
2- and 6-meter schedules. Morning
meteor openings may be the best bet dur-
ing this month. The hourly rate can be as
high as 200 this year, though the expect-
ed average is about 120.

Check out <http://www.imo.net/calen-
dar/> for a complete calendar of mete-
or showers in 2016. Have you worked
any of these meteors? Please drop me
a note and let me know. I’ll construct a
summary from your reports for this col-
umn’s readers to enjoy.

Current Solar Cycle Progress
The Royal Observatory of Belgium
reports that the monthly mean observed
sunspot number for October 2015 was
37.0, down from September’s 46.9. The
12-month running smoothed sunspot

number centered on April 2015 is 47.3,
down from March’s 49.3. A smoothed
sunspot count of 47, give or take about
10 points, is expected for January 2016.

The Dominion Radio Astrophysical
Observatory at Penticton, BC, Canada,
had not, at press time, reported figures
for October 2015 and for the 12-month
smoothed 10.7-cm flux centered on
April 2015. The predicted smoothed
10.7-cm solar flux for January 2016 is
95, give or take about 14 points.

The observed monthly mean plane-
tary A-Index (Ap) for October 2015 was
15. The 12-month smoothed Ap index
centered on April 2015 is 12.4. Expect
the overall geomagnetic activity to be
varying greatly between quiet and
active during most days in January.

I welcome your thoughts, questions,
and experiences regarding this fasci-
nating science of propagation. Please
check out the space weather and radio
propagation self-study course that this
columnist is offering at <http://NW7US.
us/swc>.

You may e-mail me, write me a letter,
or catch me on the HF amateur bands.
If you are on Facebook, check out
<http://www.facebook.com/spacewx.hf
radio> and <http://www.facebook.com/
NW7US>. Speaking of Facebook, check
out the CQ Amateur Radio Magazine
fan page at <http://www.facebook.com/
CQMag>.

I’ll be keeping my ears to the radio,
hoping to hear you on the air. Happy
DX!                       73, Tomas, NW7US
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The single most comprehensive
source of information on

HF propagation is once again
available from CQ!

 

 
 


 


   


 


  




  
 

CQ Communications, Inc.
17 W. John Street, Hicksville, NY 11801

Phone 516-681-2922 • FAX 516-681-2926

http://store.cq-amateur-radio.com

Shipping & Handling: USA
$7 for 1st book, $3.50 for 2nd,

$2 for each additional. 
CN/MX

$15 for 1st, $7 for 2nd,
$3.50 for each additional. 

All Other Countries 
$25 for 1st,

$10 for 2nd, $5 for each additional.

Book $19.95

CD $14.95



POLYESTER ROPE: excellent for antenna support and 
guying. Go to <www.audiotronics.us>.

“QRZ DX”—since 1979: Available as an Adobe PDF file each
Wednesday or by regular mail. Your best source for weekly DX
information. Send #10 SASE for sample/rates. “The DX
Magazine”—since 1989: Bi-monthly – Full of DXpedition
reports, QSL Information, Awards, DX news, technical articles,
and more. Send $3.00 for sample/rates. DX Publishing, Inc.,
P.O. Box DX, Leicester, NC 28748-0249. Phone/Fax: 828-683-
0709; e-mail: <DX@dxpub. com>; <http://www.dxpub.com>.

At www.HamRadioExpress.com we know you can’t afford to
waste time looking for Ham Radio Antennas & Accessories.
With over 3,000 products in our four warehouses, you can
rely on Ham Radio Express to have the parts you need, in
stock, especially those special, hard-to-find parts, fixed station
antennas, baluns, mobile antennas, mobile antenna mounts,
accessories, and RF connectors. Custom Built Cable
Assemblies for your Packet TNC/KPC to radio interface
devices. We stock interface cables for all amateur radio makes
and models: AEA, Kantronics, MFJ, PacComm, and more
Packet Controllers. All cables are in stock or can be built in one
day. All cable assemblies are double-checked before they are
shipped. Toll-Free Order Lines: M–F 9 AM to 4 PM: 1-800-
726-2919 or 1-866-300-1969; Fax 1-434-525-4919. Help and 
Tech Support:      At
www.HamRadioExpress.com our Technical Support staff (1-
434-632-7028, 9 AM to 4 PM weekdays) can help you decide
what you need, and all available for same-day shipment. On-
line visit: www.HamRadioExpress.com

REAL HAMS DO CODE: Move up to CW with CW Mental
Block Buster III. Succeed with hypnosis and NLP. Includes
two (2) CDs and Manual. Only $29.95 plus $7.00 s/h US. FL
add $2.14 tax. Success Easy, 568 SE Maple Terrace, Port St.
Lucie, FL 34983, phone 561-302-7731, <www.success-is-
easy.com>.

TWO NEW NOVELS involving ham radio:  , and
  , by N4XX. Visit <http://www.theodore-cohen-

novels.com/>.

QSLing SUPPLIES. e-mail: <plumdx@msn.com>.

CASH FOR COLLINS, HALLICRAFTERS SX-88, & DRAKE
TR-6. Buy any Collins equipment. Leo, KJ6HI, phone/fax 310-
670-6969, e-mail: <radioleo@earthlink.net>.

www.SecondHandRadio.com

MicroLog by WAØH

Free download . . . www.wa0h.com

LOOKING GREAT on the wall behind your equipment.
<www.hamradioprints.com>

OVERSEAS AIRMAIL POSTAGE plus complete line of airmail
envelopes. Order directly from our website. James E. Mackey,
proprietor. website: <www.airmailpostage. com>

TOWER ACCESSORIES Gin Pole Kits – stand off brackets –
antenna mounts –  vehicle radio mounts – for 30 years. IIX
Equipment Ltd., 708-337-8172, <http://www.w9iix.com/>.

HOMEBREW! “Recollections of a Radio Receiver” a 565 page
book on HBR homebrew receivers. $10 delivered (eBook on
CD-ROM). Details <www.w6hht.com>

WANTED: VACUUM TUBES – Commercial, industrial, ama-
teur. Radio Daze, LLC, 7620 Omnitech Place, Victor, NY 14506
USA (phone 585-742-2020; fax 800-456-6494; e-mail:
<info@radiodaze.com>).

ARMS – Amateur Radio Missionary Net. Christian Fellowship
Net, Everyone Welcome. 14.3075 Daily except Sunday
1500–1700Z, –1 Hr DST. Website: www.qsl.net/arms

NEAT STUFF! DWM Communications: <http:// qth.com/dwm>

www.oldqslcards.com

DXPEDITION DVD VIDEOS: For full description and how to
order . . . <www.k4uee.com/dvd/>.

WWW.KM5KG.COM

VORTEX ANTENNA SYSTEMS specialist in HF and VHF high
performance antennas. Yagis and Delta Loops. Linear Loaded
30 and 40m Arrays. OWA Arrays, bespoke individual design
solutions. Antenna related hardware. We ship worldwide
including North America. <www.vortexantennas.co.uk/>. or by
e-mail to <enquiries@vortexantennas.co.uk>.

WANTED: HAM EQUIPMENT AND RELATED ITEMS. Donate
your excess gear—new, old, in any condition—to the Radio Club
of Junior High School 22, the Nation’s only full time non-profit
organization working to get Ham Radio into schools around the
country as a teaching tool using our EDUCOM—Education Thru
Communication—program. Send your radio to school. Your
donated material will be picked up ANYWHERE or shipping
arranged, and this means a tax deduction to the full extent of
the law for you as we are an IRS 501(c)(3) charity in our 33rd
year of service. It is always easier to donate and usually more
financially rewarding, BUT MOST IMPORTANT your gift will
mean a whole new world of educational opportunity for children
nationwide. Radios you can write off; kids you can’t. Make 2014
the year to help a child and yourself. Write, phone, or FAX the
WB2JKJ “22 Crew” today: The RC of JHS 22, P.O. Box 1052,
New York, NY 10002. Twenty-four hours call 516-674-4072; fax
516-674-9600; or e-mail <crew@wb2jkj.org>. Join us on the
WB2JKJ Classroom Net, 7.238 MHz, 1200–1330 UTC daily and
21.395 MHz from 1400 to 2000 UTC. 

“World of Keys – Keys III” book features highly detailed views
and photos of keys, bugs, and paddles like few people have
ever seen ($18)!. Also still available, “Keys II” ($16) and “QRP
Romps!” ($18), plus “Your Guide to HF Fun” ($16). Available
from dealers nationwide.

PACKET RADIO AND MORE! Join TAPR, connect with the
largest amateur radio digital group in the U.S. Creators of the
TNC-2 standard, working on Software Defined Radio technol-
ogy. Benefits: newsletter, software, discounts on kits and pub-
lications. For membership prices see the TAPR website:
<http://www.tapr.org>).

www.isotronantennas.com FOR HF. CHECK IT OUT! Call:
719-687-0650; <wd0eja@isotronantennas. com>

SMART BATTERY CHARGERS: 5A model for larger deep
cycle down to 1/4A model for smaller QRP lead acid batteries.
<www.a-aengineering.com>

HONDURAS DX VACATION: K3, Alpha 86, SteppIR, Meals,
Private Facilities. HR2J, (206) 259-9688.

HY POWER ANTENNA COMPANY <http://www. freewebs.
com/hypower> Multiband dipoles, delta loops, half squares and
QRP antennas.

NEW AMATEUR RADIO MAP with DXCC list updates. Full
color 22 x 34" – $10. Free shipping on club orders.
http://www.hamradiomap.qth.com/

COLLINS . . . Owners of Collins 30S-1 amplifiers. Very rare.
K201, K202, and K203 relays now available. Newly manufac-
tured – not NOS. We ship overseas.  More info on
www.collinsradioactive.com

YAGIS DESIGNED BY WA3FET/K3LR: Bust pileups using
these proven DX and Contest winning “Ultimate OWA Yagis”!
Learn more and request free PDF catalog at
www.SuperBertha.com or call 814-881-9258.

<http://www.vintagehamshack.com>

FREE 2-meter Repeater Frequencies for Travelers by Western
Trucker: USREPEATERS.ORG

QRP KITS: <www.breadboardradio.com>

ROTATING MONOPOLE TOWERS: SuperBertha . . .
BudgetBertha . . . No guy wires, Entire pole rotates, Ground level
rotor. Stack and rotate all your antennas at optimum heights on
one monopole. The Ultimate antenna system! Learn more and
request free PDF catalog at www.SuperBertha.com or call 814-
881-9258.

HAWAII DX VACATION: SteppIR antennas, amplifiers, pri-
vate. KH6RC, <www.leilanibedandbreakfast.com>.

HAM RADIO PARADISE in the Pacific (NA-072) for sale. See
www.qsl.net/hp1vxh and e-mail to contadora@gmx.de

HAM TRAVELERS Discount travel, tours, cruises, more.
www.GreatExpectationTravel.com

PROMOTIONAL VIDEO: 15-minute DVD describes amateur
radio’s fun and public service. Details: <www.neoham.org>.

WANTED: OLD QSL CARD COLLECTIONS. Collector seeks
US & DX cards. W2VRK, 9 Laird Terrace, Somerset, NJ 08873;
e-mail: <tpllrs@comcast.net>.

TELEGRAPH KEY INFORMATION AND HISTORY MUSE-
UM: <http://w1tp.com>

HAM RADIO GIFTS: <www.mainestore.com>

FT243 AND HC6U CRYSTALS: www.af4k.com

ROTATING GUYED TOWERS AND ORBITAL RING
ROTORS: Rotating bases, Rotating guy rings, Orbital ring
rotors. For 45G, 55G, or Custom. Learn more and request free
PDF catalog at www.SuperBertha.com or call 814-881-
9258.CHECK SPOTS; log contacts; manage QSLs, LoTW with
DXtreme Station Log: <http://www.dxtreme.com/>.

FUTURE TIMES: Dreams and visions of Disasters. Great guide
book for Hams. www.xlibris.com/futuretimes.html

OLD QSLs Available. 50’s and 60’s, DX and USA. Specify
call, send SASE. W5SQA@arrl.net

RFI Filters <www.RFchoke.com>

SOTA BEAMS: <http://www.sotabeams.co.uk>. G3CW

CRANK-A-WATT Power & More via KE5NYS. Visit <www.
FactorReady.com>

HAM RADIO CLUB WEBSITES & NEWSLETTERS: Domain
names, websites, email, newsletters, logos and club market-
ing aids. Newsletters customized for your club. So affordable
any size club can now have a professional newsletter.
http://www.HamRadioWebsites.Net  (503-717-3484)

FMTV ARTICLES: Comprehensive transmitter and receiver
deviation calibration, standards, intermodulation, power ampli-
fier calculations. WB9OQM, http://mathison.freeshell.org

ROSS DISTRIBUTING: Go to <www.rossdist.com>. WB7BYZ

Wanna ham in the CAYMAN ISLANDS?” Go to <www.
martykaiser.com/24a.htm>.

HF Mobile or Fixed Virtual X Antenna Patent: For Sale or
License. Request Free Power Point Presentation file. Shows
design details, pictures, prototype tests. Design applies to a
broad frequency range for mant antenna arrays/beams/verti-
cals. <lgslay@sbcglobal.net>. Larry Slay, K5WUL

WANTED: Good 8236 Pentode Electron Tubes for my trans-
mitter. What price each do you need and how many can I order?
Dave at 281-781-5955 or <fullerphone7150@yahoo.com>.

FOR SALE: Samlex Power Supply Model SEC 1223, 13.8V
@ 25 amps. Not working. Includes operating manual and
schematic. Price $50 or best offer. Contact Harry, W9HRQ, at
<harrygraziano@gmail.com> or phone 1-773-334-4492.

NEED ROPE? All kinds,types, including: antenna rope, 
hauling, gin. FREE, free consultation, Go to <http://www.
davisropeandcable.com/>. Veteran owned, K1PEK, 978-
369-1738.

4 land electronics dealership for sale. serious enquiries only
<electronicsdealer73@gmail.com>

www.peidxlodge.com

YAESU FT-840, has FM-747 FM unit, YF-112A 6 kHz AM fil-
ter and manual. Problem with main tuning, otherwise good
$150. FC-800 1.8-30 MHz 150W remote ATU for FT-840 or
FT-890. wotking with cables and manual, $125. Shipping additi-
nal. KB2DMD, (215) 541-1099.

Lee Shaklee W6BH (Shaklee products) passed away in 2013.
His 20 acre RADIO RANCH mountain top remote operation
located in southern California is for sale. Contact Ted Halter at
(951) 316-6777 for further information. 

ANTENNA & TOWER HARDWARE: Aluminum plates:Boom
to elements, boom to mast, GP/ Vertical antennaground plates,
Rohn 25/45 to cross arms plates, Hexabeam / spiderbeam
Hubs, Moxon hubs, U bolts with sadles. All info at: e78WW@
yahoo.com or at e-bay store:: stores.ebay.com/yz4izØ

Advertising Rates: Non-commercial ads are 20 cents per word including abbreviations and addresses.
Commercial and organization ads are $1.00 per word. Boldface words are $1.50 each (specify which words).
Minimum charge $2.00. No ad will be printed unless accompanied by full remittance. All ads must be type-
written double-spaced. 
Closing Date: The 10th day in the third month preceding date of publication (example: Jan. 10th for the
March issue). Because the advertisers and equipment contained in Ham Shop have not been investigated,
the Publisher of cannot vouch for the merchandise listed therein. The publisher reserves the right to
reject any advertisement. Direct all correspondence and ad copy to: CQ Ham Shop, 25 Newbridge Road,
Hicksville, NY 11801 (fax: 516-681-2926; e-mail: <hamshop@cq-amateur-radio.com>.
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TG Electronics .....................................99 www.tgelectronics.org

Universal Radio ...................................37 www.universal-radio.com

Vari-Ten, LLC ......................................63 www.antennatensioner.com
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BATTERIES AMERICA
Jan '16 specialsCall800-308-4805; ONLINE @

store.batteriesamerica.com
For YAESU VX-8R/DR/GR, FT1DR, FT2DR: (BELT CLIP  $ 6.95) 

 FNB-102Li Li-ION batt.  7.4v   2000mAh             $45.95
For YAESU FT-897, 897R, 897D “BackPacker” Radios:

 FNB-78 Ni-MH battery   13.2v   4500mAh              $89.95
For YAESU-Vertex  VX-5R/s, VX-6R, VX-7R/b, VX-7Rb, VXA-700: 

 FNB-80Li Li-ION battery 7.4v   1600mAh             $44.95
 E-DC-5BA DC Power & Charge cord (NEW) $19.95
 NC-72BA AC-DC Power / Battery Charger $17.95
For YAESU-Vertex FT-60R,250,270R; VX-110,120,150,170,177,180,210

 FNB-83xe eneloop  7.2v   2100mAh                $49.95 
For YAESU-Vertex FT-817 (PRE-CHARGED); (E-DC-5BA  DC cord $19.95) 

 FNB-72exx eneloop pro 9.6v 2550mAh               $59.95
For YAESU-Vertex  VX-1R : ( RARE; has custom-designed PCB )

 FNB-52Li Li-ION battery 3.7v     750mAh               $29.95
For YAESU-Vertex FT-50R,40R,10R; VXA-100: (E-DC-5BA: $19.95)

 FNB-41xs Hi-Watt battery 9.6v   1450mAh               $52.95
For YAESU  FT-11R, FT- 41R, FT-51R, etc. (HIGH POWER battery):

 FNB-38xhHi-Watt battery  9.6v   1450mAh               $52.95
For YAESU FT-530,76,26,416,415,816: (E-DC-5BA: DC Pwr cord $19.95) 

 FBA-12h 10-cell AA Battery Case       $28.95
 FBA-12    6-cell AA Battery Case $22.95
 FNB-27xs Hi-Watt battery12.0v 1450mAh $49.95
For YAESU FT-411, 470, 73R,33R, 23R etc: (WC-12 wall charger $12.95)

 FNB-12xh Ni-MH batt. 12v   1250mAh                     $39.95
 FBA-17   6-cell AA Battery Case $19.95
For ICOM IC-92AD (D-STAR): (CP-11L: DC Pwr/Chg cord $19.95)  

 BP-256 Hi-Watt Li-ION batt. 7.4v   1620mAh              $44.95
For ICOM ID-31A, ID-51A: EMS-272 Rapid Charger $ 49.95

 BP-272Li Li-ION Battery 7.4v   2000mAh              $52.95
For ICOM  IC-T90A/E; IC-91A, IC-91AD, IC-80AD (D-STAR), etc: 

 BP-217 5W Li-ION battery 7.4v   1600mAh              $44.95
 CP-11L DC Power & Charge Cord (fits IC-92AD too) $19.95
For ICOM  IC-V8,V82, U82, F3, F4GS/GT, F30,40GS/GT,A24,A6, etc 

 BP-210NEX eneloop NiMH7.2v  2100mAh               $49.95
For ICOM IC-T8A/E/HP; T81A/E; A23,A5: (WC-AIC Wall Chrgr $12.95) 

 BP-200XL Hi-Watt battery    9.6v  1450mAh                $59.95
 BP-197h 6-cell AA Battery case (Hi-Watt) $29.95
For ICOM  IC-W32A/E, T7A/E, T7H, Z1A/E, T22A, T42A, W31A/E : 

 BP-173x Hi-Watt battery  9.6v   1450mAh              $59.95
 BP-170L 6-cell AA Battery case (Hi-Watt) $25.95
For ICOM IC-2/3/4SAT, W2A, 24AT, 2/4SRA, R1: (BC-105A: $22.95) 

 BP-83xh Ni-MH battery 7.2v  2200mAh                $39.95
For ICOM IC-2/02/03/04AT,2/4GAT etc; Radio Shack HTX-202/404 : 

 IC-8 8-cell AA battery case (w/ Charge Jack) $24.95 
 BP-202e Eneloop- Rad.Sh.7.2v   2100mAh              $39.95
For KENWOOD TH-D72A/E: (CP-KE12: DC Pwr & Chg cord: $19.95)  

PB-45L Li-ION batt (NEW) 7.4v   2000mAh              $44.95
For KENWOOD TH-F6A, TH-F6E, TH-F7: (CP-42L- DC cord: $9.95)  

 PB-42L Li-ION battery 7.4v   2000mAh              $44.95
 PB-42XL Li-ION battery 7.4v   4000mAh              $59.95
 EMS-42K Drop-in Rapid Charger for PB-42L/XL $49.95
For KENWOOD TH-G71/K, TH-D7A/AG/E: (CP-39:DC Pwr cord $9.95)

 PB-39h  Hi-Watt Ni-MH batt. 9.6v   1450mAh              $54.95
 BT-11h  6-cell AA Battery Case (Hi-W) $24.95
For KENWOOD TH-79A/E, 22A/E. 42A/E etc: (CP-79: DC cord $9.95) 

 PB-34xh Hi-Watt NiMH batt.9.6v   1200mAh             $39.95
For KENWOOD TH-78A/E,48A/E,28A/E,27A/E: (CP-17: DC cord $9.95) 

 BT-8    6-cell AA Battery Case $14.95 
PB-13x Ni-MH battery 7.2v   1500mAh             $34.95

For KENWOOD TH-77A/E,75A/E,55A/E,46AT/E,45AT,26A/E,25A/E:

 PB-6x Long-Life NiMH batt.7.2v   1600mAh              $36.95
For KENWOOD TH-205A/E,215A/E,225A,315A: (Wall Charger $12.95)

 PB-2h   Ni-MH battery  8.4v   1600mAh              $39.95
For KENWOOD TR2500, TR2600:  (Wall Charger $12.95)

 PB-25-26 Ni-MH battery 8.4v   1600mAh              $39.95
For ALINCO DJ-V5, DJ-V5TH : (CP-46: DC Pwr/Chg Cord $9.95)

 EBP-46xh 5W NiMH batt. 9.6v   1450mAh              $52.95
For ALINCO DJ-195/HP/R,193,196,446,493,496,596: (DC cord $9.95) 

 EBP-48h 5W NiMH batt. 9.6v   2000mAh              $44.95
For ALINCO DJ-G5TD/TH/TY; 190T,191T/TD/TH: (DC Pwr Cord $9.95)

 EBP-36xh Hi-Watt batt. 9.6v   1450 mAh           $52.95
For ALINCO DJ-580/T, DJ-582, DJ-180/T, DJ-280/T, DJ-480 etc :

 EDH-11 6-cell AA Battery Case $22.95
 EBP-20x Ni-MH battery  7.2v   2000 mAh            $32.95
For ADI AT-600; REALISTIC HTX-204 (Wall Charger is $12.95): 

 ADI-600x 5W NiMH batt. 12.0v  1200mAh              $44.95
For STANDARD C228,C528,C558; ADI HT-201, HT-401 etc: 

 CNB-152xh NiMH batt.12.0v  1200mAh               $45.95 
 CBP-888 8-cell AA Battery Case (Hi-WATT) $28.95
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NEW - 

(1) Quick Charger for AA & AAA Ni-MH; Smart
   Charges 1, 2, 3, or 4 cells at a time !

(2) Plugs right into wall outlet. ChooseCharger
     with 4 x AA (2000mAh) or 4 x AAA (800mAh).

3) Safe, quick 4 - 5 hr chg with auto shut-off.

4) Easy-to-read LED charge status indicators.

4xAA $19.95 / or w/4xAAA
  BQ-CC17 Smart Charger &

    $16.95 pkg

BAOFENG UV-5R: 2m/440 Dual Band HT $39.95 /pkg
Order Online, Mail, E-mail, Phone, or Fax  w/ MC, VISA, DISC, or AMEX

BATTERIES AMERICA- 8845 S.Greenview #2, Middleton,WI 53562 

1-800-308-4805
Fax: 608-831-1082. E-mail: sales@batteriesamerica.com








